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Abstract
The overall aim of this study was to develop a computational model of uterine natural
killer (uNK) cells’ intracellular signalling to predict the response to placental cells
(trophoblasts) during pregnancy. Pregnancy success is critically dependent on the
remodelling of maternal uterine arteries (spiral arteries) by trophoblasts. There is strong
evidence that this process is modulated by immune cells, specifically uNK cells. Natural
killer (NK) cells’ usual action on aberrant cells by the secretion of cytotoxins is locally
inhibited during pregnancy to promote trophoblast implantation. The mother’s ’tolerant’
response to invading trophoblasts may be the key to a successful pregnancy, but this
immune tolerance is incompletely understood.

We hypothesize that differential expression of key activation and inhibition receptors in
uNK cells compared with peripheral natural killer cells (pbNK) may play an important
role in this process. Receptors on uNK cells are stimulated by human leukocyte anti-
gen (HLA) class 1b genes expressed on trophoblasts’ membrane surfaces. The unique
class of HLA expression on trophoblasts may help trophoblasts to actively avoid im-
mune attack. In this work, we predicted the contribution of NK cell receptors and
intracellular molecules to cytokine secretions.

This study uses mathematical modelling to investigate the downstream effects of NK cells’
activation and inhibition receptors after stimulation by key ligands on uNK cells. Devel-
opment of our model is based on a comprehensive qualitative description of pbNKs’ intra-
cellular signalling pathways leading to chemokine and cytotoxin secretion, obtained from
the KEGG database (https://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?hsa04650).
From this qualitative description we built a novel quantitative model, reusing existing
curated models where possible and implementing new models as needed. This approach
was enabled through the availability of these models in standard formats in publicly
accessible repositories. This is the first model to incorporate a comprehensive descrip-
tion of the pathways between activation and inhibition receptors and the secretion of
IFNγ, TNFα and GM-CSF cytokines, which aims to predict pbNK function with the
necessary detail to match existing literature data.

We then assessed the behaviours of the pbNK model derived, to investigate whether
alternate solutions that matched pbNK function but were not ’best fits’ exist, and
whether changes in relative receptor expression between pbNK and uNK cells may be
sufficient to change cell behaviour as expected in pregnancy. While the model was
not able to be fully parameterised to uNK cell function, the model assessment reveals
the relative importance of different reactions for molecules in the NK intracellular
pathways on secretion of IFNγ, TNFα and GM-CSF cytokines for both types of NK cells.
This model provides important steps toward understanding how differential receptor
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expression between these two types of NK cells impacts their function. In particular,
we demonstrate model predictions of how the different levels of ligands (HLA-C, -E,
and -G) and associated receptors’ expression of uNKs contribute to altered cytokine
secretion in uNKs. Ultimately, this new knowledge will help us to define the interaction
between placental trophoblasts and uNKs in humans.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the pregnancy, the fetus obtains all the nutrients it needs from its mother.

These nutrients are delivered via the placenta, which provides close contact between

the maternal and fetal circulations (without mixing). At the beginning of pregnancy,

the blastocyst (the pre-cursor to the embryo) implants in the uterus, and then forms

the fetus and placenta [27]. During implantation, the blastocyst differentiates into

different cell types, including trophoblasts (fetal-placental cells). Trophoblasts migrate

into the uterus, and remodel the uterine blood vessels, allowing maternal blood that

is rich in nutrients to feed the placenta [27, 28].

Failure of trophoblast invasion is related to pre-eclampsia, a serious complication where in

some cases the fetus receives an inadequate supply of blood, and can result in spontaneous

miscarriage [29]. There is evidence that this condition has an immunological basis [30].

Uterine natural killer cells aggregate around the spiral arteries in early pregnancy to

help with the invasion process. Natural killer cells are a type of immune cell that kills

harmful cells by secreting cytotoxins [31]. Natural killer cells do not need to recognise

antigens before releasing their toxins to attack virus-infected cells or tumour cells. The

recent studies enlighten the role of natural killer cell in early pregnancy through the

interaction of natural killer receptors and trophoblast ligands [5, 32, 33]. With the

existence of natural killer cells in the uterus even before implantation, we were interested

to know the function of uNK cells during pregnancy.

The trophoblasts that invade the uterus are fetal cells, so they are partly paternal

in origin, deriving 50% of their genes from the genetically non-identical father. The

1
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conceptus is thus termed "semi-allogeneic" in relation to the mother [30]. Normally,

’non-self’ cells would be rejected, but this does not happen in pregnancy. The surprising

ability of the mother to permit the introduction and survival of genetically different

cells during implantation, and to nurture the developing fetus throughout the course of

pregnancy, has intrigued immunologists for half a century or more [30, 34–37]. Back in

1953, the first attempt to formally address the issue of successful pregnancy was raised by

the renowned transplantation immunologist Peter Medawar [30]. One early hypothesis

regarding immune responses in pregnancy was that successful pregnancies involve systemic

maternal immune suppression. The suppressed immunity during pregnancy is thought to

happen when trophoblast ligands bind to inhibitory receptors on NK cell surfaces.

Current understanding suggests that to prevent immune rejection, a combination of

strategies is required, with multiple overlapping and complementary mechanisms oper-

ating for the protection of the fetus [38–40]. Some key aspects of the normal immune

response are altered towards acceptance or tolerance in order to permit intimate as-

sociation between maternal cells and trophoblasts [41]. The maternal aspect of the

fetal-maternal interface features pathways that ensure any immune response is skewed

towards tolerance, as opposed to rejection [29, 42, 43]. The maternal immune system must

provide maximum protection from environmental hazards but has a critical requirement

for the circumvention of immune rejection [44, 45].

The knowledge of this special immunological relationship is now substantially advanced,

but there are pieces of the puzzle still missing [35, 46, 47]. The need for research in

this field remains strong, considering the major health burden attributable to repro-

ductive conditions including infertility, miscarriage, preeclampsia, and preterm birth,

all of which are thought to be at least partly attributable to origins in the mater-

nal immune response [48, 49].

The focus of this thesis is to investigate the key signalling pathways that are impor-

tant for a successful pregnancy. We were also looking at the important receptor-ligand

interactions reported to exist between uterine NK (uNK) cells and trophoblasts. We

analysed how uNK cells determine whether to secrete cytotoxins or cytokines in their

interaction with the trophoblast.

In this study, we chose to simulate the maternal immune response signalling pathway

in silico because by doing so we were able to describe a complex biological pathway,
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incorporate a broad range of experimental data, and generate novel hypotheses [50].

In the case of uNK intracellular signalling study, computational modelling helps to

understand intracellular reactions that are difficult to do experimentally. One reason is

that NK cells have a short lifespan, with an average of 2 weeks [51, 52]. Computational

modelling allows us to make physiological modifications to the system easily, and study

the effect of the changes on the system [50, 53]. One major aim of this works is to

identify promising directions for experimental research on understanding the intracellular

signalling in NK cell especially in uNK cell.

1.1 Systemic maternal immune suppression in successful

pregnancy

As early as day 5 of gestation, during what is termed the blastocyst period, the zygote

(fertilized egg) differentiates into specialised cells known as the trophectoderm (the earliest

trophoblast) [33]. Almost immediately after implantation, the trophectoderm initiates a

complex programme of differentiation, ultimately giving rise to several structurally and

functionally distinct trophoblast sub-populations that have specific tasks in development

(Figure 1.1) [1]. The trophectoderm subdivides into a single layer of cytotrophoblasts and

a single multinucleated layer of syncytiotrophoblasts (which covers the whole placenta

providing separation of maternal and fetal blood) [54]. At this time, the uterus is in

the late secretory phase of its cycle and ready for implantation.

One role of the trophoblast is to promote decidual spiral artery remodelling [42, 55].

The spiral arteries are maternal arteries lying at the interface of the uterus and the

placenta [54] and they transform from low volume, high resistance blood vessel to

enable the trafficking of a high volume, low resistance maternal blood flow. Immune

cells have been found aggregated around spiral arteries in early pregnancy, in close

proximity to the invading trophoblast [3, 4, 44].
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Figure 1.1: The trophectoderm gives rise to the placenta, while the inner cell mass
gives rise to the fetus. Edited from [1], Figure 1.

1.2 The physiology of implantation in early pregnancy

During spiral artery remodelling, trophoblasts initiate endothelial cell apoptosis and dis-

organisation of smooth muscle cells in the vascular wall [56]. Ultimately, the trophoblasts

completely replace the smooth muscle in the endothelium of the spiral arteries. The

decidua (the adapted endometrial layer) of the pregnant uterus is formed to aid the

implantation of the embryo (Figure 1.2). Three distinct layers or regions of decidua

are formed: the decidua placentalis that is the fetal implantation site; the decidua

capsularis, which surrounds the fetus; and the decidua parietalis, which lines the body

of the uterus. By week 12 of gestation, the decidua capsularis and decidua parietalis

have fused together to form a single layer.
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Figure 1.2: The human uterus in the early weeks of pregnancy. The decidua formed
during pregnancy to facilitate the implantation of the embryo comprise the decidua
placentalis, decidua capsularis and decidua parietalis. The human placenta comprises
villous trees (fetal part) which anchor to the maternal spiral arteries in the decidua
(maternal part). Image reproduced with permission from Wikipedia Commons (https:

//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gray34.png).

1.2.1 The blastocyst stage and early trophoblast invasion

As shown in Figure 1.3, cytotrophoblasts in the tips of the villi (finger-like projections on

the surface of the placenta) then differentiate into extravillous trophoblast (EVT) cells

that invade the maternal uterine decidua up to the inner third of the myometrium [48, 57].

At this particular stage, endothelial cells undergo apoptotic destruction. EVTs can be

detected in decidua at 8 weeks of gestation and in the inner myometrium (the middle layer

of the uterine wall, which consists mainly of uterine muscle) at 14 weeks [54, 57].

(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gray34.png)
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gray34.png)
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Figure 1.3: Villous trees composed of anchoring (AV) and floating villi (FV), which are
covered by a syncytiotrophoblast (SYN) that is underlain by cytotrophoblasts (CTB).
The CTB layer grows increasingly discontinuous in the second and third trimesters. At
the uterine wall, extravillous trophoblasts (EVTs) anchor the villous tree in the decidua.
Some invade the decidua and move away from the tip to remodel maternal spiral arteries,
with altered gene expression patterns as they move (not shown). Adapted from [2],
Figure 1.

Unremodelled spiral arteries have a tortuous structure with a small diameter at the ends

[54]. There are four proposed stages [3, 44] of spiral artery remodelling as illustrated

in Figure 1.4. In stage 1, decidual arteries consist of intact layers of endothelium

and vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) interspersed with elastin fibres, no EVTs

are detected and many leukocytes (immune cells) are present in the myometrium. In

stage 2, elastin fibres break down and extensive disorganization causes partial loss of

VSMC layers, some breaks in the endothelium layer, and a proportion of VSMCs and

endothelial cells (ECs) undergo increased apoptosis. Immune cells, comprising uNK cells

and macrophages, infiltrate the vessel wall and colonize the spiral arteries. In stage

3, accumulated elastase-producing endovascular EVTs adhere to vessel walls, which is

associated with a substantial loss of VSMCs, endothelium and further elastin catabolism.

EVT invasion also induces apoptosis. Finally, in stage 4, vascular cells are entirely

replaced by EVTs embedded in fibrinoid, endovascular EVTs line the vessel and mural

elastin is degraded to facilitate vasodilatation [42, 44, 58].
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Figure 1.4: Proposed events during myometrial spiral artery remodelling. There are
four proposed stages of spiral artery remodelling. In stage 1, myometrial arteries are
made up of intact layers of endothelium and VSMC, no EVTs are detected and few
leukocytes are present in the myometrium. In stage 2, elastin fibres break down and
extensive disorganization causes partial loss of VSMC layers. In stage 3, accumulated
elastase-producing EVTs adhere to the vessel walls. Finally, in stage 4, vascular cells
are entirely replaced by EVTs embedded in fibrinoid, endovascular EVTs line the vessel
and mural elastin is degraded to facilitate vasodilatation. Adapted from [3], Figure 2.

Live image analysis of cell-cell interactions has shown the specific targeting of vascular

smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) by trophoblasts [27]. In co-culture experiments trophoblasts

induce cell death by apoptosis in VSMCs, which is believed important for spiral artery

remodelling [27, 28, 57]. A reduced number of uNK cells have been detected in pregnant

mothers with pre-eclampsia and intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR), which is believed

to cause poor spiral artery remodeling [45, 59]. Furthermore, co-culture experiments

with VSMCs have shown that trophoblasts move towards vascular cells with higher

speed and with more directional persistence of movement when compared to mono-

cultures of trophoblasts [27, 28]. Thus, understanding the complete interaction between

these two cell types is crucial to improved understanding of the reasons for impaired

spiral artery remodelling. However, despite some evidence that trophoblasts initiate

VSMC apoptosis [27, 28], Smith et al. [44] suggested that spiral artery remodelling is

a trophoblast-independent process. They suggest that the process is actually initiated

by maternal leucocytes, and in particular by uNKs. This theory was strengthened by
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an experiment in which myometrial spiral arteries from non-pregnant women cultured

with uNK cells showed disruption of the VSMC layer and rounded nuclei [58]. However,

there are many aspects of trophoblast invasion and the interaction of trophoblasts with

uNK cells that are not yet well understood: there is no convincing evidence that uNKs

play an active role in regulating spiral artery remodelling and no conclusive evidence

exists to implicate uNKs in facilitating trophoblast invasion [48, 60].

1.2.2 Maternal uterine natural killer cells

One would expect maternal immune cells to attack the invading trophoblast as the

placenta is semi-allogenic (some genes are different between mother and fetus). However,

they appear to cooperate with the trophoblast in disrupting the arterial wall [5, 60]. It

is known that even before gestation, maternal natural killer cells exist in the decidua

[42]. The contribution of immune cells in early pregnancy and their role in disrupting

vascular smooth muscle cells prior to EVT invasion, apoptosis, and remodelling has

been determined in several studies [42, 55] In addition, several mechanisms have been

proposed to explain the interactions between EVTs, vascular cells, and maternal immune

cells. Potentially, the key to successful placentation is a tolerant maternal immune

response to invading trophoblasts [61, 62]. The distribution of trophoblasts, vascular

cells, and maternal immune cells during implantation and the trophoblast invasion

process is simplified in Figure 1.5.

uNK cells are a particular type of immune cell that appear to play a role in pregnancy;

they are lymphocytes that survey the body for abnormal cells. uNK cells are present in

low numbers even before pregnancy, during the proliferative and early secretory phase

of the menstrual cycle [42]. The number of uNK cells in the endometrium increases

through the late secretory phase of the menstrual cycle and continues to rise in early

pregnancy. The uNK cells accumulate in the decidua until week 20 of gestation, with the

highest numbers present in early pregnancy (Figure 1.6) [42, 59, 61, 63, 64]. As uNKs

are the major component of maternal decidual leukocytes, their phenotypes have been

characterised in several cytometry and immunohistochemical studies [65].

The most abundant NKs in the body are peripheral blood natural killer cells (pNKs).

uNK cells differ from pNKs in their secretion of cytokines and cytotoxins. Cytokines are

cell signalling molecules that assist in cell-to-cell communication in the immune response
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Figure 1.5: Increased placental invasion of the uterus in human is associated with the
presence of NK cells. (a) uNKs have been found aggregated around the spiral arteries
in early pregnancy (b) Trophoblasts invade the blood vessels, replacing the vascular
endothelium in the decidua and up to one third of the myometrium. These changes are
mediated by the presence of uNK cells. Adapted from [4], Figure 4.

Figure 1.6: uNK cell numbers in the decidua basalis plotted versus gestational age.
Adapted from [5], Figure 1.
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and stimulate cell movement towards sites of inflammation, infection and trauma, while

cytotoxins are released by NK cells to kill aberrant cells. NK cells are controlled by

a dynamic balance between activation and inhibition signalling that is initiated upon

interaction with potential target cells [31]. Integration of these numerous inputs results

in cytotoxin and/or cytokine secretion [31]. NK cells do not have a dominant activation

receptor, so several receptors or coactivations are required to secrete cytotoxins [66].

However, the ligands involved in this process are still being determined [4, 66, 67].

As in pregnancy, the key contributors to trophoblast invasion appear to be a unique

combination of genes, which appear to regulate multiple components of the interactions

between placental and maternal cells, called human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class

1b genes [58, 61, 62]. The HLA class 1b genes have few alleles, which makes them

unlikely to be recognized as foreign by the maternal cells [61]. The low polymorphic

properties of these particular HLAs may aid trophoblasts in actively avoiding immune

attack [49]. A complete description of the mechanisms of interaction between HLAs

and maternal uNKs remains unknown [58, 68]. One way to integrate current knowledge

of cell signalling pathways and to formulate new hypotheses regarding cell function

is to use computational models to ’fill the gaps’ in data or to test whether existing

functional hypotheses are feasible. In this project we will construct computational

models of the key pathways involved in uNK cells, including the influence of pathways

[61, 62]. We will use this model to test hypotheses regarding the behaviours of uNKs

in comparison to their peripheral blood counterparts.

1.3 Thesis objectives

The research encompassed in this thesis is the development of models to describe key

signalling pathways that regulate maternal immune cells. The major aim was to model

the intracellular level signalling pathways that define the interaction between placental

trophoblasts and uNKs in humans. We first constructed a model of a peripheral blood

NK function that contained the necessary detail to match the literature data. Then, we

investigated whether relative expression for receptors in peripheral blood and uterine

NK was sufficient to change cell behaviour as expected in pregnancy.
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1.4 Thesis overview

Chapter 1 contains the research motivation and summarises the physiology of implan-

tation in early pregnancy. It also provides the thesis objectives and thesis structure

Chapter 2 contains the basic concepts in immunology and general biological background

required for this study including discussion of receptors, intracellular signalling pathways,

cytokines and chemokines, and differences in NK cell phenotypes relevant to pregnancy.

It also summarises existing attempts to model NK cells

Chapter 3 describes the use of CellML to provide a modular framework for modelling

NK cells. It also provides how the models are built and calibrated

Chapter 4 describes a library of NK pathways models, including testing of behaviours

of existing and new models, the complete NK pathway model and includes fitting

and testing of this full model

Chapter 5 moves towards modelling uNK cells using existing data and how

the models are used

Chapter 6 contains the conclusion of the thesis, limitations and suggests future di-

rections for this research





Chapter 2

Background: Concepts and

models of natural killer cell

function

2.1 Basic concepts in immunology

The human immune system relies on the activity of leukocytes (white blood cells) for

normal function. Leukocytes are produced and mature in the bone narrow, before they

migrate to guard the peripheral tissues, circulating in the blood and the lymphatic system

[69, 70]. The lymphatic system functions to circulate lymph and plays an important role

in the immune system. Lymph is a clear-white fluid that carries lymphocytes, which

are small leukocytes and comprised of natural killer cells (NK cells), T-cells and B-cells

[70, 71]. T-cells and B-cells are responsible for adaptive immunity; the antigen-specific

immune response. NK cells come from the same source as T- and B-cells, but lack

antigen-specific receptors, the important characteristic of adaptive immunity and so

are a component of the innate immune system [72].

Innate immunity acts as the front line of the defence system, providing immediate and

rapid response to a broad range of microbes or pathogens, as it is non-specific and not

long-lasting [69, 73]. Innate immunity does not require prior exposure to pathogens.

Normally, an adaptive immune response is not seen until 4-7 days after infection, which

means innate immunity has a critical role in controlling infections during this period

13
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[69]. Attacks on immune systems that cannot be resolved by innate immunity will

trigger adaptive immunity [74], followed by lasting immunological memory to face future

reinfection by the same pathogen, if it happens. Adaptive immunity reacts to specific

microbes more slowly than innate immunity [69]. Despite NK cells being primarily

associated with innate immunity there is some evidence that they also contribute to

adaptive immunity, especially in adapting the environment through priming, education

and memory, and are able to respond to multiple infections from a particular antigen

[14, 31, 72]. NK cells are the focus in this study, as they are proposed to be important in

early pregnancy [59, 75]. They comprise approximately 15% of all circulating lymphocytes

[76–78] including 2-18% of lymphocytes in human peripheral blood. NK cells have the

capability to lyse or destroy some abnormal cells - for example, tumour cells and virus-

infected cells - and are known as effector cells, which means they selectively bind to

ligands and regulate target cells’ biological activities [79, 80].

2.2 Natural killer cells

This section describes the regulation and mechanism of NK cell function and how NKs

are activated. We also describe the NK cell receptors, which play a major role in

determining the reaction of NK cells to other cells and how they determine whether

to secrete cytotoxins or cytokines. We also explain the intracellular activation and

inhibition signalling pathway in NK cells, which is the focus of our model. Lastly, we

describe where the NK cell subset is localised in humans.

2.2.1 Regulation and mechanism of NK cell function

NK cell function is determined by a balance of activation and inhibition signalling induced

by trans-membrane receptors [31, 81]. This process involves engagement of ligands with

the receptors, as well as the action of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-2,

IL-12, IL-15, IL-18, IL-21 and IFNα, β [79, 82, 83]. The cytokines may be released

by antigen presenting cells (APCs) such as monocytes, macrophages, and/or dendritic

cells [84]. The cytokines promote NK cell maturation, proliferation, cytotoxicity and/or

production of other cytokines such as IFNγ and TNFα [79]. If activation signalling

dominates, NK cells become activated. Following activation, an NK cell is able to
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secrete cytotoxins and various types of cytokines. Cytotoxin secretion is suppressed

by the recognition of ligands that the NK cell receptors detect on ’target’ cells [85].

Upon contact with other cells recognised as undesirable, activated NK cells are able

to mediate cell killing via two mechanisms, exocytosis of perforin/granzyme granules

and signalling via TNF receptors [85].

The interaction between NK cells and target cells requires docking between NK cell

receptors and target cell ligands (Figure 2.1). There are two hypotheses regarding how

NK cells interact with pathogens or foreign cells. The ’missing-self’ hypothesis is one of

the simple recognition strategies for NK cells. This hypothesis suggests that NK cells

attack target cells that lack ’self-molecules’, which usually exist in a healthy or normal

cell [86]. In other words, the target cell would be recognized as ’self’ if it is normal,

but is known as ’non-self’ when it is an infected target cell. The action of NK cells can

be described as ’activation upon recognition of the unexpected and inactivation upon

recognition of the expected’ [87]. A well-known example of the ’missing-self’ hypothesis

is the inhibition of NK cell activation when many ’known’ molecules are embedded

on target cells. Examples include major histocompatibility complex (MHC) or human

leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I molecules. There is abundant expression of MHC class

I on normal cells, which NK cells then identify as ’self’. The activation of NK cells

happens when the target cells lack MHC class I.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of NK cell interaction with a target cell. The interaction
between the two cells happens through receptors expressed on the NK cell surface and
ligand expressed on the target cell surface.

Lakshmikanth in 2011 proposed two models to explain how NK cells could detect

MHC molecules on target cells [87]:

a. The effector inhibition model: Once an NK cell recognizes MHC class I molecules

on the target cell, the lytic function (effector) of the NK cell is inhibited by an inhibition
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pathway activated by MHC molecules. In this model, activation of NK cells is inhibited

by the detection of ’self’ MHC molecules on target cells (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram showing (a) a balanced NK cell signal regulated by a
healthy cell; and (b) the lytic function of an NK cell depends on the ’missing self’ MHC
class I ligand and the presence of activating signals. Adapted from [6], Figure 1.

b. The target interference model: Receptors on NK cells recognize ligands on target

cells upon contact. If a ’self’ MHC class I happens to be the ligand on the target cells, the

NK cells’ connection with the target cells is disrupted and target cell lysis is prevented.

Further studies then suggested another recognition strategy by NK cells, called the

’induced self’ hypothesis. The ’induced self’ hypothesis states that NK cell activation

can happen because of the expression of ligands for NK cell-activating receptors. As an

example, the natural-killer group 2, member D (NKG2D)/C-type lectin (CD94) receptor

could be activated on contact with MICA (Major histocompatibility complex class I

(MHC-A) chain-related protein A) on a target cell. The activation of NK cells in this

situation is induced under cellular stress conditions, such as viral infection [67]. Both

’missing-self’ and ’induced-self’ recognition may work simultaneously for NK cells to

maximally discriminate between normal cells and infected target cells [88].

2.2.2 Anatomical localization of NK cells

NK cells can be divided into two distinct populations: CD56dim and CD56bright, which

differ in their distribution of homing properties; in other words their ability to be

recruited to specific organs such as peripheral blood or decidua. CD56dim make up 90%

of human peripheral blood and spleen NK cells, while CD56bright NK cells are high in

lymph nodes, inflamed tissue and tonsils [89, 90] and represent the main lymphocyte

population in human decidua [42]. CD56 is an NK cell surface marker, which distinguishes

NK cell phenotypes and populations, and CD56bright cells have five- to ten-fold higher

CD56 expression than CD56dim [91–93].
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Normally CD56dim cells express high levels of CD16 (Figure 2.3b) [94], the strongest

inducer of cytotoxicity by IL-2 activated NK cells [66]. Unlike CD56dim, CD56bright

cells express no, or low levels, of CD16 (Figure 2.3a). So, CD56dim and CD56bright

cells secrete different types or levels of cytotoxins and cytokines [76, 95]. As there is

a distinction between the NK cells based on both CD56 and CD16, the population of

NK cells is also recognized as being split into CD56dimCD16+ and CD56brightCD16-

cohorts, where + means positive and - means negative. Another difference between cells

in the two populations of CD56 is perforin expression. It is expressed in high levels

in CD56dim, while CD56bright cells express 10-fold lower perforin [76, 93, 94]. Perforin

helps NK cells to perforate target cell membranes prior to passive diffusion of granzymes

(cytotoxin granules in NK cytoplasm) into the target cells. The high level of perforin

expressed by CD56dim could help the cytotoxin secretions to penetrate target cells. The

characteristics of CD56dim and CD56bright are simplified in Table 2.1.

Figure 2.3: Phenotypes of human NK cell populations. Characteristic profiles of
CD56bright and CD56dim NK cells are depicted. (a) CD56bright has high-density expres-
sion of CD56 and low-density expression of CD16. It exhibits low natural cytotoxicity and
secretes high levels of cytokines. (b) CD56dim has low-density expression of CD56 and
high-density expression of CD16. CD56dim NK cells produce high levels of cytotoxicity
and have low levels of cytokines. Edited from [7], Figure 1.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of CD56bright and CD56dim characteristics and anatomical
location.

Characteristic CD56dim CD56bright

Location Peripheral blood Uterine

High in Peripheral blood

Lymph nodes

Inflamed tissue

Tonsils

Decidua

Surface markers
Low levels of CD56

High levels of CD16

High levels of CD56

Low levels of CD16

Perforin expression High Low

Cytotoxin/Cytokine Cytotoxin Cytokine

2.2.3 Natural killer cell receptors

A large number of NK cell receptors have been studied and the number is still growing

[78, 95–98]. There are three major families of natural killer receptors (NKRs). The

first family is the killer cell Ig-like receptor (KIR). This group of receptors recognizes

HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C on target cells. The expression of KIR isoforms on NK

cells is regulated by the methylation of KIR gene loci [67]. A second group is C-type

lectins, such as CD94 and NKG2, which recognize HLA-E and MICA (ligands on tumour,

infected and/or stressed cells) on target cells. A third group is the natural cytotoxicity

receptors (NCRs) which comprise activation receptors to signal cells’ lysis. Among

them are NKp44, Nkp46, NKp80 and NKp30 [67], which interact with viral hemagglu-

tinin, nuclear factor HLA-B-associated transcript 3, heparin sulphate proteoglycans,

C-type lectin and B7-H6 [67]. There is a small family of receptors in humans, called

leukocyte immunglobulin-like transcript (ILT) receptors, which are inhibitory receptors

that bind to the HLA class I ligand.

The KIR receptor group is of particular interest in this study because of its capacity

to bind with HLA-G and HLA-C, which have both been found to play important roles

in trophoblast invasion. Commonly, inhibitory KIRs contain ITIM (immunoreceptor

tyrosine-based inhibition motifs) regions in their cytoplasmic tail, and activation KIRs
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contain ITAM (immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif) regions in their cytoplas-

mic tail (Figure 2.4). ITIM is defined by a consensus of amino acid sequence (I/L/V/S)

xYxx (L/V), where the x represents any amino acid. Once an inhibition receptor engages

with a target cell ligand, the tyrosine residue on the ITIM is phosphorylated and activates

inhibition signalling downstream (Figure 2.3). In contrast, the ITAM consensus sequence

is defined by (D/E)xxYxx(L/I)x(6-12)Yxx(L/I), where x(6-12) represents 6-12 possible

amino acids (some say x(6-8)) [96, 97, 99]. Upon engagement with the ligand on the

target cell, the tyrosine residue is phosphorylated by Src family protein tyrosine kinase

(SFK). This initiates the activation signalling pathway of an NK cell [96, 100].

Figure 2.4: KIR activation and inhibition intracellular signaling pathway. During
activation, the tyrosine residue in the activation motif is phosphorylated by Src family
protein tyrosine kinase (SFK). In contrast, the tyrosine residue on the inhibition motif
is phosphorylated and activates the inhibition signalling downstream

Receptors considered in this thesis are listed in Figure 2.5. We focused on receptors

that interact with HLA-C, -E and -G and are reported to exist on the uNK cell surface.

Those receptors are activating receptors CD94/NKG2C, KIR2DS1 and NKG2D and inhi-

bition receptors CD94/NKG2A, KIR2DL1/2/3, KIR2DL4 and LILRB1/2. We included

activation receptors ITG and NKG2D and inhibition receptors KIR3DL1/2 to capture

the pbNK cells receptor, as we captured most of the experimental data from available

immune cell studies in peripheral immune cells, and these receptors are well studied in

this context. The model was modified to fit the uNK cell signalling pathways.
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Figure 2.5: Receptors of interest in human natural killer cells [8–12]

2.2.4 Cytotoxin and cytokine secretion

One of the features that determines NK cell secretion is the active and resting state

of the immune cell. Active or effector NK cells are produced in response to an initial

infection. They are differentiated leukocytes and are involved in cell lysis. On the other

hand, resting cells are cells that are not active, but have been produced in response

to re-infection by the same pathogen. Resting cells are usually long-lasting memory

cells and they can give rise to another population of both active and resting cells.

Active and resting NK cells can be distinguished by their ability to be degranulated

and secrete cytokines, as illustrated in Figure 2.6 [13]. Active NK cells have high

reactivity, while resting NK cells have low reactivity. In between the two, there are

memory NK cells that have intermediate reactivity.

Figure 2.6: Comparing the reactivity of NK cells during differentiation. The state of
reactivity of resting NK cells, memory NK cells and active (effector) NK cells is marked
by the expression of activation and differentiation markers. These markers include the
killer cell lectin-like receptor subfamily G, member 1 (KLRG1), CD62L and LY6C. The
relative capacities of these subsets to mediate cytotoxicity and secrete effector cytokines
are indicated. Adapted from [13], Figure 4.

Adequate secretion of cytotoxins is important to enable NK cells to eliminate aberrant

cells, especially through cell lysis, and NK cells release cytotoxins that usually cause
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cell lysis whenever IFNα/β cytokines are induced [79]. NK cells’ cytotoxic granules are

perforin (a membrane-disrupting protein) and granzymes (proteolytic serine proteases)

[101]. Among the NK cell phenotypes, CD56dim is known to release cytotoxins upon

infection. In contrast, pbNK cells are more granular; however, both pbNK cells and uNK

cells are reported to have similar levels of perforin release [102, 103].

However, not all viral infections trigger cytotoxin release; some result in NK cells

producing cytokines [79]. As an example, the phenotypes of NK cells predominant

in the uterus release cytokines (especially in uterine NKs) and are not cytotoxic upon

interaction with trophoblasts at the early stage of trophoblast invasion. Usually, cytokines

are released in the first 3-5 hours after infection [94]. Cytokines activate particular NK

cell immune responses, including lymphoid development, differentiation, homeostasis,

tolerance and memory. Once bound to ligands on target cells, cytokine effects vary

depending upon the doses induced and /or interactions with other expressed factors.

Among the important cytokines released by NK cells are interferon, IFNγ and tumour

necrosis factor, TNFα. IFNγ is important in controlling the spread of infections, and

polarizing the adaptive immune response against attack to the immune system, while

TNFα plays an important role in anti-tumour immunity. In CD56bright NK cells, IFNγ

is readily produced by NK cells in response to stimulation with interleukins IL-12,

IL-15, and IL-18. Those interleukins are cytokines that are important for NK cell

maturation, activation, and survival [104].

NK cells can also secrete chemokines, which are a low-molecular weight family of cytokines

that mediate a direct antiviral effect (eg. HIV infections) [79]. Chemokines also play

important non-immune roles in communicating with neighbouring cells. A study by

Fauriat et al. [94] showed that chemokine secretions occur earlier than the production of

IFNγ and TNFα. Chemokines such as macrophage inflammatory proteins-1α (MIP-1α)

and MIP-1β can be released within 1 hour of infection [94].

2.2.5 Activation and inhibition signalling pathways

NK cells are controlled by a dynamic balance between complementary and antagonistic

pathways that are initiated upon interaction with potential target cells [31]. The

engagement of inhibitory receptors for MHC class I does not globally suppress NK cell

activation; rather, a balance between stimulation and inhibition dictates the nature of the
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immune response. Inhibition pathways are believed to be the dominant controllers of NK

cell function and so are well studied compared to activation pathways. Three interlinked

inhibition signalling pathways have been proposed, compared to one activation signalling

pathway [14]. Inhibitory receptors regulate the activities of various activating receptors

and lead to diverse signalling pathways downstream, but how the inhibition signalling

interferes with activation signalling is not well defined [14, 105, 106].

Figure 2.7: Three proposed inhibition pathways for NK cells, labelled 1, 2 and 3. The
first and the third proposed inhibitory signalling to NK cells lead to dephosphorylation
of nucleotide exchange factor Vav, which leads to disruption of activation signalling. The
second inhibition signal leads to disruption of activation signalling through disruption
complexes comprising CBL, CRK and C3G. Edited from [14], Figure 3.

Inhibitory signalling pathways:

Pathway 1 in Figure 2.7: Inhibition receptors recognize MHC class I molecules.

Interaction between the inhibition receptor and MHC results in phosphorylation at the

ITIM region at the cytoplasmic tail of the NK cell receptor, by Src Family Kinases

(SFKs). The phosphorylation of ITIM leads to the recruitment of phosphatase binding,

which could be SHP-1, SHP-2 or SHIP (all those containing an SH-2 domain) [99]. Vav,

the nucleotide exchange factor in activation signalling, is a direct de-phosphorylation

target of this inhibitory signalling. The de-phosphorylation of Vav then blocks the

downstream signalling pathways of activating signals [14, 107].
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Pathway 2 in Figure 2.7: This pathway is proposed to occur parallel to the Vav

signalling pathway [108]. The signalling pathway has additional steps following the

recruitment of SHP-1. After the recruitment of SHP-1, tyrosine-protein kinase ABL1

phosphorylates CRK, and then they form a complex together. The disruption of NK cell

activation signalling is completed by the association of an adaptor protein, CRK, the

Casitas B-lineage lymphoma (CBL) and the guanine exchange factor C3G [108, 109]. How-

ever, this signalling pathway has not been demonstrated by any other study to date.

Pathway 3 in Figure 2.7: The most recent pathway to be proposed for NK cell

inhibition. This pathway involves the de-phosphorylation of Vav by CBL [14, 66].

This pathway has been proposed to be required for sufficient activation signalling

by steady-state NK cells [14, 66].

NK cell activation may be triggered by a number of receptors, and the pathways

involved in activation signalling are not completely understood [14]. NK cells with

different functions occupy different parts of the human body, and there is functional

heterogeneity in NK cell populations [14]. Therefore, it is possible to have more than

one activation signalling pathway depending on the population [14]. Interrelations

between intermediate signalling molecule and the difference between other effectors of

NK cell functions like cytokines and cytotoxins may be controlled by the receptors

and upstream NK cell signalling pathways.

Signalling pathways that have been shown to be induced by activating and inhibitory

receptors in NK cell are illustrated in Figure 2.8. A qualitative description of the intra-

cellular signalling pathways obtained from the KEGG database (https://www.genome.

jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?hsa04650) formed a basis for the illustrated signalling

pathways. This collection of pathways is also based on keyword searches for ’NK cell

receptors’ [8], ’NK cell signalling pathways’ [9], ’expression of natural killer signalling

pathways molecule’ [10] and on literature review for details description about the path-

ways [11, 12]. These complete pathways are split into smaller components for discussion

in the subsequent sections. These components are illustrated in Figure 2.9.

https://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?hsa04650
https://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?hsa04650
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Figure 2.8: Intracellular signalling pathway in human natural killer cells [8–12]
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Figure 2.9: Sections of the signalling pathway

Pathway A. During interaction with a natural killer cell, target cell receptors ICAM,

HLA-C and HLA-E bind to ITG, KIR2DS1 and CD94/NKG2C on the NK cell surface,

respectively. Those interactions lead to the phosphorylation of ZAP70, which will be

described later in this section. The binding of HLA-C and -E to their respective receptors

recruit DAP12, which is a key signal transduction receptor element in NK cells. The

cytoplasmic domain of DAP12 contains an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation

motif (ITAM). Recruitment of DAP12 to the receptors initiates phosphorylation at the

ITAM tyrosines, mediated by Lck tyrosine kinase. Activation of DAP12 through the

ITAM phosphorylation is important in triggering the NK cell activation signalling that

leads to NK cell cytotoxicity. Upon DAP12 phosphorylation, spleen tyrosine kinase (Syk)

and Zeta-chain associated protein kinase (ZAP70) are recruited [9, 110].

Pathway B. As with other signalling pathways in immune cells, the binding of a ligand

to an immune cell receptor results in the recruitment of ITAM to the trans-membrane

receptor [111]. ITAM is then phosphorylated by Lck tyrosine kinase. Phosphorylated

ITAM acts as a binding domain for ZAP70 [112]. ZAP70 can be phosphorylated by Lck

to become phosphorylated ZAP70, pZAP70. pZAP70 then phosphorylates the tyrosine

residue on the linker for activation of T cells (LAT) [113–116]. Phosphorylated LAT

(pLAT) is known to recruit Grb2 and phosphorylates various signalling molecules including

PLCγ and Vav. Activation of Grb2 leads to activation of Ras, Raf and the MAPK pathway

[117]; activation of PLCγ leads to activation of Ca2+ mobilization and NFAT translocation
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into the cell nucleus; and activation of Vav leads to activation of Ras-related C3 botulinum

toxin substrate (Rac) followed by the Rac-PAK-MAPK downstream signalling pathway

[118–120]. The details for each pathway are discussed pathways D and F.

Pathway C. Another NK cell activation signalling pathway is initiated by the interaction

of NKG2D-DAP10 and the major histocompatibility complex class I polypeptide-related

sequence A (MICA) ligand. Engagement of the NKG2D receptor by MICA induces

tyrosine phosphorylation of DAP10 by SFKs, as shown in Figure 2.7. Phosphorylated

DAP10 recruits Vav, which is then phosphorylated by SFKs. DAP10 binding to Vav (an

effector molecule) is sufficient to initiate a tyrosine-phosphorylation event. The activation

receptors send signals to promote phosphorylation of Vav. Inside NK cells, it seems

that Vav is a key determinant of NK cell cytotoxicity [121]. In addition, pVav can also

facilitate immunological synapse formation between NK cells and target cells.

Pathway D. One of the pathways that depends on ZAP70 activation is the mitogen-

activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway. Dimerization of various receptors activates

SHC transforming protein 1 (Shc)/adaptor protein called growth factor receptor-bound

protein 2 (Grb2)/homolog of Son of Sevenless (Sos)-1 cascade. Association of Grb2/Sos

to the membrane recruits Ras. It is known that the Ras-independent ERK pathway

leads to target cell lysis [122]. An experimental study by Jiang et al. [123] showed

that Ras inactivation, either by using farnesyl transferase inhibitor (FTI-277) or by

vaccinia virus-mediated delivery of dominant-negative N17Ras, had no adverse effect on

NK lysis or ERK activation. The inactivation, however, did not stop the movement of

perforin and granzyme B towards the contacted target cell. Ras activation results in

activation of the Raf pathway by phosphorylating MEK. Active dual kinase MEK then

phosphorylates another MAPK kinase member, extracellular signal regulated-protein

kinase (ERK) [117]. ERK phosphorylates various nuclear binding proteins including

c-Jun and NF-AT, resulting in the expression of cytokines such as IFNγ and TNFα

[39, 124]. Tests using a specific MEK inhibitor, PD98059, showed that it blocked perforin

and granzyme B movement in NK cells towards target cells. This confirmed that ERK

is responsible for the mobilization and redistribution of perforin and granzyme B for

target cell lysis [125]. The MAPK pathway is an important signalling pathway for pbNK

cytotoxicity. It controls the movement of perforin and granzyme B toward target cells

[123, 125] and is also involved in NK direct lysis.
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Pathway E. The KIR2DL4 receptor is an endocytosed receptor. The transient passage

of endocytosed KIR2DL4 receptor at the cell surface occurs when an NK cell is activated

by IL-2. The transient passage of KIR2DL4 at the cell surface is sufficient to capture

soluble HLA-G and transport it to the endosomes. The endocytosed HLA-G/KIR2DL4

complex recruits FCεRIγ and aggregates the FC. Activation of FCεRIγ by Lyn-catalysed

phosphorylation then recruits Syk. Syk binding to FCεRIγ is activated via phospho-

rylation by Lyn. Phosphorylated Syk then phosphorylates GRB2-associated binding

protein 2 (GAB2), which leads to activation of the phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)

signalling cascade. One pathway activated by HLA-G through PI3K is the PLCγ-IP3-Ca-

CaN-NFAT cascade. Ligation of FCεRIγ stimulates expression of many cytokines via a

Ca-dependent mechanism. The PLCγ-IP3-Ca-CaN-NFAT cascade also can be activated

by active Syk/ZAP70 via LAT. PI3K and LAT activate phospholipase C gamma (PLCγ).

The role of PLCγ is to control the concentration of calcium in the cell [126, 127] through

IP3. PLCγ catalyses the conversion of IP3 from PIP2. IP3 causes the release of Ca2+

from the intracellular endoplasmic reticulum. Ca2+ binds to calcineurin (CaN), and

the complex then dephosphorylates the nuclear factor in an activated T-cell (NFAT).

The migration of NFAT into the cell nucleus starts the transcription of cytokines TNFα,

GM-CSF, IL-2, and, possibly, IFNγ [39, 128].

Pathway F. The second pathway that involves PI3K is the PI3K-Rac-PAK-MEK-ERK

cascade [129, 130]. PI3K participates in the activation of RacGDP to RacGTP [131].

Rac stimulates the kinase activity of PAK [132]. Activation of PAK leads to dual

phosphorylation of downstream MEK and ERK. Inhibition of PI3K in NK cells blocks

the downstream pathway activation [18]. The inhibition of PI3K in NK cells inhibits the

downstream PAK, MEK and ERK signalling pathway [123]. In an experimental study by

Jiang et al. [123], PI3K inhibition using either LY294002 or wortmannin restrained NK

lysis of tumour cells. The inhibition showed a dose-dependent pattern. Inhibition of PI3K

also blocked the movement of perforin and granzyme B towards target cells, showing the

link between PI3K and ERK activation. These results show that PI3K regulates ERK

through MEK and controls NK lysis. The same study established that Rac is upstream of

MEK. Theoretically, Rac should restore the phosphorylation and kinase activities of both

MEK and ERK, which are lost with PI3K inhibitor, in either LY294002 or wortmannin

treated cells. Immunoblotting of NK cell lysates after target engagement showed that

Rac significantly re-elevated the inhibited phosphorylation and kinase activities of MEK
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and ERK in NK cells. This outcome confirmed that Rac is located downstream of PI3K

and upstream of MAPK in the signalling pathway. The test was repeated twice on

NK-92 cells, an NK cell line that has characteristics of NK cells and fresh NK cells. Both

showed similar results. Thus, we can conclude that the PI3K-Rac-PAK-MAPK pathway

is biologically relevant in mediating NK cytotoxicity. Jiang et al.’s [123] experimental

study showed that PAK is under the control of PI3K. Analysis of NK-92 cell lysates

showed that target cell engagement sharply lifted PAK kinase activity in PI3K active

cells, but not when PI3K was inactivated. To investigate whether PI3K controls PAK

via Rac, PAK activity was tested using dominant-negative N17Rac1, which mimics the

suppressive effects of PI3K inhibitors, and V12Rac recombinant, which restores the

activity of downstream effectors and the lytic function of suppressed PI3K. N17Rac

completely blocked PAK activation triggered by target ligation in NK-92 cells, while

V12Rac strongly stimulated or restored PAK activity in a suppressed PI3K environment,

even in the absence of target cells. This proved that PAK is downstream to Rac in

NK cells and regulates its activity. The MEK inhibitor, PD98059, could not inhibit

PAK but N17Rac could, establishing that PAK is downstream of PI3K and Rac but

upstream of MEK. Thus, Jiang et al.’s [123] experiments established the cascade of

PI3K-Rac-PAK-MAPK and the pathway was found to drive cytotoxicity in NK cells.

Pathway H. Tyrosine phosphorylation of activation signalling pathways is negatively

controlled by reversible and competing phosphatase activities of SHP-1 and SHP-2.

SHP has been established as a negative controller of proinflammatory cytokines TNFα

secretion in macrophages [133]. The study showed increased levels of TNFγ secretion

in macrophages were due to the lack of SHP-1 function. SHP consists of two SH2

domains (N-SH2 and C-SH2), one catalytic PTPase domain and one short C-terminal

tail with two tyrosine and one serine phosphorylation sites. Inhibitory receptors in the

KIR subfamily C (NKG2A) and KIR subfamily D (CD94), KIR2DL1/2/3, KIR2DL4

and LILRB1/2 deactivate stimulation after ligation with classical MHC class I; HLA-E

-C and -G. The binding of HLAs to inhibition receptors recruits the immunotyrosine

based inhibitory motif (ITIM). ITIM is phosphorylated by Lck tyrosine kinase to become

phosphorylated. Phosphorylated ITIM generates docking sites for the SH2 domains

of cytosolic phosphatase SHP-1 and SHP-2 [134]. This leads to the recruitment of

phosphatase SHP to the ITIM region. A common feature of inhibition receptors involved

in these protective functions is the presence of immunoreceptor tyrosine kinase-based
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inhibition motif (ITIM) in the cytoplasmic tail. The functional consequence of SHP

recruitment by ITIM-containing receptors in NK cells is well established.

These phosphatases can dephosphorylate various phosphorylated tyrosine residues. The

inhibitory signal blocks the activation pathway by dephosphorylation of signalling proteins.

It attracts protein tyrosine phosphatase; SHP-1 and SHP-2, which dephosphorylate

pZAP70, pPLCγ and pVav [115, 135–138], which leads to deficiencies in ZAP70, PLCγ

and Vav phosphorylation and influences the downstream signalling cascade. Although

SHP-1 is observed to dephosphorylate to occur in NK cells.

2.3 NK cells in decidua

Leukocytes comprise 30-40% of decidual cells in the first trimester of pregnancy [42]. A

major component of the mother’s leukocytes population is composed of uterine natural

killer (uNK) cells, which are approximately 70% of the decidua in the first trimester of preg-

nancy [32, 59, 139]. Other components in the maternal decidual immune system include

macrophages (20%), T-reg cells (≈ 0%), and dendritic cells (≈ 2%) [5, 64, 140, 141].

uNK cells play a unique role in decidualization and trophoblast implantation, and uNKs

have been suggested to be remarkably different from other subsets of CD56bright NK

cells in peripheral blood [76, 89, 95, 142]. The origin of uNK cells remains unclear,

but uNK cells (CD56brightCD16dim) have been detected in both non-pregnant and

pregnant uterine tissue [42, 143].

As mentioned previously, uNK cells have been found to secrete different types of cytokines

compared to peripheral NK (pNK) cells and are poorly cytotoxin in normal pregnancies

[35]. Some studies have shown cytotoxin uNKs have been detected in non-pregnant

uterine tissue, but the proportion is lower than among peripheral NK (pNK) cells

[144]. Many other studies failed to detect any cytotoxin secretion in non-pregnant

uterine tissue [145–147]. uNK cells do appear to produce low proportion of cytotoxic

proteins, but this is not thought sufficient to kill the invading trophoblasts [148]. Similar

to cytotoxin secretion, secretion of cytokine is also influenced by the activating and

inhibitory receptors on the surface of uNK cells.
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2.3.1 Trophoblasts and the major histocompatibility complex: A lig-

and and receptor interaction

MHCs or HLAs are normally highly variable between individuals, as they are encoded

by numerous highly polymorphic genes, meaning that it is extremely unlikely that two

people, or animals, will possess cells with the same set of HLA molecules. There is strict

regulation of HLA genes, and production of their proteins, by invading trophoblasts

[61]. While there are multiple mechanisms that may contribute to immune tolerance in

pregnancy, a particular class of non-classical HLA-E and -G, and classical HLA-C appear

to play a key role in maternal immune response. Another important mechanism by

which the fetus avoids the maternal immunologic response is the failure of trophoblasts

to express classical HLA class Ia, comprising HLA-A and -B. Without expression of

HLA-A and -B molecules, trophoblasts are unlikely to be killed by NK cells through

secretion of cytotoxin. In contrast to classical HLA (HLA-A, -B and -C), there is limited

variability between individuals in HLA-E and -G [61, 62]. It is suggested that because of

the limited variability in HLA-E and -G that uNKs are "poor killers of the usual NK cell

targets" [61]. HLA-E, HLA-C and more so HLA-G, are thought to be highly expressed in

placental cells to 1) provide recognition for uNK cells that is not highly variable between

individuals, and 2) to inhibit the toxicity of uNKs. However, the true nature of the

interaction between invading placental cells and uNKs is not well understood. In this

section we will address HLA-G, -C and -E and their potential roles in pregnancy.

Most of the natural killer cell receptors that have potential ligands expressed by ex-

travillous trophoblasts (EVTs) have been described. HLA-G binds to members of the

LILR family, including LILRB1, LILRB2 and KIR2DL4. HLA-E binds to NKG2C and

its inhibitory counterpart NKG2A. Classical HLA-C allotypes that are polymorphic

bind to members of the KIR2DL/S family [8]. The HLA class I genes expressed by

EVTs are listed in Table 2.2. While NKG2C and KIR2DS1 are activating, LILRB1/2,

KIR2DL1/2/3 and NKG2A are inhibitory. In contrast, KIR2DL4 can be either activating

or inhibitory depending on the amino acid residues in the domain.

The expression of uNK receptors during pregnancy is different to that of pbNK. During

the first 8-10 weeks of gestation, KIR2DL1/2/3 and KIR2DS1 expression on uNKs is

very high compared to pbNK cells from the same women at the same time, and NKG2A
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is expressed on almost all uNK and LILRB1 is expressed on 30-40% of uNK cells. This

suggests a majority of uNKs may bind to HLA-C expressed by EVTs [8, 149, 150].

Table 2.2: HLA class I genes showing receptors and sites of expression. Adapted from
[8]

HLA Receptors Trophoblast Somatic cells

Classical

C +++ +

C1 group alleles KIR2DL2/3

C2 group alleles KIR2DL1/S1

Non-classical

E CD94/NKG2 + +

G LILRB1, LILRB2, KIR2DL4 +++ -

2.3.2 Relative expression of receptors in uNKs compared to pbNKs

HLA-G is the MHC complex that is most abundant in invasive EVTs. HLA-G stimulates

uNK cells’ secretion of cytokines and further induces immune tolerance, controlling EVT

invasion, and contributing to vascular remodeling of the spiral arteries [151]. HLA-G is a

homodimer expressed almost exclusively by EVTs [152]. HLA-G has eight exons and a

specific feature of HLA-G is the seven alternative splicings that permit the formation of

various isoforms of HLA-G; four membrane-bound and three soluble proteins. The highly

expressed HLA-G isoforms in trophoblasts during early pregnancy are membrane-bound

HLA-G1 and soluble HLA-G5. While mRNAs for HLA-G4 and G7 are not abundant

in placentas [61], HLA-G is readily detected in the EVTs that invade the maternal

endometrium [153–156]. Soluble HLA-G has been detected in the peripheral blood and

other biological fluids of pregnant women [157–160]. Furthermore, additional studies

reported that soluble HLA-G was detected in the culture medium from human IVF-

derived embryos. The presence of HLA was significantly associated with subsequent

pregnancy following transfer to recipients [161–164].

In the uterus, HLA-G appears to have important interactions with uNK cell surface

receptors, in particular the killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptor (KIR2DL4), and plays

an important role in placental development. Rajagopalan et al. [165] demonstrated that
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KIR2DL4 interacts with cells expressing HLA-G but not with cells expressing HLA class I

molecules. Unlike other KIR members, KIR2DL4 is expressed by all NK cells. KIR2DL4

is a unique KIR member since it has both activation and inhibition features [78, 166].

KIR2DL4 has an ITIM region that is important for inhibition receptors. It also has

a positively charged arginine amino acid residue in the transmembrane region that is

a feature of activation receptors. Therefore, many have classified it as an activation

receptor, despite it being known to inhibit the activation of NK cells [67, 98, 166–169].

Some describe KIR2DL4 as an activating receptor with inhibition potential [68, 166].

KIR2DL4 and HLA-G ligation and treatment of uNK cells produces a proinflammatory

cytokine, interferon-γ (IFNγ). Another unique feature of KIR2DL4 is that the KIR2DL4

induces cytotoxicity in activated NK cells but it induces IFNγ secretion in resting NK

cells. In this case, it is not clear yet which receptor causes the release of IFNγ, which is a

key ingredient of the pathway to induce arterial modification [38]. In an experiment done

by Ashkar and Croy in 1999, expression of IFNγ and the number of NK cells reached their

peak at the same time, which indicates the high level of secretion of IFNγ in uNK cells

[58, 170]. The presence of IFNγ is believed able to promote cell adhesion [171, 172].

HLA-C1(Asn@aa80) —– KIR2DL2(INHIBITORY)

HLA-C1(Asn@aa80) —– KIR2DL3(INHIBITORY)

HLA-C1(Asn@aa80) —– KIR2DS2(INHIBITORY)

HLA-C2(Lys@aa80) —– KIR2DL1(INHIBITORY)

HLA-C2(Lys@aa80) —– KIR2DS1(ACTIVATION)

Another important MHC molecule in pregnancy that is expressed by EVTs is the

classical class Ia HLA-C molecule [142]. Although HLA-C is highly polymorphic, both

paternal and maternal alleles of HLA-C are expressed by trophoblasts, which could

reserve the semi-allogenic characteristics of HLA-C [142]. Hiby et al. [173] suggested

an imbalance in stimulation of uNK immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIR) by HLA-C

in pre-eclampsia in human pregnancy [173]. KIR specificity for HLA-C are expressed

in high density on uNK cells compared to pbNK cells in pregnant women, indicating

the high density of HLA-C expressed by uNK cells.

HLA-C is the only classical HLA known to be expressed in trophoblasts. Because both

KIR and HLA-C are polymorphic, maternal KIR and fetal HLA-C genetic combination
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can vary between pregnancies [173]. KIR exists in two groups, A and B, which are

specified as inhibiting and activating uNK, respectively. The KIR haplotype A is a

simpler and mainly inhibitory KIR, while the B KIR haplotype is complicated and

mainly activating. Women with homozygous AA have a higher risk of pre-eclampsia

than those who are BB and heterozygous AB [173]. HLA-C allotypes exist in two groups;

HLA-C1 and HLA-C2, according to the particular amino acid residue at position 80

[33]. HLA-C1 has asparagine (Asn) and acts as a ligand for inhibitory KIR2DL2 and

KIR2DL3. HLA-C2 has a lysine (Lys) at residue 80 and is a ligand for the inhibitory

KIR2DL1 receptor and the activating KIR2DS1 receptor. HLA-C2 is a stronger ligand

than HLA-C1 upon interaction with the receptors [173].

A combination of fetal HLA-C2 and a maternal AA KIR genotype will most probably

lead to pre-eclampsia and poor placentation [33, 78, 173]. As an example, HLA-C2 and

KIR2DL1 binding is expected to cause pre-eclampsia. Overly inhibited uNK cells may

cause EVTs to prematurely stop the remodelling of spiral arteries and this inadequate

remodelling thereby increases the risk of pre-eclampsia [33]. Therefore, Hiby et al. [173]

suggested that high inhibition signalling in uNK cells favours pre-eclampsia. However, the

strong uNKs inhibition could be balanced by the interaction of HLA-C2 with activation

KIR AB/BB genotypes receptors. Parham [33] suggested that activating KIR lowers the

likelihood of pre-eclampsia and the absence of activating KIR favours pre-eclampsia.

A recent study indicated that human birth weight is regulated by the interaction between

maternal KIR and paternal HLA-C2 [173]. This suggests that the frequent inhibitory

signals in maternal KIRs produce small babies but frequent activating KIR signals result

in big babies, compared to normal growth. Thus, the balance between activation and

inhibition contributes to successful pregnancy by maintaining the fetus birth weight

between the two extremes [174]. Investigations have shown that KIR2DS1 is the gene

with the most significant effect on human birth weight. Although KIR2DS5 has also

been shown to increase birth weight, the impact is not significant [173].

Maternal uNK cells produce KIRs for both groups of HLA-C and each individual

pregnancy has different combinations of HLA-C and KIR. Thus, it is possible that

some combinations are not strong enough to enable implantation and result in failed

pregnancies. Understanding the mechanisms of KIR interactions with HLA-C may lead
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to improved understanding of the pathogenesis of failed pregnancy, for which partner-

specific factors, correlations with first pregnancies, and oocyte donation are all features

that indicate that there is an ’immunological’ basis [32].

There is a high expression of inhibitory receptor CD94/NKG2A on uNK cells, which

suggests the HLA-E ligand exists in maternal decidua [142]. The interaction between

CD94/NKG2A and HLA-E is believed to prevent the lysis of both maternal and pa-

ternal tissue cells in the vicinity of uNKs. HLA-G complexes with HLA-E and binds

CD94/NKG2C, giving enough affinity to trigger an NK cell response. This means that

HLA-G needs HLA-E to influence the maternal immune response. This mechanism

will still occur even if the fetus is homozygous for the HLA-G null allele, because the

leader peptide will continue to be translated [175].

In 1998, Lee et al. [176, 177] suggested that HLA-E could be the major inhibitory

regulator for uNK cells, rather than HLA-G. Knowing that HLA-E is the only ligand

for the CD94/NKG2A heterodimer, this suggestion is supported by the large amount

of CD94/NKG2A found in the maternal decidua [61].

Inhibitory receptors regulate the activities of various activating receptors and have diverse

signalling pathways downstream. NKs are inhibited by inhibition receptors that recognize

MHC class I. Inhibitory receptor engagement reduces tyrosine phosphorylation. In uNK

cells, the CD94:NKG2A inhibition receptor complex recognizes HLA-E, which results in

phosphorylation of HLA-E:CD94:NKG2A by SFKs. This further leads to the recruitment

of phosphatase SHP to the NKG2A complex (at the ITIM region). A common feature of

inhibition receptors involved in these protective functions is the presence of ITIM in the

cytoplasmic tail. The functional consequence of SHP recruitment by ITIM-containing

receptors in NK cells is well established. Vav is a direct target of SHP when SHP is

recruited to the ITIM region. Signals from inhibitory receptors dephosphorylate Vav

through SHP. The inhibition signalling is illustrated in Figure 2.7. However, coaggregation

between activating and inhibitory receptors is required for inhibition to occur.

The inhibition function of HLA-E:NKG2A/CD94 has been demonstrated in experimental

studies [121]. Also, KIR2DL4 pairs with CD94 to inhibit the secretion of IFNγ and

cytotoxicity in activated NK cells, but not resting NK cells. However, co-culture of

KIR2DL4 and 2B4 with CD94/HLA-E using resting NK cells did not stop the secretion of
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IFNγ and cytotoxicity, respectively. This is may be due to lack of sensitivity of KIR2DL4

on CD94, or the ITIM region may not function in resting NK cells [166].

2.3.3 uNK cytokine and chemokine secretion

Generally, IFNγ and TNFα are the cytokines secreted in the highest levels by NK

cells [94]. NK cells also secrete GM-CSF [23, 94]. For particular NK receptors, there

is evidence that KIR2DL4 receptor activation by HLA-G induces the production of

IFNγ and TNFα [23, 166, 178]. The production of IFNγ by KIR2DL4 is blocked by

inhibition of MAPK pathway. Experimental work by Sharkey (2008) showed that KIR

activation includes KIR2DS1 activation by HLA-C and also results in increased secretion

of IFNγ [150]. HLA-E and HLA-G also stimulate the secretion of IFNγ, TNFα and

GM-CSF in large granular lymphocytes (LGL) [179].

Downstream to the signalling pathway, active ERK simulates the secretion of IFNγ,

TNFα and GM-CSF. Egerton et al. [180] reported that expression of MEK-ERK greatly

increased the production of IFNγ and GM-CSF. ERK also contributes to the induction

of TNFγ expression in T cells as reported by Hoffmeyer et al.(1999) [21]. Vav, which is

a direct target of SHP, is believed to contribute to IFNγ secretion in NK cells. This is

because one of the downstream signalling products of Vav, ERK, leads to IFNγ secretion

[181], while NFAT plays a role in IFNγ, TNFα and GM-CSF expression [182–184].

The binding of HLA class I to KIR and LILRB receptors causes alterations in chemokine

and cytokine secretion by uNK cells [185]. As mentioned in the previous section, EVTs

show high HLA-G expression [186, 187]. In pbNK cells, HLA-G has been reported to

inhibit cytotoxicity and IFNγ production [169, 188]. This inhibition is believed to be

caused either by stimulation of LILRB1 directly or by HLA-G providing a peptide derived

from the HLA-G leader sequence that induces surface expression of the CD94/NKG2A

ligand, HLA-E [189, 190]. LILRB1 has been shown to bind HLA-G more strongly

than KIR2DL4 [191]. Low levels of IFNγ were found to be released by uNK cells

analysed immediately after isolation [192]. This is consistent with experiments done

earlier [40, 150]. However, these findings do contrast with the apparent role of IFNγ

in murine pregnancy, as reported by Ashkar & Croy [193].
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2.3.4 Pregnancy complications

As mentioned briefly in the previous chapter, uNK cell aggregations and trophoblast

invasions are key regulators in spiral artery remodelling. This process, which is crucial

at the early stage of pregnancy, determines successful pregnancy outcomes. Abnormal

uNK and trophoblast interactions that alter the remodelling of the spiral arteries may

cause serious complications during pregnancy [3, 194], including pre-eclampsia. In the ex

vivo pre-eclampsia model, it is established that failure of trophoblast invasion can cause

abnormal arterial remodelling [48, 194, 195]. In the models, uNK cells from high-risk

pregnancies were compared with those from normal pregnancies. The study determined

that KIR2DL/S1 and LILRB1 were expressed on significantly lower proportion in high

risk pregnancy compared to low risk pregnancy [195]. Wallace et al. [195] showed

that uNKs play a role in trophoblast invasion by demonstrating that uNKs influence

trophoblast invasion through secretion of specific cytokine/s.

Other than pre-eclampsia, poor remodelling of the spiral arteries can cause spontaneous

miscarriage [43] and fetal growth restriction (FGR) [196]. It has been reported that sponta-

neous miscarriage occurs more frequently in women with a low uNK subset [43, 197]. In the

case of FGR, it appears to be caused by altered cytokine secretion by uNK cells [196].

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, the biological background required to understand the signaling pathways

relevant to natural killer cells, and in particular uterine natural killer cells, has been

introduced. In the next Chapter we provide a description of the methodologies, and

theoretical considerations, required to develop a computational model of the system.

We will introduce existing computational models relevant to the system, and describe

the overall process of mathematical model development.
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Methodological framework

The complexity of the immune system makes it difficult to study, both in vitro and in vivo.

Moreover, difficulties in obtaining human samples create limitations for experimental work.

For these reasons, mathematical modelling was employed in this study to investigate

pbNK and uNK cell signalling pathways in a biologically realistic manner. Mathematical

models have been widely used to complement biological studies of cellular and subcellular

signalling pathways and gene regulatory networks [198] and are used widely in systems

biology to predict responses of systems under different conditions [199, 200].

Section 3.1 describes the overall process of mathematical model development and overview

of NK cell model. Section 3.2 introduces the concepts and softwares used for model

implementation. Section 3.3 describes in general the curation of relevant existing models

in PMR that are part of the natural killer cell pathways and have been previously

studied, as well as the biological processes that they represent. Section 3.4 describes how

new models were implemented, including implementation of experimental data in the

model and model parameter optimization. Section 3.5 discusses the possible challenges

associated with a developing mathematical model of this complexity.

3.1 Model construction

Biological pathways are comprised of ligands (L), receptors (R), kinases (K) and substrates

(S) (see the pictogram to the left of Figure 3.1) [50]. One can draw a pathway diagram

based on the current understanding of the signalling pathways to get a clear picture

37
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how ligands, receptors and kinases interact within reaction networks. This diagram can

include every reaction that occurs in a system or can ’bundle’ multiple reactions together.

The diagram is used to explain how the system works. Each of the biomolecules can

exist as a complex or alone as illustrated in the pathway diagram.

Figure 3.1: Steps in physicochemical modelling. A linear ligand (L), receptor (R),
kinase (K), and substrate (S) signalling cascade are illustrated in the pictograph. A
pathway diagram of the reactions is provided, based on the current understanding
of intracellular and intercellular signalling. A list of reactions is generated from the
signalling pathway diagram. Differential equations are generated from the reaction list
using appropriate rate laws like the law of mass action kinetic and the Michaelis-Menten
approximation.

3.1.1 Using ordinary differential equations to model signalling

pathways

There are several ways in which a mathematical model of cell signaling behaviours

can be constructed. The most commonly employed method is to translate a signaling

pathway in to a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), with each ligand,

receptor, kinase or substrate’s concentration being defined by an ODE representing

an increase or decrease in concentration as reactions occur. For example, ODEs have

been used in the development of lymphocyte in the thymus [201] and B cell model

[202]. Other methods typically employed include delay differential equations (DDE),

partial differential equation (PDE) and stochastic differential equation (SDE). In short,

a DDE model is suitable to capture delayed feedback. An example of a model that

makes use of DDEs is the work by Kim et al. (2007) in which they model the T cell

response by naturally occurring Tregs. It extends the applicability of ODE models

and provides a good paradigm while remaining relatively simple from a computational
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point of view. A PDE model works well for networks of cells and molecules that do not

mix well or efficiently, but remain localized over a long period of time and account for

space. An example of PDE model is a model of spatio-temporal dynamics for neutrophil

migration toward a site of infection by moving toward higher chemical concentrations by

Onsum and Rao (2007) [203]. SDE has been used in Hodgkin group’s Cyton model [204].

An example of deterministic models, SDE model captures stochasticity to differential

equations, however demanding higher level of computational complexity. Comparison

of differential equation mathematical model are listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Advantages, disadvantages, and examples of each modeling approach: ODEs,
DDEs, PDE and SDEs. Adapted from [25], Table 4.1.

Modelling

approach
Advantages Disadvantages Examples

ODE

Computationally effi-

cient, describes complex

systems elegantly,

simple mathemati-

cal analysis easy to

formulate

Does not capture spatial

dynamics or stochastic

effects

[205–210]

DDE

Captures delayed feed-

back, computationally

efficient

Does not capture spatial

dynamics or stochastic

effects

[211, 212]

PDE

Captures spatial dynam-

ics and age-based behav-

ior

Computationally de-

manding, complex

mathematical analysis

[203, 213]

SDE
Captures stochastic ef-

fects

Computationally de-

manding, difficult to

analyze mathematically

[214–217]

In this thesis an ODE model has been employed. As the aim of the thesis is to capture

a large signalling pathway, with significant interconnectivity, this provides the simple

to generate and readily interpretable model of the system. In addition, information on

spatial distribution of components of the pathway and data with which to parameterise

a stochastic model is limited. However, in the future as data becomes available, it may
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be possible to derive more complete descriptions of the system using these techniques.

In this thesis, to create an ODE model of the system a list of biochemical reactions

is generated from the pathway diagram shown in Figure 2.8, which includes forward

and backward reactions. Ordinary differential equations are generated using reaction

kinetics. CellML and OpenCOR (www.opencor.ws) are used as a platform to run the

code with appropriate initial values and parameters. ODE models provide an efficient

method for modelling different levels of complex biological system. When information

is unavailable associated to delayed feedback, spatial dynamics, probabilistic events or

stochastic effects, an ODE model is considered to be a suitable approach [25].

The essential features of an ODE model includes the variables, parameters and

constants. There are two types of variables for ODE model; independent (time) and

dependent (substrate (S), product (P) and enzyme (E)). The ODE approach describes

the concentration changes of a compound at a time. For example, a concentration of

component A, [A] evolved over time. An ODE calculated the sum of association reaction

rates consuming A and the sum of dissociation reaction rates forming A as the following

equation:

d[A]
dt

=
∑

[A]association−
∑

[A]dissociation (3.1)

ODEs describing the signalling pathways of interest in this thesis were generated using

the law of mass action kinetic and Michaelis-Menten approximation. The simulation of

the ODE model requires information on the initial conditions of the state variables, ie.

the initial condition of the substrates and the kinetic rates that describe the reaction. For

a reaction defined using the law of mass action kinetic, the change of concentration over

time of ligand, receptor and ligand-receptor complex can be defined by the following ODE:

d[L]
dt

= kr[LR]− kf [L][R]

d[R]
dt

= kr[LR]− kf [L][R]

d[LR]
dt

= kf [L][R]− kr[LR]

(3.2)

For a reaction that catalysed by an enzyme and defined using Michaelis-Menten kinetics,

the reaction rate can be defined using the following ODE:
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d[S]
dt

= Vmax[S]
Km + [S] (3.3)

For dimeric and tetrameric receptor that defined by Hill equation, the reaction rate can

be defined using the following ODE:

v = Vmax[S]n

Kd + [S]n (3.4)

We perform quantitative computational modelling of the intracellular signalling in NK

cells upon interaction with target cells. Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are used

to describe the effects of activation signalling and responses to inhibition signalling (via

SHP). A J flux for each reaction is defined to simplify the equation. J flux comprises

the concentration of species, and rate constants kf (forward reaction) and kr (reverse

reaction). The model is encoded in CellML.

3.1.2 Overview of NK cell model

The signalling pathways to be modelled, depicted in Figure 2.7 consist of many components

and reactions. To create a monolithic mathematical model which describes all these

reactions would lead to a complicated model with many ODEs to solve. To simplify the

problem, in this study, the development of the NK cell intracellular signalling model

employs a composite approach for generating modular models. The approach allows for

the construction of large-scale complex model by combining component of sub-models

that can be modified separately or individually [218]. The composite modular model

brings together a series of sub-models. The sub-models can be derived from curated

published models or newly developed models.

Hetherington et al. described five advantages of using compositing for the construction of

complex system models. The advantages that are related to this study are (i) Increases

understanding by presenting a complex system in distinct functional modules. (ii) Each

sub-model can be developed separately and non-simultaneously i.e. at different times,

and even by different researchers. (iii) A sub-model can be modified without affecting

other sub-models. (iv) Sub-models may be re-used for other models. (v) Sub-models
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may be independently calibrated or tested [218]. More details regarding the principals

of modularisation are given in Section 3.2.

To illustrate the structure of the model we define modules and how they inter-relate in

Figure 3.2. We consider four distinct levels of modules, defined as follows:

• Level 1: Level 1 modules are created from models of components of the NK cell

signalling pathways that already exist in the literature [15, 16, 117]. These, for the

most part are parameterised and tested against experimental data, and so need to

be implemented and curated to work within our more complete model of the NK

cell pathways. These modules are described in Section 3.3.

• Level 2: Level 2 modules are small connected components of the NK cell signalling

pathway that allow us to cover the whole pathway diagram shown in Figure 2.8.

Some of these modules are determined by the availability of experimental data which

allows the parameters of the modules to be defined, but several smaller modules

must also be defined to allow creation of larger modules that define important

parts of the pathways (Level 3) or the whole NK cell (Level 4). These modules are

described in Section 4.2, and 4.4.

• Level 3: Level 3 modules describe important components of the NK cell signalling

pathway that are described comprehensively in the literature, and for which experi-

mental data exist that can be used to parameterise the modules. These modules

are described in Section 4.3.

• Level 4: Finally all sub-models can be combined together to create a whole NK

cell module. This model is described in Section 4.6, and its behavior analysed in

Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.2: A phylogenetic tree showing the evolutionary relationships among existing
and new sub-models of NK cell model. Sub-models highlighted in green boxes mean
experimental data exists (top). NK cell pathway diagram with level 1 and 2 sub-models
highlighted in green and orange dashes line (bottom).
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To identify appropriate signalling pathways to derive models at all levels and models

that had been previously published that covered components of the system we used

online databases as resources for signalling pathway and experimental data. KEGG

(https://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html) is the main source for cell signalling

pathways. Several model repositories of computational models of biological processes

were searched for existing models. The databases searched included PMR (https:

//models.physiomeproject.org/welcome) and BioModels (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/

biomodels-main/), where the first is the CellML model repository and the latter is

the SBML model repository. The models in those repositories are published in either

curated and non-curated form. We also extended the data search into the JWS Model

Database (http://jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za/), an online modelling database that allows

online simulation of models. Models described in the literature were manually curated

and enriched with cross-references.

3.2 Model implementation

CellML is a platform to build mathematical models of biological function [219–221].

As described elsewhere [220, 222, 223], CellML can be used to encode models of many

physiological processes ranging across metabolism, electrophysiology, signal transduction,

cell division, immunology and muscle contraction. CellML allows the user to write

models in components, which can represent a physical compartment, species, event or

even a modelling abstraction [220, 221]. The CellML model mark-up language provides

modularity and reproducibility as part of its important features [223].

3.2.1 Model reusability, modularity and documentation

A reproducible model can be re-simulated throughout the model-building process, starting

with generating the equations, defining the experimental data to fit the model, parameter

optimisations and even validation [224, 225]. If a model is designed to be reproducible,

an existing model can be effectively applied in simulation conditions, or optimised to new

datasets for new experimental situations (e.g. cell types, species, temperatures) [224].

The re-usability of a model can also be used to extend an existing model to explore

new experimental phenomena, in other words, using an existing model to simulate new

https://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
https://models.physiomeproject.org/welcome
https://models.physiomeproject.org/welcome
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/
http://jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za/
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published data. Modularity and reproducibility in computational modelling has become

more important to researchers in recent years [221, 226] because the aim of modularity

and re-usability not only to allow users to re-use the code and method but also to

provide replication to simulate published outputs.

We apply modular design principles into the construction of NK signalling model. For

example, this model incorporates several published models including the MPAK pathway

of Hatakeyama et al. (2003) [117] and NFAT cycling of Cooling et al. (2009) [15]. By

splitting these models into parts that reflect reusable components across a variety of

applications, we can effectively use parts of these models in larger pathways. Modularity,

as applied in CellML, allows the user to write complex interconnected cell models in a

simple way. With modularity, users can also hide the complexity of a model and expose

necessary variables or equations only. There are two reasons why a user would want

to do this. First, a module describes models in a more shareable fashion, allowing for

module exchange across the model and/or other models. When a model is designed

appropriately, modularisation of the model allows the user to reuse parts of the model

that already work. This allows large system to be simulated easily provide sub-portions

of the system have been modelled and tested.

CellML, in particular, allows modularity of models through the construction of model

components [221]. Creating an intracellular model in small components helps the

model developer to reproduce and re-use existing models that have been developed

and validated [221, 227], which increases flexibility in model development. Building up

small components that can be recombined or partly reproduced to form a new model

is another effective approach for future model development.

The separation of models introduced by modularity decreases the risk of failure of the

model by preventing the spread of failure in one module throughout the entire model

[226, 228]. This is because the model is broken down into smaller steps instead of

building one large model at a time. Thus, creating the model in modules is highly

recommended as a way to make sure researchers can focus on the lesser studied pathways

while reusing models for well-studied pathways [226].

In this study, we used modularity in our model to increase its robustness and to encourage

reuse of the sub-modules and/or the model. Users often use modularity to create

hierarchical structures of a system [229], where the models are arranged in order of
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layers. For example, the sub-modules that consist of the smallest parts of the large

model are usually arranged as the bottom layer, while the complete model which is

assembled from the sub-modules is on the top layer. In CellML models, modularity

is also implemented through the use of component-based model development. Each

component is composed of meaningful molecular reactions or functional units such as

input and output. CellML in particular allows modular construction of models by

components and encapsulation hierarchies [221].

In the development of an NK cell model, we reused existing models whenever available.

By reusing exiting models can significantly reduce the time and costs for the development

of new models. In addition, it allows us to focus and do substantial work on the

development of new models as required. Reusing curated models may reduce errors

in the newly developed models [230].

Reuse of existing curated models and development of new models (referred to as sub-

models in this thesis) in the full NK signalling model requires a method to connect

them together. Model components in CellML contain units, variables and equations

and can be connected to other components through mapping. This connection allows

information to be shared between the components. This allows users to build more

complex models based on existing models or combine components from different models

without needing to implement the whole original model. A new model can be developed

by combining existing components or models in a new way. The CellML encapsulation

feature allows users to encapsulate components, either to hide the complexity of a model by

creating submodels, or to provide mechanisms for plugging in different implementations

of a particular detail of a model.

A good reproducible model needs a proper protocol for its users. Documentation of

the equations, model optimisation to experimental data, and validation against other

experimental data are not enough to make the model able to be reproduced [231]. In

such a protocol, the simulation conditions for a model are recorded, including how

the model is used to simulate certain experiments and how the model generates a

published output. CellML, through its cross-platform modelling environment, OpenCOR,

provides this facility where users can generate Simulation Experiment Description Markup

Language (SED-ML) from the CellML model that they have built. SED-ML maintains

the simulation protocol and records the simulation output [231]. Users can easily know
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the simulation protocols such as the underlying mathematical equations, parameters

used, type of solver algorithm, simulation time, and time steps taken for a particular

experiment from a SED-ML format. When SED-ML is provided, other users can

reference a model and publish figures accurately [221].

3.2.2 Data management using FAIR Guiding Principles

Modelling research increasingly relies on curated databases and public repositories.

Essential principles that lead to sharing databases is becoming essential. Models

that have been built or are going to be built using CellML are expected to use the

FAIR Guiding Principles (https://www.force11.org/node/6062). In the development

of our model, we will implement these principles to increase reliability and enhance

the reusability of the developed model.

FAIR refers to Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable [232]. Those are the

key principles for good data management, and are defined as

Findable: To be findable, a model needs to be identified uniquely and persistently.

Models need to be indexed in a searchable resource. One common way to make a model

findable is when the model is published. Another way is by storing a model in a public

repository like Git. Consistent file naming across versions also supports the find-ability of a

model. Data need to be described with rich metadata, which is supported by CellML.

Accessible: To be accessible, a model needs to be readable by machines and humans

via a well-defined protocol. It is important to use standard names for terms used in a

model. A model should be open, free and use a public license to be accessible.

Interoperable: To be interoperable, a model needs to use formal, accessible, shared

and broadly used vocabularies. One of the examples is when model components are

annotated. A model that offers a variety of formats appropriate for users and/or their

computers also enables interoperability.

Reusable: To be reusable, a model should be clearly documented and well-described such

that it can easily be integrated with newly developed models. Sufficient documentation

for the code/model is usually needed for other users to understand the data and analysis

of the model. Further, a model should be downloaded for reuse.
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These principles are important in ensuring the reliability, reproducibility, and re-usability

of a model. The principles are independent and separable but they are related to each

other. As an example, when a model is published in a journal, it is ’Findable’. When

a model is published and offers access to data files, open public licenses and version

information that is indexed and searchable, it makes the model ’Findable’, ’Accessible’,

and ’Reusable’. In the development of NK signalling pathway model, we will implement

these principles to support the need to improve modelling research.

3.2.3 OpenCOR for simulation of CellML models

OpenCOR (opencor.ws) provides users with a platform to organize, edit, simulate and

analyse CellML models. The plug-in features of OpenCOR support other presentation

formats based on XML, such as SED-ML, which provides modularity to users because

it supports the model exchange protocols within the XML-based model. In addition,

OpenCOR allows computational modellers to reuse existing model/s through OpenCOR

support to the Physiome Model Repository (PMR) repository and SED-ML, which

provides reproducibility of published simulation results to users [233]. Models in this

study are developed and tested within the OpenCOR framework.

3.2.4 The Physiome Model Repository (PMR)

The driving principle behind PMR is to facilitate model exchange and encourage col-

laboration between researchers. The CellML model repository started as a CellML

model files storage facility [234]. However, there was no mechanism to promote model

exchange. The Physiome Model Repository 2 (PMR2) was created to facilitate collabo-

ration with models, even at the development stage [233]. Model collaboration can be

described as a tool to record the changes made to a model, and the changes can be

tracked. The published model also is indexed so that it can be easily searched and

viewed to avoid duplication of modelling efforts [233].

PMR currently hosts more than 800 models listed under 20 categories. The first

page provides a link to model categories and a search box. Clicking on any model

category will take users to a list of exposed models in that category. Searching for

models in PMR can also be done by using the model name, author’s name or any
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relevant keyword for the model. The repository can be accessed through this link

https://models.physiomeproject.org/welcome.

3.3 Level 1 Models: Re-use of existing models and cura-

tion in PMR

To the best of our knowledge, a model that captures the interaction between inhibition

and activation signalling in natural killer cells and uterine natural killer cells does

not exist. Existing computational models of intracellular signalling in NK cells or

other relevant pathways typically cover some part of the pathway [121, 235–240]. To

build our model, we used relevant pathways that are part of the natural killer cell

pathways and have been previously studied. We curated these models before implementing

them in our model. These three existing models are the MAPK model (Hatakeyama,

2003), the PLC model (Dupont, 1997) and the NFAT model (Cooling, 2009) shown

as level 1 sub-models in Figure 3.2. The detail of these models and steps to reuse

those three models are described below.

3.3.1 Re-using components of existing model in CellML

To re-use an existing model, we first re-simulated the model to ensure the model outputs

were the same as published outputs. We then imported component/s or variable/s that

we intended to re-use in our model. We then encapsulated the components. The steps

in re-using and importing components from existing models to a new top-level model

are shown in simplified form in a flow chart (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Flow chart of steps in re-using and importing components into a new
model.

The new model is usually a top level model, which may contain the CellML sub-model(s)

imports, the encapsulation hierarchy, and the units, components and mappings of the

new model. The top-level model and sub-models are linked using public mapping

and private-public mapping if encapsulation is used. The CellML model of a top

level model with sub-model(s) imports is shown in Figure 3.4. We then tested the

model to ensure it worked as expected.
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Figure 3.4: Overall structure of the top level CellML model showing the encapsulation
hierarchy, the CellML model imports and the other key parts (units, components, and
mappings).

3.3.2 The MAPK Pathway: Modulation of mitogen-activated protein

kinase (MAPK) and Akt pathways.

This section outlines the model labelled as ’MAPK’ in Figure 3.2. Hatekeyama et al.

[117] simulated the modulation of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and Akt

pathways in silico. This model focussed on investigating the roles of ErbB receptor

tyrosine kinases play in cell function, and did not focus on a particular cell type, although

model fitting data was derived from Chinese hamster ovary cells. One conclusion drawn

from their work is that protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) modulates kinase activity in

the MAPK pathway. They also looked at the regulation of PP2A on Akt; however,

the Akt pathway is not considered in our model.
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Figure 3.5: Pathway of interest from the Hatakeyama model. In this pathway, Shc
recruits the Grb2-Sos complex associated with Ras-Raf activation. The reactions then
activate downstream MAPK pathways

We implemented reactions 6 to 22 in the Hatakeyama model [117], which cover the

collagen domain protein (Shc), Grb2-Sos complex, Raf and MAPK pathway in NK cell

signalling in CellML (https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/

90aebe475cbf27b99998566a0dbc923fb0743746/hatakeyama_MAPK). The upstream re-

actions catalyse the tyrosine phosphorylation of Shc to form ShP. In the model, some

assumptions are made. The Shc binds to a GS complex, not to a single Grb2 molecule,

since an experimental study showed that tyrosine phosphorylated Shc peptide (pY317)

had a much higher affinity for GS than a single Grb2 [241]. The model also assumed

that the acceleration of RasGDP-RasGTP is controlled by guanine nucleotide exchange

factor Sos and GAP. Ras GTPase-activating protein (GAP) sped up the turnover of

GTP hydrolysis by 10,000-fold when GAP bound to RasGTP [242].

When this model was derived, the mechanism of Raf activation was still unclear, but there

are some suggestions on how it could work. Work by Dhillon et al. and Kubicek et al. [243,

244] has shown that Raf is phosphorylated prior to translocation and binding to RasGTP,

which is an important step for Raf activation. Raf then is dephosphorylated at the

same site and becomes activated. Raf, which then catalyses the double phosphorylation

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/90aebe475cbf27b99998566a0dbc923fb0743746/hatakeyama_MAPK
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/90aebe475cbf27b99998566a0dbc923fb0743746/hatakeyama_MAPK
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of MEK on serine/threonine residues. Double phosphorylated MEK (MEKPP) then

double phosphorylates threonine/tyrosine residues on ERK to produce ERKPP. In

negative regulation, MEKP and MEKPP are dephosphorylated by PP2A and ERKP

and ERKPP are dephosphorylated by MKP3.

PP2A is recorded as an excessive phosphatase and normally exists in a micromolar range in

cells [117, 245]. PP2A catalyses many types of cellular reactions such as DNA replication,

RNA splicing, translation, cell-cycle, and regulation of wide signal transduction pathways

[117, 246, 247]. Therefore, the availability of PP2A for specific cell reactions could be

much lower than the total physiological known concentration in a cell. For that reason, the

Hatakeyama model predicted a low PP2A concentration (11 nM). From their observations,

if the concentration of PP2A reaches 100 nM, it will suppress ERK activity.

Hatakeyama et al. [117] observed the effect of different concentrations of ligand on the

system. They showed that the phosphorylation of receptors ERK and MEK varied with

the concentration of the ligand. When 10 nM ligand was used, receptor phosphorylation

reached peak in 1 minute and ERK and MEK reached peak between 5 and 10 minutes.

When a lower concentration of ligand was used (0.1 and 1 nM), the same phosphorylation

reactions happened at lower levels, proportional to the ligand concentration.

From the simulation, they found that the behaviour of the system also influenced the

concentration and kinetic behaviour of the kinases and phosphatases. They observed

that in the MAPK pathway, in general kinases showed higher reaction rates compared to

phosphatases at the start of the simulation. However, the reaction rates of phosphatases

slowly increased with time and were higher than kinases towards the end of the simulation.

In the RasGDP-RasGTP acceleration, they observed a similar rate of phosphorylation

and dephosphorylation between the two.

3.3.3 The NFAT model. Sensitivity of NFAT cycling to cytosolic cal-

cium concentration.

This section outlines the model labelled as ’NFAT’ in Figure 3.2. The nuclear fac-

tor of activated T-cell (NFAT) transcription factors is stimulated by calcium signals.

In our model, the activation of NFAT is also stimulated by calcium. In NK cell,

the activation and translocation of NFAT into the nucleus stimulate the production
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of cyokines. In 2009, Cooling et al. [15] simulated NFAT activation and transloca-

tion to the cell nucleus to regulate gene transcription. They replicated important

regulation of calcium Ca2+ oscillations and calcineurin (CaN) to downstream NFAT

cycling. We implemented Cooling et al.’s 2009 model [15] in our model, which in-

cludes the same pathway (https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/

file/90aebe475cbf27b99998566a0dbc923fb0743746/dupont_Ca).

The IP3-Ca2+-CaN pathway plays an important role in the stimulation of transcription

factor NFAT [15]. Signals from upstream Ca2+-CaN dephosphorylate NFAT in the cyto-

plasm. During dephosphorylation, NFAT is translocated into the nucleus. In the NFAT cy-

cling model built by Cooling, Ca2+ activates calmodulin-calcineurin complex (calmodulin

is not shown in Figure 3.6 as it forms complex with CaN), which further binds to NFAT

and dephosphorylates it in the cytosol. The dephosphorylated NFAT translocates to the

nucleus. NFAT may also be rephosphorylated and translocated back to the cytosol.

In this model, calcineurin is activated by calcium (Ca). Activated calcineurin then

de-phosphorylates NFAT. The dephosphorylation of NFAT allows the translocation

of NFAT to the cell nucleus. In this model, we assumed that NFAT can be rephos-

phorylated by a number of kinases. Once NFAT is rephosphorylated, it is exported

back to the cytoplasm.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/90aebe475cbf27b99998566a0dbc923fb0743746/dupont_Ca
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/90aebe475cbf27b99998566a0dbc923fb0743746/dupont_Ca
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Figure 3.6: Pathway of interest from the Cooling et al. model [15]. To illustrate the
details of the reaction, we show the translocation reaction in this diagram.

The model has six unknown parameters, which were fitted to data from baby hamster

kidney (BHK) cells. The model implements an approach defined by Tomida et al. [17]

to investigate calcium effects in BHK cells. The outputs from the model show that an

oscillating calcium signal is more efficient than a constant calcium signal. The size of

the calcium signal determines the NFAT cycling rate. The implementation of this model

in NK signalling allows us to replicate Ca2+ mobilization in NK cells.

The model also simulated the dephosphorylation of NFAT in the cytosol. From their

model, they also found out that the dephosphorylated NFAT in the cytosol is buffered

before declining. Nuclear NFAT was observed to rise steadily, as seen in the experimental

data. The model was also able to replicate the effect of overexpression of calcineurin on

the NFAT cycle. The model showed a normal NFAT cycle with overexpressed calcineurin

at the same time that calcium is set at a constant level. In NK cell signalling, the

translocation of NFAT into the cell nucleus leads to secretion of cytotokines.

The implementation of this model does have some drawbacks for our model. There may be

cell-related differences because this model was fitted to BHK cells, not immune cells.
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3.3.4 The Ca2+ model. Effects of inositol 1, 4, 5-trisphosphate 3-kinase

and 5-phosphatase activities on Ca2+ oscillations

This section outlines the model labelled as ’Ca2+’ in Figure 3.2. Dupont and Erneux

simulated a model that captures the oscillation of Ca2+ in a cell in response to upstream

signalling (Figure 2.13) [16]. We implemented the Ca2+ oscillations phenomenon

from Dupont & Erneux, 1997 in our model (https://models.physiomeproject.org/

workspace/4f9/file/90aebe475cbf27b99998566a0dbc923fb0743746/mike_NFAT).

In the model, activation of phospholipase C (PLC) synthesizes inositol − 1, 4, 5 −

triphosphate(IP3), which then induces the release of Ca2+ from internal stores in the

cell. IP3 is a protein known to stimulate the recruitment of Ca2+ from cellular stores.

IP3 binds to IP3 receptors located on the membranes of intracellular stores of Ca2+ and

stimulates the release of Ca2+ into the cytosol. Ca2+ activation happens rapidly in the

system. At the same time, ATPases pump Ca2+ back from the cytosol to the stores.

Figure 3.7: Pathway of interest from Dupont & Erneux model [16].

The model output managed to reproduce the experimental output observed in Chinese

hamster ovary cells. The effect of kinase and phosphatase over-expression on Ca2+

oscillation was noted, and it was found that phosphatase over-expression is more dom-

inant than kinase over-expression. The model, however, does not consider the role of

IP4 in Ca2+ movement, although it has been captured in some other cell types. De-

spite that, the model was able to reproduce experimental outputs with well-identified

parameters and regulations.

3.4 New models of components of NK cell signalling

As described in Section 3.1 new models were derived by constructing ODE based models

for each pathway identified in the system with the primary source of information for

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/90aebe475cbf27b99998566a0dbc923fb0743746/mike_NFAT
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/90aebe475cbf27b99998566a0dbc923fb0743746/mike_NFAT
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describing the signalling pathways modelled was the KEGG (https://www.genome.jp/

kegg/pathway.html). These models are described one by one in Chapter 4. Each model

was derived directly from pathway diagrams, unless otherwise stated, and so in the

initial model development an attempt was made to represent these pathways as closely

as possible. Models components were then fit to experimental data, where available,

and assessed for sensitivity to parameter choices.

In a development of a large signalling pathway model, the degree of detail of the model

need to be considered; mainly because of unknown data and whether or not a reaction

has a significant impact on the pathway. Model reduction can be used to eliminate

reactions that is not significant to the pathway. In the absence of the pathway, the model

should still behaves as it should be. In model reduction, reactions are lumped together

into lesser molecules and equations, as an example, equation

A
k1


k−1

B
k2


k−2

C (3.5)

can be simplified as

A
k


k−
C (3.6)

In general, a model should be in a balance between providing complete details of the

pathways and being computationally tractable, as well as being able to identify as many

parameters as possible, so it not lose the biological meaning. A practical model aims to

make predictions that can be confirmed experimentally at the levels of details.

In the model development, a few assumptions needed to be made for several reasons,

mainly for model simplification. For the model that we developed, the spatial components

in NK cell behaviours were neglected. Consideration of spatial component will add

complexity to the model. For some cases, it is not compulsory to have spatial component

especially when a simpler model can fit the data well [248, 249]. For example, in the some

sub-models, a simpler model that has been built without the spatial component can fit

well to experimental data. However, we still consider the differences in volume between

components of the cell, for example, the volume of the cell nucleus, cell cytoplasm, or

media surrounding the cell will impact concentrations of cytokines secreted from or to

https://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
https://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
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one of these compartments. We address this in models by scaling by the volume of

compartments when cytokines are secreted, which essentially assumes that the diffusion

of the substrate into this volume is rapid compared to the rate of secretion.

3.4.1 Methods for searching for experimental data

Several methods were used to gain information for the experimental data in this study.

Various keywords for data searches were used, ranging from general to specific terms,

and combinations of both vague and specific keywords. The data search was done for

NK cell signalling experimental output, and for the signalling experimental output for

other immune cells including T cells, B cells and macrophages. We extended the data

search to other non-immune cell types to ensure we obtained all available data. But

we tried to make use of data from immune cells first. The search keywords included

single molecule keywords such as HLA, KIR, PI3K, and Vav. We also used combina-

tions including trophoblast-NK cell, receptor-ligand combinations, receptor-cytokine

combinations, receptor/ligand-molecule combinations, molecule-molecule combinations,

molecule-cytokine combinations. Other keywords were used to search for specific signalling

pathways, such as MAPK, NFAT futile cycle and calcium oscillation.

We also referred to the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (https://www.rcsb.org/), a database

for three-dimensional structural data for large biological molecules, such as proteins

and nucleic acids, for annotated collections of publicly available molecular structures,

using relevant data such as molecular weight. Large amounts of additional relevant data

are available through databases such as the Gene Expression Atlas (https://www.ebi.

ac.uk/gxa/home), which is an open resource database that provides a huge quantity of

information about gene and protein expression. The data relevant to signalling pathways

that we could access in this database dealt with the relative expression of genes.

Once a model has been developed, enough experimental data is crucial to ensure that

the in silico simulation is reliable. The data sources can vary from journals to labora-

tory findings from experiments. Our model incorporated a wide variety of empirical

observations ranging from human to non-human primates. Data that we needed in-

cluded initial conditions of species involved in the pathway and kinetic rates of reactions.

We examined literature data including integrative pathway diagrams, quantitative and

https://www.rcsb.org/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/home
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/home
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qualitative details of possible molecular states, interaction and activities [250]. Ap-

propriate parameter values were chosen from the literature where possible and others

were optimised using parameter fitting.

3.4.2 Initial conditions

In this study, the initial conditions for substrates were derived from literature where

possible. The initial conditions depend on the experiment conducted, or be fit if unknown.

For experimental data that using the same unit, the value can be used directly. In some

circumstance, experimental data was generated in different unit to the model, i.e. pg/ml,

so the data need to be converted to molarity using a formula as follows

molar concentration, ci = pi
Mi

, (3.7)

where p is the density of constituent i, and M is the molar mass of constituent i. For

substrate without any data, we used the relative initial condition that has been optimised

for similar reaction or we made early assumption within the relevant range. Once we

optimised the model, we then decide whether we need to increase or decrease the value.

The complexes in the system were fixed at 0 uM at time t=0.

3.4.3 Model calibration (parameter estimation)

Parameter estimation is a widely used method to estimate unknown parameters for

mathematical models [251]. Most of the time, experimental data can’t be used directly

in a mathematical model due to many reasons, i.e. different experimental condition

and measurement unit. Gutenkunst et al. highlighted that parameter estimation is

complicated because of large measurement error and the model behaviour also often

insensitive to changes of an individual or combined parameter values [251, 252].

Here we address the parameter estimation using least-squares optimisation in Python.

The parameter estimation implements the Levenburg-Marquardt gradient method (greedy

algorithm) to minimise an objective function [253]. The first step is to define the objective

function to minimise. Gradient methods such as Levenburg-Marquardt tend to run into

the nearest local minimum. The method is also sensitive to initialisation of parameters to
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be fit. The algorithm iteratively solves a trust-region sub-problems augmented by a special

diagonal quadratic term and with trust-region shape determined by the distance from the

bounds and the direction of the gradient. This enhancements help to avoid making steps

directly into bounds and efficiently explore the whole space of variables. Traditional

gradient-based local optimization methods normally fail to get to a global minimum.

As the least-square method is prone to finding a local minimum rather than a global

minimum [254, 255], it is important to be reasonably close to the global minimum to

get the best fit. To surmount this limitation, we must conduct a sweep of parameter

space to find suitable search regions [256]. However, for many of our models, there

are several unknown parameters, and so parameter space is too large to practically

cover simply by varying parameters one by one. We therefore, aim to randomly sample

parameter space with suitable coverage to be able to assure that we can find solutions

close to a global minimum [257]. We use a sampling method to create a random sample

of parameters within identified boundaries [258–260]. It allows users to determine the

sampling size where the big sample size gives more chance for a better fit. It then runs

the model lots of times using sampled parameter space and ranks the parameter set by

the objective function. The parameter samples were generated using the Saltelli sample

function stored in Python modules [258–260] as following

N × (2D + 2)

where N is the scaling factor of samples to generate (the argument we supplied) and

D is the number of model parameters. Parameter sweep generates samples within

the specified parameter space.

We then generally loop over each sample input and evaluate the model. The parameter

fitting was conducted via the optimisation of objective function. The objective function

was defined as the sum of the squared differences between predicted and experimental

values. The equation is defined as

S =
n∑
i=1

(xi − x)2 (3.8)

where S is the sum of the squared differences between experimental (xi) and

predicted values (x).
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The unknown parameters may cover orders of magnitude, so we need to cover solutions,

equally and fairly over a large parameter sweep. For this reason the fitting assumes

exponents for parameter bounds. For example a lower bound of -3 and an upper bound

of 2 will sweep parameters between 10−3 and 102.

Parameter estimation aims to find the possible parameters that minimise the difference

between the model output and experimental data. We can measure how good is the fit

by looking at the error value, where the lower error value means better fitting. We also

can compare the graph between prediction and experimental data visually.

In this study, we used the default tolerance for termination by the change of the cost

function and termination by the change of the independent variables. Default value set

by the leastsq for both tolerances is 1e-8. The lower and upper bounds on independent

variables are also set for each parameter.

3.4.4 Model analysis (sensitivity analysis)

Model uncertainty often has done as an analysis that is carried out after model construc-

tion and calibration have been completed [261]. One of the methodologies for uncertainty

assessment is sensitivity analysis [261]. Sensitivity analysis is the study of how the inputs

of a given model can change solution or output of the model, particularly of how the

different level in the input of a model can be qualitatively or quantitatively apportioned to

different outputs of a model [257, 261, 262]. One of the limitations of sensitivity analysis

is the tendency to takes the model structure and system boundaries for granted [263].

There are many types of sensitivity analysis methods that can be used to access model

uncertainty. For example, the quantitative variance-based methods, global sensitivity with

regional properties [263], and the simplest class of the one factor at a time (OAT) screening

techniques, which simply vary one factor at a time and measure the variation in the

output [263]. Some form of various global sensitivity methods has been described in a few

publications [257, 264–266]. Ratto et al. (2001) have demonstrated how different methods

like Sobol indices, FAST, correlation matrix or principal component analysis (PCA) can

be used to achieve a better understanding of parameter sensitivity [266, 267].

The drawback of developing a big model in a small compartment is that the non-sensitive

parameter from the small sub-model can be inherited to the bigger sub-model. Sensitivity
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analysis is one of the methods to access uncertainty in model parameter and can be used

to identify parameter that need to be quantified experimentally.

To perform the analysis to NK cell model, each sub-model was analysed by looking

at how sensitive is the model to each involved parameter. For small sub-models we

use the one parameter at a time approach. That is, we change one parameter at a

time and keep the other parameters fixed and investigate how that parameter impacts

the objective function error. We initialised the model with the best fit values for each

parameter, and ran it multiple times over the parameter range. We varied each parameter

from its best fit value, over the parameter range we assumed it to take. The analysis

is repeated for all the parameters. We vary parameters over the feasible parameter

range to check how much they impact solutions.

Error defines the differences between points in model solution and experimental solution.

In this study, we used least-squares method which calculated the sum of the squared

points of model from data. We plot a graph of the error (shown on the y-axis) versus

parameter range (shown on the y-axis). Dips in the error correspond to local minima

in the parameter space. If a model is sensitive to a parameter, it remained fixed in

subsequent simulations. At times the mimimum was right at the edge of the parameter

space. This parameter showed distinct changes in model behaviour on one side of the

minimum can be varied during fitting to another set of data in the range around the

minimum in which the line is flat. This means this parameter value needs to be around

the ’minimum’. A flat line showed that the model is not sensitive to those parameters.

The latter two types of parameter can be varied in fitting to subsequent data sets.

After the uncertainty assessment has been performed it is often followed by evaluation

whether some of the uncertainty can be reduced. The part of the uncertainty may be

reduced in different ways. The classical approach in natural science is to collect more

data and carry out additional studies to gain more knowledge. For modelling studies

further assurance like parameter uncertainty quatifier may reduce the uncertainties as

well [261]. The uncertainty arise from model parameters that are unknown and have not

been measured in experiment. Uncertainty quantification is a quantitative measurement

and reduction of uncertainties between model and experimental data.
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3.5 Challenges to build a mathematical model

Challenges in building a signalling pathway model include implementing more efficient

ways to summarize prior knowledge and specify the model structure, as well as better meth-

ods for model construction, combining and sharing models [50]. Besides, to build a com-

plex model required to focus on the details of the known pathway. Researchers also need

to tolerate a certain level of details when building a complex mathematical model.

One challenge in developing mathematical models is frequently the model end up with

many unknown parameters. Although the unknown parameters can be solved using

parameter estimation, it involves computing a large range of parameter values over

which the model most closely matches the experimental observation that given the

uncertainty in the prediction [50].





Chapter 4

Modelling intracellular signalling

in the natural killer cell

To simulate the signalling pathway, we performed computational modelling of the intra-

cellular signalling pathways in NK cells to provide an integrated model that captures

our current knowledge of the system. This chapter describes how we integrated exist-

ing and new models into our comprehensive model of natural killer cell intracellular

signalling. As described in Chapter 3, we encoded our model using CellML to ensure

all models is reproducible and FAIR [232].

The cell’s signalling pathways are represented using ordinary differential equations (ODEs).

An ODE describes the concentration changes of a compound over time. In this model,

we also defined a flux, J1 for each reaction in the comprehensive pathway (Figure 2.7,

Chapter 2), which helps to simplify the description of the equations. The flux typically

comprises the concentration of species (denoted by [...] throughout this study), and rate

constants kf (forward reaction) and kr (reverse reaction) in the law of mass action, as

described in Section 3.1, previously. However, there are other functions that can be used

to describe these flux terms, and these are discussed in more detail where used.

The interconnected signalling pathways were built in CellML components, where each

component is built up using equations and variables related to a specific reactions.

As described in Chapter 3, each component is connected, allowing information to be

exchanged between the various components in the pathway. This approach allowed us

65
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to test that each component was implemented correctly, and continued to behave as

expected as new components of the model are added.

Here we focus on our library of NK pathway models. In Section 4.1 we describe the

CellML models that already exist in PMR for each of the sub-pathways. Section 4.2

describes new sub-models that we developed and how they fit into the whole pathway.

Section 4.3 defines larger sub-models that integrate sub-models from Sections 4.1 and

4.2. Section 4.4 describes the new sub-models developed to fill the gaps between existing

sub-models. Section 4.5 defines the integration of all sub-models to make up a complete

model. Section 4.6 defines the simulation of a full pbNK cell model. For ease of description

of each model, key components of the model are described in detail in this chapter,

and components of the model that depart from simple mass action or Michaelis-Menten

kinetics presented. The detail of the reaction kinetic models and information on using

these models from the Physiome Model Repository are given in Appendices A and B.

4.1 Re-using and implementing models from PMR (level

1 models)

To increase reliability and to create a strong foundation for the simulation of this model,

we re-used published models where possible throughout the pathways. These models

are stored in the Physiome Model Repository (https://models.physiomeproject.org/

cellml). We first checked the models in CellML for curation and to ensure that the

outputs matched the published outputs as described in Chapter 3. We then imported

desired components and incorporated these into the NK cell signalling pathways.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/cellml
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4.1.1 MAPK signalling in Hatakeyama et al., 2003

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the MAPK model. On the left
is the diagram showing where the MAPK pathway is located in pbNK sig-
nalling (highlighted in the box). On the right is the diagram of the
MAPK signalling pathway. The URL link for the CellML model is provided
in Appendix B.1. (https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/

a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/hatakeyama_MAPK).

This section outlines the model labelled as MAPK sub-model in Figure 3.2, which

was first published by Hatakeyama et al. in 2003 [117]. The model had previously

been implemented and published in PMR but for use in this large-scale NK cell model

needed to be modularised. The detail of this model is given in Appendix B.1 with

important components of the system described here. The PMR repository associated

with this model is available at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/

4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/hatakeyama_MAPK. This

section describes our curation and modularisation of Hatakeyama’s model. The

pathway itself was described in Section 3.3.2.

Reactions 6 to 22 in the Hatakeyama model describe the activation of Shc down to

MAPK signalling and are required in our model of the NK cell (shown in Figure

4.1). In Hatakeyama’s model, the Shc adaptor protein is stimulated by the heregulin

(HRG)-stimulated ErbB4 receptor. In our model, Shc is activated via ZAP70 protein-

tyrosine kinase. In Hatakeyama’s model, ErbB activates the Akt pathway via PI3K,

which does not happen in NK signalling as described in the KEGG pathway [117, 268].

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/hatakeyama_MAPK
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/hatakeyama_MAPK
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/hatakeyama_MAPK
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/hatakeyama_MAPK
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For this reason we did not include PI3K-Akt crosstalk and its interference with the

MAPK pathway in our model. Similar to Hatakeyama’s model, our MAPK pathway

is regulated by PP2A protein phosphatase. For this reason, we extracted the model

components relevant to the NK cell pathway.

As described in Section 2.4.1, upon stimulation by upstream reactions, tyrosine phospho-

rylates Shc, to form ShP. The interaction of ShP with the GS complex then forms the

ShGS complex. This complex is able to recruit SOS to the plasma membrane where Ras-

GDP is localised. SOS stimulates the conversion of inactive RasGDP to active RasGTP

[14]. Association of Ras GTPase-activating protein (GAP) with RasGTP accelerates the

turnover of GTP hydrolysis. This reaction is described by Brightman and Fell [269] as

RasGDP + ShGS + Pi
RasGDP − ShGS + Pi→RasGTP + ShGS, (4.1)

RasGTP +GAP 
RasGTP −GAP →RasGDP +GAP + Pi, (4.2)

where Pi denotes a phosphate.

Unactivated Raf is translocated to the cell membrane and binds to RasGTP. The

binding of Raf to RasGTP is a critical step for Raf activation. The activation

of Raf is described as

RasGTP +Raf
RasGTP −Raf→RasGTP +Raf∗ + Pi, (4.3)

Raf∗ + E + Pi
Raf∗ − E − Pi→Raf + E. (4.4)

Activated Raf then catalyses the double phosphorylation of MEK, and further activates

the MAPK pathway. Double phosphorylated MEK (MEKPP) phosphorylates thre-

onine/tyrosine residues on ERK. Double phosphorylated ERK (ERKPP) translocates

to the nucleus and activates the transcription of cytokines [270]. The MAPK cascade

is negatively regulated by MAPK phosphatase 3 (MKP3), which dephosphorylates

ERKP and ERKPP and by protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A), which dephosphorylates

MEKP and MEKPP [271, 272]. Hatakeyama’s model showed that MEK and ERK

phosphorylation occurred within 5 to 10 minutes.
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As implemented in Hatakeyama’s model, a medium concentration of [HRG]total was

multiplied by the factor Vm/Vcw = 33.3 to formally rescale it to the cytoplasmic water

volume, where Vm is the (average) volume of incubation medium per cell and Vcw is

the cytoplasmic water volume of the cell [273]. The model used the Michaelis-Menten

approximation for enzymatic reactions. In this model, cellular protein initial conditions

were estimated between 1 nM and 1000 nM [273–277].

Figure 4.2 shows the simulation output of the model obtained from PMR, demonstrat-

ing that it replicates the published output. We then eliminated the Akt pathway in

order to stop Akt cross-talk with the MAPK pathway which does not exist in NK

cell signalling. As expected, without Akt cross-talk, the production of ERKPP in the

MAPK pathway was higher than in the original model. The ERKPP production in

the modified model is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.2: Computer simulation of HRG-induced ErbB4 signalling cascade simulation
outputs. Blue dotted line is original model using Wolfram Mathematica and the red
solid line is simulated in OpenCOR. The URL link for the SED-ML file is provided in
Appendix B.1.
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Figure 4.3: Computer simulation of HRG-induced ErbB4 signalling cascade sim-
ulation outputs obtained by OpenCOR with and without the Akt cross-talk sim-
ulated in OpenCOR. Red solid line is model output with Akt cross-talk and the
blue solid line is without Akt cross-talk. The URL link for the SED-ML file is pro-
vided in Appendix B.1. (https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/

file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_hatakeyama)

4.1.2 Ca2+ oscillations in Dupont and Erneux, 1997

Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of the Ca2+ model. On the left is the diagram
showing where the Ca2+ pathway is located in pbNK signalling (highlighted in the box).
On the right is the diagram of the Ca2+ signalling pathway. The URL link for the
CellML model is provided in Appendix B.2. (https://models.physiomeproject.org/

workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/dupont_Ca)

This section outlines the model labelled as Ca2+ sub-model in Figure 3.2. A

detailed description of this model, as published by Dupont and Erneaux [16]

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_hatakeyama
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_hatakeyama
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/dupont_Ca
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/dupont_Ca
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is provided in Section 3.3.4. The equations defining this model is described in

detail in Appendix B.2, and the PMR repository associated with this model

can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/

a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/dupont_Ca.

This model describes the link between activation of phospholipase C (Plc) and Ca2+

dynamics in the cell. IP3 activates the release of Ca2+ from internal stores via IP3

receptors. The model simulation showed that IP3 and IP4 oscillations are passively

controlled by the cytosolic Ca2+ oscillations. The oscillations are caused by feedback

regulation of cytosolic Ca2+ on the IP3 receptor.

The concentration of cytosolic Ca2+ is given by the following equation

d[Ccyto]
dt = k1(b+ Ira)(Catot − Ccyto(α+ 1))− VMP

C
np

cyto

K
np
p + C

np

cyto

, (4.5)

where Ccyto and Catot are the concentration of cytosolic Ca2+ and total Ca2+. k1b

describes the kinetic rate of Ca2+ from the stores into the cytosol, Ira is the fraction

of active channels. α represents the ratio between the volumes of the intracellular

stores and the cytosol and b accounts for a basal efflux from the stores into the cytosol.

Translocation of Ca2+ back to stores is controlled by cytosolic Ca2+, described using the

Hill approximation where VMP , Kp and np describe the maximum velocity, the constant

for half maximum activity, and the Hill coefficient, respectively.

In this model, Dupont and Erneux observed the typical behaviour of cytosolic Ca2+

oscillations and the influence of Ca2+ oscillation on the oscillation of IP3 and IP4

concentrations. This happens because each Ca2+ spike activates IP3 3-kinase, which

further stimulates the change of IP3 into IP4. The amplitudes of IP3 and IP4 are

determined by the stimulation level and by the maximum velocity and threshold constant

of the IP3 3-kinase. The oscillations for Ca2+ and IP3 metabolism obtained from

simulating this model are represented in Figure 4.5.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/dupont_Ca
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/dupont_Ca
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Figure 4.5: Oscillations for (a) Ca2+ and (b) Ins − 1, 4, 5 − P3 (IP3) metabolism
obtained in OpenCOR for the Dupont and Erneux model. The graphs in the left panel
are simulated in OpenCOR and the graphs in the right panel are from Dupont’s paper
(adapted from [16], Figure 2). The URL link for the SED-ML file is provided in Appendix
B.2.

Our NK cell model does not include the production of IP4 by phosphorylated IP3. To

exclude this reaction, we zeroed the V3k reaction in Dupont’s model which represents the

activity of IP3 3-kinase in catalysing the IP4 production. In this case, when the maximal

velocity of 3-kinase is zero, and the activity of 5-phosphatase very much exceeds the

activity of 3-kinase, oscillations in IP3 disappear. The behaviour has also been observed in

studies of other cell types [278–280]. The Ca2+ and IP3 behaviour in the system without

the activity of 3-kinase is illustrated in Figure 4.6. As expected, we retained the oscillation

of Ca2+ and the oscillation of IP3 disappeared without the changes of IP3 into IP4.
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Figure 4.6: Simulation of Ca2+ and IP3 obtained in OpenCOR without
the production of IP4. The URL link for the SED-ML file is provided
in Appendix B.2. (https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/

a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_dupont)

4.1.3 NFAT cycling in Cooling et al., 2009

Figure 4.7: Schematic representation of the NFAT cycling model. On the left is the
diagram showing where the NFAT pathway is located in pbNK signalling (highlighted
in the box). On the right is the diagram of the NFAT signalling pathway. The URL
link for the CellML model is provided in Appendix B.3.

This section describes the model labelled as NFAT sub-model in Figure 3.2.

Cooling et al. [15] adapted the experimental protocol of Tomida et al. [17], as

described in Section 3.3.3 to model NFAT cycling. The model is presented in

detail in Appendix B.3, and the PMR respository associated with this model

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_dupont
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_dupont
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can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/

a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/mike_NFAT.

To simplify the model, as in the original publication [15], NFAT phosphorylation and

dephosphorylation reactions are modelled as single steps, although in nature there is

more than one phosphorylation site involved. The model also assumed a single step for

NFAT translocation. The NFAT translocations into and from the nucleus do not have

back reactions. This process is described using a futile cycle in the system.

With these assumptions, the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of NFAT, together

with translocations of NFAT into and from the nucleus, are described using mass action

kinetics. The phosphorylation and dephosphorylation are described as

NFATpc +Nactive
NFATNc, (4.6)

J1 = kf1 ×NFATpc ×Ntot × actN ×−kr1 ×NFATNc × (1− actN ), (4.7)

where Nactive is the amount of activated calcineurin, determined by the total calcineurin,

Ntot and fraction of activated calcineurin, ActN .

Thus, the translocations of NFAT into and from the nucleus are described as

NFATNpn→NFATpc, (4.8)

J2 = NFATNc × kf2, (4.9)

NFATNc→NFATNn, (4.10)

J4 = NFATpn × kf4. (4.11)

Parameter fitting was performed against the data of Tomida et al. [17], by Cooling [15]

and the outputs obtained by simulating this model in OpenCOR are given in Figure

4.8. The plots correspond to Figure 3 in the paper [15].

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/mike_NFAT
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/mike_NFAT
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Figure 4.8: Simulated NFAT using the protocol of Tomida et al. [17] ob-
tained in OpenCOR. The blue points show model prediction and the red line
is data from [15], Figure 3. The URL link for the SED-ML file is provided
in Appendix B.3. (https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/

a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/mike_NFAT)

We implemented the original model as published by Cooling et al. in full in our own

model since we also included NFAT phosphorylation and the de-phosphorylation futile

cycle. The entire model as published by Cooling et al. [15] is used in the NK cell model.

To implement the model, we first checked the models in PMR for curation to ensure that

the outputs matched the published outputs as described by Cooling et al. [15]. After

we satisfied that the model output matched the published outputs as shown in Figure

4.8, we then incorporated the model into the NK cell signalling pathways.

4.2 Implementing novel pathway models (level 2 mod-

els)

This section describes new sub-models that were built to complete the whole pbNK cell

signalling pathway, based on the availability of experimental data. These sub-models

made up different pathways and the implemented modularisation is structured to allow

distinct components of the model to be compared to available experimental data. Four

sub-models were developed in this section and termed FCεRIγ, Vav regulation, ZAP70

activation and Rac-PAK, and appear as Level 2 models in Figure 3.2.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/mike_NFAT
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/mike_NFAT
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4.2.1 FCεRIγ model

The model was labelled as FCεRIγ in Figure 3.2. The model is presented in

detail in Appendix B.4.1 and B.4.2, and the PMR repository associated with

this model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/

519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/

FCepsilonRI_Tsangdata.cellml and https://models.physiomeproject.org/

workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_

module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.cellml. This model was built based on data

from Tsang et al. [18] and Faeder et al. [19].

Previously Faeder et al. developed a model of early signalling of FCεRIγ (FCε) [19],

however, this model was focussed on the receptor itself and contained a greater level of

complexity than was required in our model. In this sub-model we aimed to build a simple

model of signalling of FCε that still represented biological understanding and fitted the

experimental data. FCε exists in tetrameric form, which has an α-chain, a β-chain and

two disulfide-linked γ-chain [19]. The α subunit can be bound to ligand or unbound, a

β-chain has four possible states of phosphorylation and two disulfide-linked γ-chain has six

states of phosphorylations. In total, there are 300 possible states of receptor subunits for

FCε [19]. To avoid complexity, we assumed that FCε is in an aggregated state and ready

for binding with other reactants. The activated FCε receptor is transphosphorylated

by pLyn, available at the cell surface. This followed by the recruitment of Syk to the

membrane surface which is subsequently transautophosphorylated by phosphorylated

FCε. Inactive Grb2 then binds to phosphorylated Syk, and becomes phosphorylated.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Tsangdata.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Tsangdata.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Tsangdata.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.cellml
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Figure 4.9: Schematic diagram of the FCεRIγ model. On the left is the diagram
showing where the FCεRIγ pathway is located in pbNK signalling (highlighted in the
box). On the right is the diagram of the FCεRIγ signalling pathway. The URL link for
the CellML model is provided in Appendix B.4.

Syk is a tyrosine kinase that is important in bridging receptor ligation and downstream

signalling such as Ca2+ and MAPK. Once the cell receptor binds with the ligand, FCεRIγ

(ITAM receptor) is recruited and transphosphorylated by Lyn. The phosphorylated ITAM

then recruits protein tyrosine kinase (Syk). Previous studies have shown that ITAM

phosphorylation increases Syk activity and modulates Syk potency [18]. It must be noted

that concentration above 10 µM ITAM can inhibit Syk activity [18]. Phosphorylated Syk

then phosphorylates Grb2 (growth-factor-receptor-bound protein 2). Phosphorylation

of Grb2 leads to the activation of PI3K downstream signalling. To match the available

experimental data, we assumed that the Lyn kinase is rephosphorylated for recruitment

of additional pLyn into the system to ensure that the system has enough supply of

phosphorylated Lyn. The equation associated with this reaction is

Lyn+ Pi
k3→ pLyn, (4.12)

where Pi denotes a phosphate, k denotes a forward reaction and pLyn denotes

a phosphorylated Lyn.

The flux associated with this reaction is

J3 = k3[Pi][Lyn], (4.13)
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where J denotes a flux, k denotes kinetic constant and Pi denotes a phosphate. Optimal

parameters are listed in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.

4.2.1.1 Available data

Two sets of experimental data were available in the literature for this pathway. One

was published by Tsang et al. (2008) [18] and the other by Faeder et al. (2003) [19].

Experimental detail on Syk activity in B cells is presented in the study by Tsang et al.

[18] which captures the molecular mechanism of Syk activation in vitro. The studies

explore Syk activity under various conditions: activities of phosphorylated and non-

phosphorylated Syk; activation of Syk by different receptors; and whether or not Syk

is an OR-gate type of molecular switch. Syk activity is required for more than one

hour to induce activation of downstream reactions, so the experiment was run for 3600

s. For that reason, the model simulation time was set for 3600 s. For the FCε model,

we had 10 unknown parameters to fit to this data.

The experimental environment was maintained at 37◦C. In one of the observations,

Tsang looked at the activity of Syk when bound to FCεRIγ. The experimental data

we fitted the model to were for a temporal Grb2 phosphorylation by dephosphorylated

Syk with 1 µM FCεRIγ. The Syk concentration used in the experiment was 0.005 µM.

Experimental data points were digitised from Supplemental Figure 2 in Tsang et al. [18].

The observed experimental data points were from spectrophotometrical measurements

of phosphorylation in a single representative experiment [18]. The binding of Syk to

the receptor eliminated the lag phase in Grb2 phosphorylation.

The second data set was adapted from Faeder et al. [19]. In their simulation, Faeder

et al. looked at the pathway in rat basophilic leukemia (RBL) cells. The experimental

environment was maintained at a temperature of 27◦C. The cell density and cell vol-

ume were assumed to be 1×106 cells/ml and 1.4×109 ml. The observed experimental

data points were from densitometric measurements of phosphorylation in a single repre-

sentative experiment [19, 281]. Experimental data points were digitised from Figures

3(b) and 3(d) in Faeder et al. [19].
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4.2.1.2 Parameter fitting to data from Tsang et al. [18] and sensi-

tivity analysis

A major concern when modelling a biological system is that not all initial conditions

and parameters for each activity in a cell are known. Unknown parameter values can be

estimated using model calibration or fitting techniques to get values that fit the model

behaviour to some experimentally observed behaviour. Model fitting can provide possible

parameters that will help to produce reliable computational modelling results. In this

study, the model parameter optimisation of CellML models was done using Python inside

the OpenCOR tool. Model parameter optimisation to available experimental data helped

us to simulate the model and capture experimental outputs.

Here, parameter estimation was performed with each unknown kinetic rate constant

allowed to vary in a feasible range that is between 1×10−3 and 1×102 [282]. However, we

expand the range when we see the optimisation error potentially decreasing with larger

boundary. The settings for this work are described in Appendix B.4.1. Links to the related

model and code used for this pathway are attached in the same appendix. The simulated

Grb2 phosphorylation was a good fit with the experimental observations of Tsang et al.

[18]. The model and observed experimental kinetics of phosphorylation of Grb2 are shown

in Figure 4.10. The root mean square (RMS) error for the model is 0.0695 µM. The

RMSE is 1.07% of the peak concentration. Visual inspection of the graph confirms this.

The best fit to this data set was achieved with the parameters listed in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.10: The best fit for phosphorylation of Grb2. Blue curves show model
predictions and red points are observed experimental data in Tsang et al. [18]. The
URL link for the SED-ML file is provided in Appendix B.4.1.
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Table 4.1: Fitted parameters to experimental data from Tsang et al. [18].

Parameter Description Value Source

kf1 FC-pLyn binding rate 58.3902 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kf2 FC phosphorylation rate 0.00817889 s−1 Fitted value

kf3 Lyn phosphorylation rate 1.0887 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kf4 pFC-Syk binding rate 10.5797 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kf5 Syk phosphorylation rate 63.6727 s−1 Fitted value

kf6 pSyk-Grb2 binding rate 0.414288 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kf7 Grb2 phosphorylation rate 11.4185 s−1 Fitted value

kr1 FC-pLyn dissociation rate 0.013548 s−1 Fitted value

kr4 pFC-Syk dissociation rate 0.0806961 s−1 Fitted value

kr6 pSyk-Grb2 dissociation rate 0.731255 s−1 Fitted value

In general, sensitivity analysis is the study of the changes of optimal solution when

there are changes in the constant parameters [283]. A sensitivity analysis was performed

to determine the sensitivity of rate constant parameters in the model. Each of these

parameters determine changes in the model.

Knowledge of which parameters the model is sensitive to helped to establish which

parameters needed to be fixed when we tried to predict to another set of data (eg. the

phosphorylation of Grb2). Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 presents the differences in pSyk

solutions within the feasible parameter range for all rate constants in this model. We

varied each parameter, one at a time, over the feasible parameter range to check how

much they affected the solutions while keeping other rate constant parameters fixed.
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Figure 4.11: The sensitivity of the FCεRIγ model solutions around the ’best fit’ to
a selection of parameters. The model was initialised with the best fit values for each
parameter (fit value), and run multiple times over the parameter range we assumed it
to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error is shown in red. These results are continued in
Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Continuing the results begun in Figure 4.11 with the sensitivity of model
solutions around the ’best fit’ to a selection of parameters. The model was initialised
with the best fit values for each parameter (fit value), and run multiple times over the
parameter range we assumed it to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error is shown in red.

We initialised the model with the best fit values for each parameter, and ran it multiple

times over the parameter range. We varied each parameter from its best fit value, over

a range of values. The error was defined as the difference between the model solution

and experimental data values at each time point. To quantify overall error over time,

the sum of the squared errors was used. Dip in error shows the parameters sit at or

very close to minimum. The minimum can also be right at the edge of the parameter

space. This means this parameter value needs to be around the ’minimum’. For forward

constants kf2, kf4, kf6 and kf7, we observed a minimum in the error corresponding

to the fitted parameter value which showed the fitting had converged to something

appropriate where most parameters were very close to at least a local minimum in the

parameter space. It means the model is sensitive to those parameters. The sensitive

parameters are the dissociation rate of phosphorylated FCεRIγ and Lyn complex, kf2,

association of phosphorylated FCεRIγ and Syk, kf4, association of pSyk and Grb2,

kf6, and dissociation of pSyk and Grb2 complex, kf7. These parameters remained

fixed in subsequent simulations. Constant forward rate parameters kf1 and reverse rate

parameters kr1, kr4 and kr6 showed distinct changes in model behaviour on one side of

the minimum. In this case we can vary these parameters during fitting to another set of

data in the range around the minimum in which the line is flat. A flat line was found

for kf1 and Pi showing that the model is not sensitive to those parameters (data not

shown). The latter two types of parameter could therefore be varied over the whole

defined range in fitting to subsequent data sets.
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4.2.1.3 Multi-objective parameter fitting to data set from Faeder et al. and

sensitivity analysis

Tsang and Faeder used different experimental protocols so the initial conditions in

our model representing these protocols differed. Some initial conditions were derived

from the experimental protocol reported, and others were estimated during model

fitting. We fitted concentration of FCεRIγ is 0.0474 µM, the concentration of Syk is

0.025 µM, and the concentration of pLyn is 0.0474 µM. The list of initial conditions

is listed in Appendix B.4 (Table B.2).

Parameter fitting was then performed by fixing the parameters that the previous fitted

model was sensitive to: we fixed the value of kf2, kf4 kf6 and kf7 (see Figure 4.13 and

Table 4.2. In this subsequent fitting, for constant forward rate parameters kf1 and reverse

rate parameters kr1, kr4 and kr6 that showed distinct changes in model behaviour on

one side of the minimum, we varied the parameters only over the range that model

predictions for the Tsang data were not sensitive to these parameters. The list of kinetic

rate constants and the boundaries are given in Appendix B.4.2 (Table B.3 and B.4).

The best fit was achieved with the parameters listed in Table 4.2. The model and the

observed experimental [19] kinetics of phosphorylation of FC and Syk are shown in

Figure 4.13. The RMSEs are 0.0089 µM for FC phosphorylation and 0.0022 µM for Syk

phosphorylation. These RMS errors are approximately 10% of the peak values for pFC

and pSyk. Along with Figure 4.13 these best fits are not perfect representations of the

data, however, the available data are relatively sparse in time, and appear to contain more

noise, so it may not be possible to obtain a clearly better fit to these data points.
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Figure 4.13: The best fit for phosphorylation of FCε (left) and phos-
phorylation of Syk (right). Blue curves show model predictions and red
points are observed experimental data from Faeder et al. [19]. The SED-
ML is available at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/

file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/

FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.sedml.

Table 4.2: Re-fitted parameters that the previous fitted model was not sensitive to.
The model was fitted to data set from Faeder et al. [19]. The previous parameters is
shown in Table 4.1.

Parameter Description Value Source

kf1 FC-pLyn binding rate 54.7678 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kf3 Lyn phosphorylation rate 0.0035 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kf5 Syk phosphorylation rate 33.7157 s−1 Fitted value

kr1 FC-pLyn dissociation rate 0.0031 s−1 Fitted value

kr4 pFC-Syk dissociation rate 0.1174 s−1 Fitted value

kr6 pSyk-Grb2 dissociation 0.481 s−1 Fitted value

However, the model predictions shown in Figure 4.13 does not predict the experimentally

observed drop in pSyk after 1000 s due to formation of pSyk-Grb2 complex. This may

be because the concentration of Grb2 in the model was low (0.01 µM), which limited its

impact on pSyk. The initial condition of Grb2 was fitted at 0.01 µM to get a good fit to

the experimental data. The sensitivity analysis of the model is shown in Figure 4.14.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.sedml
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Figure 4.14: The sensitivity of the FCεRIγ model solutions around the ’best fit’ to
a selection of parameters. The model was initialised with the best fit values for each
parameter (fit value), and run multiple times over the parameter range we assumed it
to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error is shown in red.
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The sensitivity analysis showed that the model fitted to the data measured by Faeder et

al. [19] is sensitive to the dissociation rate of phosphorylated FCεRIγ and Lyn complex,

kf2, the phosphorylation rate of Lyn, kf3 and Pi for the pFC. The same parameters

especially kf3 and Pi, however, do not contribute to pSyk variability. The model fitted

the experimental data well with large values of parameters kf1, kf4 and kf5. Sensitivity

analysis showed that the model converges toward minimum error for both FC and Syk

phosphorylation on the right region of the parameter space. In contrast, parameters kr1
gave the best fit with small values when the model converges toward minimum error for

both FC and Syk phosphorylation on the left region of the parameter space. The pathway

can be calibrated around the regions within the minimum error of parameters space.

The model was not sensitive to the dissociation rate of pFC and Syk, kr4, association of

pSyk and Grb2, kf6, dissociation of pSyk and Grb2, kr6 and phosphorylation of Grb2,

kf7 (data not shown). Those parameters are therefore free to be varied in calibration

of subsequent components of the model that incorporate this pathway.

Table 4.3: The parameters for FCεRIγ model fitted to data set from Tsang et al. [18]
and Faeder et al. [19]. The fourth column listed parameters that can be fitted or fixed
in calibration of subsequent components due to the sensitivity analysis.

Parameter Value Source Status

kf1 54.7678 µM−1.s−1 Fitted to [19] Fit

kf2 0.00817889 s−1 Fitted to [18] Fix

kf3 0.0035 µM−1.s−1 Fitted to [19] Fix

kf4 10.5797 µM−1.s−1 Fitted to [18] Fit

kf5 33.7157 s−1 Fitted to [19] Fit

kf6 0.414288 µM−1.s−1 Fitted to [18] Fit

kf7 11.4185 s−1 Fitted to [18] Fix

kr1 0.0031 s−1 Fitted to [19] Fit

kr4 0.1174 s−1 Fitted to [19] Fit

kr6 0.481 s−1 Fitted to [19] Fit

4.2.1.4 Discussion

Lyn kinase phosphorylates FCεRIγ into phosphorylated FC. Re-phosphorylation of Lyn

then occurs. Due to a lack of quantitative information about the aggregation rate of
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FCεRIγ in the literature, we constructed a simple model of the system, in which we

assumed that the FCεRIγ was in the aggregation state. The model neglects aspects of the

complex dynamics of the FCεRIγ system, which has previously been incorporated into

mathematical descriptions. This means, that although it captures the dynamics of the

available experimental data adequately, it may be shown in the future to neglect important

dynamics, as more experimental data becomes available. The modular structure of this

modelling approach would allow the component of the model to be replaced with a

more detailed morel in the future, if necessary.

Phosphorylated FCεRIγ activates Syk through binding activity. The activation of Syk

eliminates the lag phase in Syk activity and results in a linear rate of Grb2 phosphorylation,

indicating that FCεRIγ binding activates Syk. Observations using the model displayed

qualitatively similar pFC-Syk binding behaviour to the available experimental data.

Experimental work by Tsang et al. [18] showed that Syk is an OR-gate switch, meaning

that it can reach full activation either by ITAM binding or autophosphorylation activation.

Tsang et al. demonstrated that activation by both stimuli works through the same

mechanism and the application of both stimuli is expected to give only a small increase

in activity. Our model supports this and implies that ITAM binding is sufficient to

cause full activation of Syk. Phosphorylated Syk sustains activity over time to facilitate

longer-term changes in cell signalling.

In our model, the Syk is an OR-gate switch, meaning that it can reach full activation

with one factor by ITAM binding. The ability of Syk to reach full activation with

a single stimulus helps to define the ability of Syk to sustain its activity over time

although after transient activation of ITAM to facilitate longer-term changes in cell

signalling. As an example, Syk activity is required for more than 1 hour to induce

activation of NFAT transcription [18].

Phosphorylation of Grb2 is dependent on the available concentration of Syk and Grb2

in the cell. The simulation results showed that the model could produce quantitatively

similar kinetic behaviour in the phosphorylation of Grb2 to the experimental data.

Phosphorylation of Grb2 was initially linear with time and then plateaued after all the

Grb2 was completely phosphorylated. The lag in the reaction time was eliminated.
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In conclusion, a minimal FCεRIγ model was developed and implemented in CellML

(Appendix B.4). The results for phosphorylation of Grb2 for a data set from Tsang et

al. [18] were presented to validate and test for phosphorylation of FCε and Syk in a

data set from Faeder et al. [19]. A basic sensitivity analysis was performed to study

the effect of the model constants’ parameters on the model.

4.2.2 ZAP70 activation model

The model described in this section was labelled as ZAP70 in Figure 3.2. The model

is presented in detail in Appendix B.5 and the PMR repository associated with this

model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

ec7204db7fa8d1231da918a45f341d26385faab8/ZAP70_module/zap70.cellml. The

pathway for this model is illustrated in Figure 4.15.

The model described here, which represents ZAP70 activation by interaction with

ITAM, and was generated based on the T-cell antigen receptor (TCR) pathway in

T cells [20]. Phosphorylated ITAM recruits ZAP70 to the membrane plasma. The

binding of ZAP70 to the ITAM region initiates the phosphorylation of ZAP70 by

active Lck. ZAP70 contains more than one phosphorylation site: amino acids Tyr 315,

Tyr 319, and Tyr 493 [284]. Upon stimulation, the complex of ITAM and ZAP70 is

phosphorylated by Lck. Consequently, ZAP70 itself is phosphorylated at the second

site through transphosphorylation. For the transphosphorylation to happen, two ZAP70

molecules need to be in close proximity. However, for simplicity, we assumed a single

phosphorylation site for ZAP70 by active Lck in this model. While this does not reflect the

full dynamics of the biological system, it simplifies the model sufficiently to incorporate

into a large scale model, and as will be shown below is sufficient to adequately predict

the behaviour of the pathway in question when compared to existing experimental data.

In the future, as more data becomes available it may be necessary to adapt this model

to more completely represent the system.

In the model we only consider the phosphorylation of ZAP70 by Lck, and also the

dephosphorolation of ZAP70 during transphosphorylation. So, in this model, the decrease

in pZAP70/ITAM can happen in two ways: firstly, through the dissociation of ITAM

and ZAP70 binding; and secondly, through transphosphorylation of another ZAP70.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ec7204db7fa8d1231da918a45f341d26385faab8/ZAP70_module/zap70.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ec7204db7fa8d1231da918a45f341d26385faab8/ZAP70_module/zap70.cellml
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Figure 4.15: Schematic representation of ZAP70 activation model. On the left is the
diagram showing where the ZAP70 pathway is located in pbNK signalling (highlighted
in the box). On the right is the diagram of the ZAP70 signalling pathway. The URL
link for the CellML model is provided in Appendix B.5.

4.2.2.1 Available data

All the kinetic parameters for this model were adapted from Deswal et al. [20]. To

give reasonable fits to the experimental data, we parameterised the initial condition

of active Lck as 2.0062 µM and free ZAP70 as 0.6 µM. The concentration of ZAP70

was set at 1 µM. We considered the active Lck and free ZAP70 concentrations to be

constant. The list of initial conditions and parameters adapted from Deswal et al. [20]

for ZAP70 activation model are shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. All other initial

conditions were set to zero. In the model, we adapted parameters from Deswal et al.

[20]. The parameters for this work are described in Appendix B.5. Links to the related

model and code used for this pathway are also in same appendix.

Table 4.4: ZAP70 model initial conditions estimated in this work.

Parameter Value Source

ITAM 0.6 µM Estimation

pLCK 2.0062 µM Estimation

ZAP70 1 µM Estimation
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Table 4.5: Parameters for ZAP70 model adapted from Deswal et al. [20].

Parameter Description Value Source

kf1 ITAM phosphorylation rate 0.00195 µM−1.s−1 [20]

kf2 pITAM-ZAP70 binding rate 7.6167 µM−1.s−1 [20]

kf3 ZAP70 phosphorylation rate 9.5e-5 µM−1.s−1 [20]

kf4 pITAM-pZAP70 dissociation rate 0.0007 µM−1.s−1 [20]

kf5 ZAP70 phosphorylation rate 0.002 s−1 [20]

kr1 ITAM dephosphorylation rate 11.6167 µM−1.s−1 [20]

kr2 pITAM-ZAP70 dissociation rate 0.0007 µM−1.s−1 [20]

kr3 ZAP70 dephosphorylation rate 0.0006 s−1 [20]

kr4 pITAM-pZAP70 binding rate 7.6167 µM−1.s−1 [20]

4.2.2.2 Parameter fitting and sensitivity analysis

For this model, only the pLck predictions were used in the parameter estimation. The

boundary condition set for the pLck optimisation was between 1×10−3 and 1×102. By

implementing IF-PCM data from Deswal et al. [20] and fitting pLck, we could match the

data closely (Figure 4.16). The model predicts the early time dynamics more accurately

than the later time dynamics. The fitted value for pLck is 2.0062 µM.

Figure 4.16: The best fit for ZAP70/ITAM (left) and pZAP70/ITAM
(right). Blue curves show model predictions and red points are observed ex-
perimental data from Deswal et al. [20]. RMSD is 0.0665 for ZAP70/ITAM
and 0.0036 for pZAP70/ITAM, whish relatively gave good fit. The SED-ML
file is available at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

54d93c120679f0576c48d107c56f33f59e4fdedb/ZAP70_module/zap70.sedml.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/54d93c120679f0576c48d107c56f33f59e4fdedb/ZAP70_module/zap70.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/54d93c120679f0576c48d107c56f33f59e4fdedb/ZAP70_module/zap70.sedml
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The model cannot fit the experimental data well, unless dephosphorylation is incorporated

(i.e. there is a non-zero ZAP70 dephosphorylation rate). Assuming that this occurs

through transphosphorylation and adding in the transphosphorylation site gave a good

fit to the data, using the published parameters in Deswal et al. [20]. We note, however,

that the impact of inhibition pathways within the cell, could potentially have a similar

impact on model behaviours as this transphosphorylation, and experimental studies that

could distinguish between these two mechanisms would be useful in the future.

A sensitivity analysis of the model around the fitted parameter values showed that most

of the parameters were close to optimal (Figure 4.17). The parameters fitted by Deswal

et al. [20] gave minimum errors. The model is sensitive to the phosphorylation rate

of ITAM, kf1, the phosphorylation rate of ZAP70,kf3 and the phosphorylation at the

second site through transphosphorylation rate, kf5. For the forward rate constants

kf2, kf4 and reverse rate constants kr2 and kr4, those parameters were at the minimum

error for the two objective functions. We could fit these parameters, within the low

error values, to other datasets. The analysis showed that parameters kf2, kf3 and

kr2 contribute the most to output variability. The reverse rate reaction kr1 and kr3

had constant errors within the tested range, meaning the model is not sensitive to

two parameters (data not shown), therefore, these parameters can be calibrated in the

subsequent calibration of larger sub-models.
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Figure 4.17: The sensitivity of the ZAP70 model solutions around the ’best fit’ to
a selection of parameters. The model was initialised with the best fit values for each
parameter (fit value), and run multiple times over the parameter range we assumed it
to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error is shown in red.
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4.2.2.3 Discussion

A dynamic model of phosphorylation of ZAP70 mediated by activated ITAM was

presented. The model was generated based on the understanding of the physiological

process described in experimental studies. The model fit experimental data well, provided

that transphosphorylation of ZAP70 was non-negligible. The model fitted well to the data

with the transphosphorylation and on the assumption that there was negligible reverse

reaction for transphosphorylation of ZAP70. The model shows that phosphorylation of

ZAP70 happens in two ways; phosphorylation by Lck and transphosphorylation. Some

aspects of the model are simplified from the known dynamics of the ZAP70 system,

however, it was shown that even without the detail of these dynamics the model gives

a reasonable fit to experimental data. However, in the future it may be a benefit to

explicitly include them in the model (particularly the multiple phosphorylation sites

of ZAP70) to improve biological accuracy.

4.2.3 Vav phosphorylation model

Figure 4.18: Schematic representation of the Vav model. On the left is the diagram
showing where the Vav pathway is located in pbNK signalling (highlighted in the box).
On the right is the diagram of the Vav signalling pathway. The URL link for the CellML
model is provided in Appendix B.6.

The model described in this subsection is labelled as Vav in Figure 3.2. The model

is presented in detail in Appendix B.6 and the PMR repository associated with

this model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module
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519/file/b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module. The equa-

tions and fluxes that have been used in this simulation are can be found in the

CellML code listed in Appendix B.6.

The sub-model investigates the interactions of NK cells’ activation and inhibition receptors

with the respective ligands. The engagement of the NKG2D receptor by major histocom-

patibility complex class I polypeptide-related sequence A (MICA) induces the tyrosine

phosphorylation of the DAP10 by SFKs as shown in Figure 4.18. Phosphorylated DAP10

recruits PI3K and Grb2, resulting in the recruitment of Vav1, which is then phosphory-

lated by SFKs. In other words, phosphorylated DAP10 recruits Vav1 through the adaptor

molecule Grb2. DAP10 binding to Vav (effector molecule) is sufficient to initiate a tyrosine-

phosphorylation event. Internally to NK cells, it seems that the guanine nucleotide

exchange factor (Vav) is one of the key determinants of NK cell cytotoxicity [121].

Mesecke et.al. [121] hypothesized is that Vav is a key determinant of cytotoxicity in

NK cell. The cytotoxic response of NK cells is parallel to the phosphorylation of Vav.

Mesecke et al. [121] showed the association of SFK kinase (Lck) with the activating

receptor complex is essential for this pathway, where it increases the phosphorylation

of Vav. The association of Lck with NKG2D-DAP10 is described as

mica2dD10 + pLck
kf3


kr3

mica2dD10pLck
kf4→mica2dpD10 + Lck.

The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J3 = kf3[mica2dD10][plck]− kr3[mica2dD10pLck],

J4 = kf4[mica2dD10pLck],

where mica2D10 denotes the complex of MICA with NKG2D-DAP10, p denotes

phosphorylation, kf3 denotes the forward reaction kinetic rate, kr3 denotes the

forward reaction kinetic rate and mica2dD10pLck denotes the complex of the

activating receptor with Lck.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module
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Mesecke et al. [121] suggested that small increases in the activation receptor can induce

maximum Vav phosphorylation, and small increases in the inhibition receptors are

able to completely dephosphorylate Vav.

Inhibition signals, on the other hand, mediate de-phosphorylation of pVav, which blocks

the activation signals. Inhibitory receptor engagement reduces Tyr phosphorylation.

In uNK cells, the CD94:NKG2A inhibition receptor complex recognizes HLA-E, which

results in phosphorylation of HLA-E:CD94:NKG2A by SFKs. This further leads to the

recruitment of phosphatase SHP-1 to the NKG2A complex (at the ITIM region). A com-

mon feature of inhibition receptors involved in these protective functions is the presence

of immunoreceptor tyrosine kinase-based inhibition motif (ITIM) in the cytoplasmic tail.

The functional consequence of SHP recruitment by ITIM-containing receptors in NK

cells is well established. Vav is a direct target of SHP when SHP is recruited to the ITIM

region. Signals from inhibitory receptors dephosphorylate Vav through the SHP.

In the reference model, Mesecke et al. [121] assume that the cytoplasm, membrane, and

immunological synapse form three distinct compartments. To address various concepts

important to immune receptor signalling, Mesecke et al. generated 72 putative models

of the proximal signal transduction network of NK cells. In our model, the spatial

components are omitted for clarity and to avoid complexity. From our observations, the

simplification does not affect the model simulation outcome.

4.2.3.1 Available data

The known initial conditions for molecules in Vav sub-models were taken from Mesecke

et al. [121]. The initial conditions are listed in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Initial conditions for Vav pathway.

Components Initial conditions(uM) References

NKG2D 0.3 µM Estimation

DAP10 10.97 µM [121]

CD45 39.18 µM [121]

pLck 237.79 µM [121]

Vav 0.19 µM [121]

HLA-E 0.2 µM Estimation

NKG2A 17.96 µM [121]

SHP-1 3.47 µM [121]

4.2.3.2 Parameter fitting and sensitivity analysis

To fit the model to the experimental data, we first fitted the model using [MICA]=0.00286

µM. Then we ran sensitivity analyses analyses on the output to see which parameters the

model was sensitive to. To fit to [MICA]= 0.0286 µM, we fixed the recognized sensitive

parameters, set the range for minimum error for those parameters that were sensitive to

some range of values and fixed the other parameters. Then, the sensitivity analysis was

conducted on the output and the simulation was repeated for [MICA]=0.000286 µM.

The model was fitted to experimental data for different three relative concentrations of

MICA is illustrated in Figure 4.19. The fitted parameters are listed in Table 4.7.

Figure 4.19: Vav regulation by MICA and HLA-E in NK cell with different engagement
of MICA. Experimental data are shown as dotted and simulated data as solid lines.
The indicated concentrations of MICA were used in the model. The URL link for the
SED-ML file is provided in Appendix B.6.
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Table 4.7: Fitted parameters with different engagement of MICA.

Parameters Description Value Source

kf1 MICA-NKG2D binding rate 0.0427 uM−1.s−1 [285]

kr1 MICA-NKG2D dissociation rate 0.0061 s−1 [285]

kf2 DAP10 binding rate 252.742 uM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kr2 DAP10 dissociation rate 568.74 s−1 Fitted value

kf3 pLck binding rate 1.847 s−1 Fitted value

kr3 pLck dissociation rate 0.01891 s−1 Fitted value

kf4 DAP10 phosphorylation rate 0.0045 s−1 [286]

kf5 cd45 binding rate 0.2903 uM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kr5 cd45 dissociation rate 0.4192 s−1 Fitted value

kf6 DAP10 dephosphorylation rate 1.3542 s−1 [287, 288]

kf7 Vav binding rate 42.3945 uM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kr7 Vav dissociation rate 5.55 s−1 Fitted value

kf8 Vav phosphorylation rate 0.97 s−1 Fitted value

kf11 NKG2A-HLA-E binding rate 612.38 uM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kr11 NKG2A-HLA-E dissociation rate 1.8 s−1 [289]

kf12 pLck binding rate 47.2605 uM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kr12 pLck dissociation rate 0.0059 s−1 Fitted value

kf13 NKG2A phosphorylation rate 0.0032 s−1 [286]

kf14 cd45 binding rate 0.0304 uM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kr14 cd45 dissociation rate 0.04682 s−1 Fitted value

kf15 NKG2D dephosphorylation rate 50.0013 s−1 [287, 288]

kf16 Shp binding rate 110 uM−1.s−1 [290]

kr16 Shp dissociation rate 0.6 s−1 [290]

kf17 Shp phosphorylation rate 0.0341 s−1 Fitted value

kf19 Vav dephoshorylation rate 85.6147 s−1 [288, 291]

K19 Michaelis-Menten constant 1185.74 µM [288, 291]

The sensitivity of the model to each parameter for all three concentrations of

MICA is shown separately for [MICA]=0.00286 µM, [MICA]=0.0286 µM and

[MICA]=0.000286 µM.
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Sensitivity analysis of the model to 0.00286 µM MICA

The fitted model was sensitive to most of the parameters except kr2 (data not shown).

The model was sensitive to the binding of CD45 to DAP10 complex, kf5, the binding of

Vav to phosphorylated DAP10 complex, kf7, the dissociation rate of Lck in the inhibition

pathway, kf13, the dissociation rate of phosphorylated Shp, kf17, the dissociation rate of

Vav, kf19 and KM constant of dissociation of Vav, K19. The sensitivity analysis showed

dip in the ’error’. Parameters kf1, kf2, kf3, kf6, kf8, kf11, kf12, kf16 and kr14 that sit

on the minimum on the right side of the graph gave a good fit to the experimental data

with large values in the observed range. In contrast, parameters kf4, kf14, kr1, kr3, kr5,

kr7, kr11, kr12, and kr16 fitted well to the experimental data with small values in the

observed range that sit on the minimum on the left side of the graph. These parameters

were fitted within the minimum error range in the subsequent calibration.

The analysis showed the most sensitive parameter, kf4 (the phosphorylation rate of

DAP10), contributes the most to output variability. A diagram of the sensitivity analysis

is provided in Figure 4.20, 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23. We then used this information to fit

the model to higher initial conditions of MICA. We fixed the twelve parameters that

the model was sensitive to. Other parameters were fitted within the minimum error

range in the subsequent calibration.
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Figure 4.20: The sensitivity of Vav regulation by MICA and HLA-E in NK cell
with relative concentration of MICA to 100 ng/ml α-NKG2D around the ’best fit’ to
a selection of parameters. The model was initialised with the best fit values for each
parameter (fit value), and run multiple times over the parameter range we assumed it
to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error is shown in red. These results are continued in
Figure 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23.
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Figure 4.21: Continuing the results begun in Figure 4.20 with the sensitivity of Vav
regulation by MICA and HLA-E in NK cell with relative concentration of MICA to
100 ng/ml α-NKG2D around the ’best fit’ to a selection of parameters. The model
was initialised with the best fit values for each parameter (fit value), and run multiple
times over the parameter range we assumed it to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error
is shown in red. These results are continued in Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.22: Continuing the results begun in Figure 4.20 with the sensitivity of Vav
regulation by MICA and HLA-E in NK cell with relative concentration of MICA to
100 ng/ml α-NKG2D around the ’best fit’ to a selection of parameters. The model
was initialised with the best fit values for each parameter (fit value), and run multiple
times over the parameter range we assumed it to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error
is shown in red. These results are continued in Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23: Continuing the results begun in Figure 4.20 with the sensitivity of Vav
regulation by MICA and HLA-E in NK cell with relative concentration of MICA to
100 ng/ml α-NKG2D around the ’best fit’ to a selection of parameters. The model
was initialised with the best fit values for each parameter (fit value), and run multiple
times over the parameter range we assumed it to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error
is shown in red.

Sensitivity analysis of the model to 0.0286 µM MICA

We estimated fourteen parameters with 0.0286 µM MICA. Out of these fourteen, we

found that the model was sensitive to eleven parameters. The model was sensitive to

the binding of MICA and NKG2D, kf1, the dissociation of phosphorylated Vav, kf8 and

the dissociation rate of Vav, kr7 with a dip in the ’error’. We observed that forward rate

parameters kf2, kf3, kf11, and kf12 fitted the data with large values within the observed

range on minimum on the right side of the graph. Parameters kf14, kr1, kr3 and kr12

that sit on the minimum on the left side of the graph fitted well to the experimental

data with small values in the observed range. Parameters kf2, kf3, kf11, kf12, kf14, kr1,

kr3 and kr12 that provide significant differences to the model within specific parameter

space were calibrated in the subsequent calibration. The analysis showed that parameter

kf14 contributes significant changes to the model output.
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Figure 4.24: The sensitivity of Vav regulation by MICA and HLA-E in NK cell with
relative concentration of MICA equal to 1000 ng/ml α-NKG2D. around the ’best fit’ to
a selection of parameters. The model was initialised with the best fit values for each
parameter (fit value), and run multiple times over the parameter range we assumed it
to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error is shown in red. These results are continued in
Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.25: Continuing the results begun in Figure 4.24 with the sensitivity of Vav
regulation by MICA and HLA-E in NK cell with relative concentration of MICA equal
to 1000 ng/ml α-NKG2D. around the ’best fit’ to a selection of parameters. The model
was initialised with the best fit values for each parameter (fit value), and run multiple
times over the parameter range we assumed it to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error
is shown in red.

Sensitivity analysis of the model to 0.000286 µM MICA

For the third optimisation, we fitted only eleven parameters that were not significant in

previous analysis and where the optimal regions are within the edge of the parameters

space. The sensitivity analysis shows that none of the parameters fitted with a dip ’error’.

This means that no parameter gives a significant difference to the model. However, we

observed that parameters kf2, kf3 and kf11 were at a minimum on the right side of the

graph, meaning that the parameters fitted the data with values at the edge of the upper

bound. In contrast, parameters kf14, kr1 and kr12 were at a minimum with values at the

edge of the lower bound. The parameters presented small changes to the model within

the tested parameters space. The model was not sensitive to forward rate parameters

kf15 and reverse rate parameters kr2, kr3 and kr14 (data not shown).
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Figure 4.26: The sensitivity of Vav regulation by MICA and HLA-E in NK cell with
relative concentration of MICA equal to equal to 10 ng/ml α-NKG2D. around the ’best
fit’ to a selection of parameters. The model was initialised with the best fit values for
each parameter (fit value), and run multiple times over the parameter range we assumed
it to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error is shown in red.
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4.2.3.3 Discussion

Here, we have built a mathematical model that compose both the activation and inhibition

pathways. We simulate the signalling pathway of NK cells’ activation and inhibition

receptors after stimulation by MICA ligand on the activation receptor NKG2D and

HLA-E on the inhibition receptor NKG2A. The model investigates the regulations of Vav

through the activation and inhibition receptors. Our model omitted spatial components

that were present in a previously published model of a similar system [121] to avoid

complexity and because our modelling framework as a whole neglects spatial heterogeneity

to allow large scale simulations, however, it was shown that even without the spatial

components the model gives a reasonable fit to experimental data. The model was fitted

to experimental data for three relative concentrations of MICA; 0.0286 µM, 0.00286

µM and 0.000286 µM. Sensitivity analysis of the model to each parameter for all three

concentrations of MICA was done separately.

We observed a rapid increase in Vav phosphorylation, which reached a maximum after

200 to 300 s. Maximal engagement of NKG2D-DAP10 by antibody-mediated cross-

linking increased the amount of pVav to 11% of the total Vav initial concentration. We

also observed a reduction in Vav phosphorylation between 5 and 10 min after receptor

engagement, which suggested the presence of inhibitory signalling pathways.

4.2.4 Rac-PAK model

This section introduces the model labelled Rac-PAK sub-model in Figure 3.2. The detail

of this model is available in Appendix B.7, and the PMR respository associated with this

model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

6af8ee89d1d32072ec45d30b4e947a72107f0990/RacPAK_module/Rac_PAK.cellml.

Some studies indicate that PI3K has positive effects on ERK phosphorylation after

approximately 30 min, possibly mediated by Rac or PAK [292–294] and in EGFR

signalling. PAK promotes phosphorylation of the MEK on serine 298, a site important

for the binding of Raf to MEK [295, 296]. The PI3K product PIP3 also induces

up-regulation of ERK [297]. However, Wennstrom suggested that Rac is not a critical

component in this pathway, by observing the overexpression of dominant-negative Rac

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/6af8ee89d1d32072ec45d30b4e947a72107f0990/RacPAK_module/Rac_PAK.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/6af8ee89d1d32072ec45d30b4e947a72107f0990/RacPAK_module/Rac_PAK.cellml
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which was not able to inhibit EGF-induced ERK activation [293]. GAP negatively

regulated Ras-PI3K activation [298].

Figure 4.27: Schematic representation of the Rak-PAK model. On the left is the
diagram showing where the Rak-PAK pathway is located in pbNK signalling (highlighted
in the box). On the right is the diagram of the Rak-PAK signalling pathway. The URL
link for the CellML model is provided in Appendix B.7.

In this model, the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of the Rac GDP-GTP exchange

is controlled by upstream Vav, PI3K and GAP. Activation of Rac leads to the activation

of the downstream substrate, PAK. Activated PAK then double phosphorylates MEK

and activates the MAPK pathway. Initial conditions and parameters are listed in

Appendix B.7. The equations and fluxes used in this simulation are can be found in

the CellML code that is listed in Appendix B.7.

Downstream to Vav, phosphorylation leads to the activation of RacGDP into RacGTP.

Evidence shows that the binding of p12-activated kinase (PAK), a downstream molecule

to RacGTP, drives PAK activation. The mechanism of PAK activation is well studied.

RacGTP induces the opening of the PAK regulatory domain, transphosphorylation of

threonine residues and recruitment of downstream molecules to the kinase domain.
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4.2.4.1 Available data

In an experimental study by Chen et al. (2013) [26] mesangial cells were exposed to

mechanical stretch. Mesangial cells have shown to produce an extracellular matrix

and cytokines when stretched [26]. Inside the cell, mechanical stretch has been shown

to activate Rac-PAK in vitro [26].

Because no experimental data on Rac-PAK activation via receptor-ligand activation were

found, we decided to use the data provided by Chen et al. [26], which reported the dual

activations in a system. In the experiment, mesangial cells were stretched for 60 minutes.

PAK activation was assessed by immunoblotting with an antibody which detects PAK

when it is activated. PAK activation could be observed as early as 30 seconds, and

reached a peak at 30 minutes, followed by a decrease after 30 minutes. The estimated

initial conditions for RacGDP and PAK in the model were 3.99 µM and 6.5 µM.

4.2.4.2 Parameter fitting to Chen et al. and sensitivity analysis

PAK activation mechanism are shown in Figure 4.27. As shown in Figure 4.28, the

mathematical model fitted well to the experimental data at each time point. The

fitted parameters are listed in Table 4.8.

Figure 4.28: The fitted model to experimental data. The URL link for the SED-ML
file is provided in Appendix B.7.
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Table 4.8: Fitted parameters to experimental data from Chen et al. [26].

Parameter Description Value Source

kf31 pVav atalytic rate 41.7342 s−1 Fitted value

kf32 GAP catalytic rate 0.2837 s−1 Fitted value

kf33 RacGTP catalytic rate 0.0722 s−1 Fitted value

kf34 Pak consumption rate 0.0004 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

K31 Michaelis-menten constant 17.2669 µM−1 Fitted value

K32 Michaelis-menten constant 36.2813 µM−1 Fitted value

K33 Michaelis-menten constant 76.6875 µM−1 Fitted value

The sensitivity analysis of parameters involved in this model is shown in Figure 4.29. The

model is sensitive to the RacGTP catalytic rate, kf33, the consumption rate of PAK, kf34

and the constant of RacGTP-PAK complex, K33. The analysis showed that each param-

eters includes kf31 are able to provide big changes to the model behaviour. However, the

model is not sensitive to GAP catalytic rate kf32, constant for pVav and RacGDP inter-

action K31 and constant for GAP and RacGTP interaction K32 (data not shown). The

insignificant parameters were fitted in the subsequent larger sub-model calibration.
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Figure 4.29: The sensitivity of the Rac-PAK model solutions around the ’best fit’ to
a selection of parameters. The model was initialised with the best fit values for each
parameter (fit value), and run multiple times over the parameter range we assumed it
to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error is shown in red.

4.2.4.3 Discussion

In thic section, we built a model to simulate the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation

of the Rac GDP-GTP exchange, that leads to the activation of PAK. Although the

stimulus used in the experiment did not involve receptor/ligand stimulation, the use of

data from Chen et al. [26] enabled a greater understanding of the activation mechanism

of PAK via Rac. PAK activation is dependent on activation of Rac.

The model that we built fitted well to the experimental data. We observed sustained

activation of PAK for 30 minutes, followed by a decrease for 30 minutes. As shown

in the sensitivity analysis, the model fitted to the data within the lowest errors for

parameters that the model was sensitive to.
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4.3 Integrating models into larger pathway models (level

3 models)

In this section, we integrate models from Section 4.1 and 4.2 into more comprehensive

models, where data are available. We fit the pathways to additional sets of experimental

data. We fix the parameters in Section 4.1 and 4.2 that the sub-models are sensitive

to and fit parameters that the sub-models not sensitive to.

4.3.1 MAPK-TNFα model

This section introduces the model labelled MAPK-TNFα sub-model in Figure 3.2. The

detail of this model is available in Appendix B.8, and the PMR respository associated

with this model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/

519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.

cellml. This model was developed based on experimental data published by Hoffmeyer

(1999) [21]. In the experimental study, Hoffmeyer observed the secretion of TNFα via

the MAPK pathway, where by the pathway is stimulated by TPA ligand on the TCR

receptor. In this model, we combined the MAPK pathway modelled by Hatakeyama

et al. [117] (Section 4.1.1, labelled as MAPK in Figure 3.2) and the ZAP70 model

(Section 4.2.2, labelled as ZAP70 in Figure 3.2) that had been fitted earlier. In this

model, we built a top-level model called the MAPK-TNFα model. This model contains

components for TPA-TCR binding and secretion of TNFα, as well as integrating the

sub-models. Figure 4.30 illustrates the pathway for this model.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.cellml
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Figure 4.30: Schematic representation of TNFα secretion induced by the MAPK
pathway. On the left is the diagram showing where the MAPK-TNFα pathway is
located in pbNK signalling (highlighted in the box). On the right is the diagram of the
MAPK-TNFα signalling pathway. The URL link for the CellML model is provided in
Appendix B.8.

4.3.1.1 Available data

The model was fitted to experimental data extracted from T-cell in a study by Hoffmeyer,

1999 [21], which showed the regulation of TNFα by the MAPK signalling pathway.

The secretion of TNFα in the experiment was stimulated by the co-stimulation of

12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) and ionomyin. To simplify the process,

in the model we simulated only the binding of TPA to the T-cell receptor (TCR)

complex. In T cells, stimulation of the T cell receptor (TCR) with TPA treatment

is sufficient to maximally induce ERK activity and is crucial in inducing TNFα se-

cretion [21, 299]. The upstream kinase of ERK is MEK, which is regulated via Raf

and PP2A [117]. The concentrations of TCR complex and TPA in the model were

estimated at 0.008 µM and 0.516 µM.

4.3.1.2 Parameter fitting and sensitivity analysis

The model that we developed fitted well to the experimental data. The RMSD for

the model is 0.037 which indicates a good fit. The experimental and model TNFα
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secretion induced by the MAPK pathway are shown in Figure 4.31. Fitted param-

eters are listed in Table 4.9.

Figure 4.31: The fit of TNFα secretion by the MAPK pathway to
data published by Hoffmeyer et al. [21]. The SED-ML file is avail-
able at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.sedml.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.sedml
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Table 4.9: Fitted parameters for MAPK-TNFα model to data derived from Hoffmeyer
et al. [21].

Parameters Description Value Source

kf21 TPA-TCR binding rate 0.0185 uM−1.s−1 Fitted value

kr21 TPA-TCR dissociation rate 0.1237 s−1 Fitted value

kf23 Plc binding rate 0.6989 uM−1s−1 Fitted value

kr23 Plc dissociation rate 2.8165 s−1 Fitted value

kf24 Plc phosphorylation rate 0.0844 s−1 Fitted value

kf25 pPlc-GS binding rate 0.153 uM−1s−1 Fitted value

kr25 pPlc-GS dissociation rate 0.0015 s−1 Fitted value

kf26 Shc binding rate 0.0705 uM−1s−1 Fitted value

kr26 Shc dissociation rate 0.003 s−1 Fitted value

kf27 Lat binding rate 0.0998 uM−1s−1 Fitted value

kr27 Lat dissociation rate 1.3867 s−1 Fitted value

kf28 Lat phosphorylation rate 0.3077 s−1 Fitted value

kf29 GS binding rate 0.8964 uM−1s−1 Fitted value

kr29 GS dissociation rate 43.822 s−1 Fitted value

kf30 ERKPP translocation rate 0.0026 s−1 Fitted value

kr31 TNFα production rate 6.53e-05 s−1 Fitted value

kf32 TNFα consumption rate 2.31e-10 uM−1 s−1 Fitted value

The model is sensitive to parameters kf30, k31 and k32 which define the translocation

of ERKPP from cytosol into the nucleus, TNFα secretion and the use up of TNFα

(Figure 4.32). The dip shape in sensitivity for parameters kf30 and k31 shows that those

parameters make significant changes to TNFα secretion. These parameters that are the

rate of ERKPP translocation into the nucleus are the key control parameters of this

pathway. Parameter k32 causes a rapid TNFα secretion if it is larger than 1 ×10−6.
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Figure 4.32: The sensitivity of the MAPK-TNFα model solutions around the ’best
fit’ to a selection of parameters. The model was initialised with the best fit values for
each parameter (fit value), and run multiple times over the parameter range we assumed
it to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error is shown in red.

4.3.1.3 Discussion

Here, we integrated MAPK sub-model and ZAP70 sub-model that were discussed earlier

(in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.2) into a larger pathway. The larger model was fitted to experi-

mental data derived from Hoffmeyer et al. [21] that shows the regulation of TNFα through

MAPK pathway. In the model by Hoffmeyer et al. [21], the pathway is regulated by the

binding of TPA/ionomycin with TCR complex. In our model, the pathway can be regu-

lated by the interaction of HLA-E, HLA-C and ICAM with their respective receptors.

The sensitivity analysis confirmed several parameters to be important that were ex-

pected to be significant to the model. One was the translocation rate of ERKPP

from the cytosol to the nucleus. The model was also sensitive to the rate of cytokine

release. For the model, this highlights the importance of cytokine secretion to the

surroundings above the internal mechanism.
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4.3.2 ZAP70 dephosphorylation by activated SHP model

This section introduces the model labelled SHP sub-model in Figure 3.2. The detail of

this model is available in Appendix B.9, and the PMR respository associated with this

model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

fc89b7c107807a249185f35617c6f444aa2515b9/Shp_module/shp.cellml. The model

represents the inhibition of ZAP70 phosphorylation by activated SHP. Coinhibitory

receptors in T-cells play the same function as inhibitory receptors in NK cells. They

prevent T cell activation and have a major function in maintaining T-cell tolerance and

physiological processes during infection. Activated SHP decreases the phosphorylation

of various signalling molecules, including ZAP70. Lck kinase efficiently phosphorylates

PD-1 in-vitro compared to the other tested kinase, Csk [22].

T-cell activation increases the expression of PD-1 as a negative feedback loop to infection

[22, 300]. Activation of PD-1 signalling has been established to inhibit T-cell activity

against cancer cells. The binding of PD-1 to its ligand, PD-L1, causes two tyrosine

phosphorylations at the PD-1 domain. An experimental study by Hui showed that

double phosphorylation of PD-1 by pLck is necessary for optimum SHP recruitment [22].

Activation of the pathway inhibits T-cell activation signalling.

Although in the experiment, the available data indicated decreased phosphorylation of

ZAP70 only, decreased phosphorylation of other signalling molecules such as PLCγ and

Vav has also been reported following the activation of PD-1 by its ligand [301, 302].

Some experimental studies show that SHP effectively inhibits activation signalling when in

a complex with the trans-membrane receptor. However, in the model, we had multiple acti-

vation of SHP. To simplify it, we simulated the dissociation of SHP after its activation.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/fc89b7c107807a249185f35617c6f444aa2515b9/Shp_module/shp.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/fc89b7c107807a249185f35617c6f444aa2515b9/Shp_module/shp.cellml
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Figure 4.33: Schematic representation of ZAP70 dephosphorylation by activated SHP.
On the left is the diagram showing where the ZAP70 dephosphorylation pathway is
located in pbNK signalling (highlighted in the box). On the right is the diagram of the
ZAP70 dephosphorylation signalling pathway. The URL link for the CellML model is
provided in Appendix B.9.

To calculate the molar concentration, we need to know that molar mass and the

density of the constituent. We calculated the molarity of the substrate using

the following equation

molar concentration, ci = pi
Mi

, (4.14)

where p is the density of constituent i, and M is the molar mass of constituent i.

Molar mass of PD-1 is 13245.81 Da, molar mass of TCR is 44000 Da [303] and mo-

lar mass of Lck is 56000 Da. These provide the initial conditions of TCR = 0.007

µM and pLck = 0.005 µM.

4.3.2.1 Parameter fitting and sensitivity analysis

In the paper published by Hui [22], the experiment observed the sensitivities of pZAP70

to PD-1-SHP. SHP reactions with eight increasing concentrations of PD-1 were assessed,

with the duration of experiments at each SHP concentration being 30 minutes. To

create the data points, we therefore needed to run virtual experiments eight times
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per fit iteration with a simulation time of 30 minutes, and a variable SHP concen-

tration using experimental values.

To fit to the data, we built a model for the binding of PD-1 receptor to the PD-L1

ligand. The receptor-ligand complex caused double phosphorylation of PD-1, medi-

ated by Lck kinase. Double phosphorylated PD-1 recruits cytosolic tyrosine phos-

phatase SHP either directly or indirectly. Most of the targets of inhibitory effectors

such as SHP are directly targeted.

The developed model fitted well to the experimental data (Figure 4.34). A set of

parameters was fitted to all eight data points relating to the dephosphorylation of

pZAP70 for the eight different initial conditions of PD-1.

Figure 4.34: Model fitted to experimental data obtained from Hui et al. [22]. Blue
dots are experimental data and the red dots are model outputs. The model outputs
were generated in eight virtual experiments for different initial conditions of PD-1. The
parameter set was fitted to all eight data points relating to the different initial conditions
of PD-1. The data shows remaining phosphorylated ZAP70 at the end of the experiment
time. The URL link for the SED-ML file is provided in Appendix B.9.

The data fitted best to [PD-1]=0.0002 µM, followed by [PD-1]=0.11 µM. The model

showed the worst fit to data point [PD-1]=0.22 µM.

The sensitivity analyses for all eight data points varied. From the fitted values, the

model most sensitive to parameters at high initial conditions of PD-1. Overall, the

model was sensitive to parameters kf41, kf42, kf43, kf44, kf45, kf46, kf47, kf48, kr41, kr42,

kr44, kr46, and kf4, where kf denotes the forward reaction (ie. phosphorylation reaction

or formation of complex) and kr denotes the reverse reaction (ie. dephosphorylation

reaction or complex dissociation). The most sensitive parameters are the association

rate of PD-L1 and PD-1, kf41, the association rate of phosphorylated Lck, kf42, the

second phosphorylation rate of PD-1, kf45, the dissociation of PD-L1 and PD-1 complex,
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kr41 and the dissociation of phosphorylated ZAP70 complex kf4. The changes of these

parameters provide the largest changes to the model behaviour.

For parameter kf4, the error was unchanged between 10−5 and 10−4. The model was

not sensitive to parameters kf49, kr1, kr3, and kr4 (data not shown). The sensitiv-

ity error plots of the model with regard to the parameters are illustrated in Figure

4.35 and Figure 4.36.
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Figure 4.35: The sensitivity of the ZAP70 dephosphorylation model solutions around
the ’best fit’ to a selection of parameters. The model was initialised with the best fit
values for each parameter (fit value), and run multiple times over the parameter range
we assumed it to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error is shown in red. These results are
continued in Figure 4.36
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Figure 4.36: Continuing the results begun in Figure 4.35 with the sensitivity of model
solutions around the ’best fit’ to a selection of parameters. The model was initialised
with the best fit values for each parameter (fit value), and run multiple times over the
parameter range we assumed it to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error is shown in red.

4.3.2.2 Discussion

In this section, we have built a model to simulate the dephosphorylation of ZAP70 by

activated SHP. In NK cell model, we had multiple activations of SHP. Here, however, we

simulated a single activation of SHP to fit the experimental data. The experimental data
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represented the sensitivity of pZAP70 towards the increasing concentrations of PD-1. To

create the data points, we run virtual experiments eight times per fit iteration.

The model has been fitted so that it responds in a physiological manner to PD-1

stimulation. It is instinctive that the receptor initial conditions are important to the

downstream pathway. Early experimental work showed that binding of PD-1 to PD-L1

causes the phosphorylation of two tyrosines in the PD-1 cytoplasmic domain. The

model simulation also demonstrates that it takes double phosphorylation for PD-1 to

become fully activated when the model only fit well to the experimental data with double

phosphorylation. 0.11 µM of PD-1 is needed to dephosphorylate ZAP70 by 50%.

4.3.3 HLA-G cytokines model

This section introduces the model labelled HLA-G cytokines sub-model in Figure 3.2. The

detail of this model is available in Appendix B.10, and the PMR respository associated

with this model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/

519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_module. A

model was developed to predict the production of IFNγ and TNFα cytokines induced

by the binding of HLA-G to endocytosed KIR2DL4 receptor as shown in Figure

4.37. The model was labelled as HLA-G-Cytokine in Figure 3.2. Experimental

studies by Rajagopalan et al. [23] observed the activation of KIR2DL4 by soluble

HLA-G. The authors also suggest that the activation of uNK cells promotes a

proinflammatory/proangiogenis response in uNK cells, which further promotes

enlargement of blood vessels in early pregnancy [23].

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_module
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_module
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Figure 4.37: Schematic representation of TNFα and IFNγ secretions induced by
HLA-G. On the left is the diagram showing where the HLA-G cytokines pathway is
located in pbNK signalling (highlighted in the box). On the right is the diagram of the
HLA-G cytokines signalling pathway. The URL link for the CellML model is provided
in Appendix B.10.

Soluble HLA-G has been known to be a ligand for 2DL4. Soluble HLA-G originates

from cell surface-bound HLA-G. Metalloproteinase (a protease enzyme) is responsible for

the cleavage/release of HLA-G from the surface. The experimental setting used to fit

the data also used soluble HLA-G to stimulate KIR2DL4. In our model, we assumed

that the HLA-G that binds to KIR2DL4 is soluble HLA-G.

The transient passage of endocytosed KIR2DL4 receptor at the cell surface occurs when

an NK cell is activated by IL-2 is sufficient to capture soluble HLA-G and transport

it to the endosomes. The endocytosed HLA-G/KIR2DL4 complex recruits FCεRIγ

and aggregate FCε. FCεRIγ activation is known to induce phosphoinositide 3-kinase

(PI3K) [304, 305]. PI3K-mediated production of phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-triphosphate

(PtdIns(3,4,5)P3) allosterically enhances PLCγ activity downstream. This early signalling

pathway then activates the NFAT futile cycle and initiates the regulation of IFNγ

and TNFα secretion in NK cells.

The endocytosed HLA-G/KIR2DL4 complex recruits FCεRIγ and aggregates

FC. FCεRIγ activation is also known to induce phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)

[304, 305]. PI3K-mediated production of phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-triphosphate
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(PtdIns(3,4,5)P3) allosterically enhances PLCγ activity downstream. This early

signalling pathway then activates the NFAT futile cycle and initiates the regulation

of IFNγ and TNFα secretion in NK cells.

Our model replicates the reaction of NK cells stimulated by KIR2DL4-specific antibody.

However, stimulation by the natural ligand, HLA-G, showed a quantitatively similar

cytokine response. For most of the secreted cytokines, natural HLA-G induced at least

50% of the amount induced by antiKIR2DL4 mAb [23]. In the experiment, the secretion

of TNFα was detected within the first 2 hours and upregulated more than 2-fold. The

secretion of IFNγ was upregulated 1.5-fold after 8 hours of receptor activation.

This large pathway is integrated by three level 1 and level 2 sub-models. Two of the

sub-models are published sub-models: the Ca2+ model (described in Sections 4.1.2 and

labelled Ca2+ in Figure 3.2) [16] and the NFAT model (described in Sections 4.1.3

and labelled NFAT in Figure 3.2) [15]. This pathway also includes the FCεRIγ model

(described in Section 4.2.1 and labelled FCεRIγ in Figure 3.2).

Two short reactions needed to be added to the model to connect components of the system.

These are a representation of the HLA-G activation and the NFAT cytokines. The first re-

action describes the activation of KIR2DL4 by HLA-G. The second reaction describes the

secretion of IFNγ and TNFα through activation of NFAT downstream in this pathway.

The reactions that correspond to this portion of the signalling pathway are

hG+ 2DL4
k10


k−10

hG2DL4, (4.15)

hG2DL4 + FC
k1


k−1

hG2DL4FC. (4.16)

The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J10 = k10[hG][2DL4]− k−10[hG2DL4], (4.17)

J1 = k1[hG2DL4][FC]− k−1[hG2DL4FC]. (4.18)

Cytokine produces by a cell will be used for cell regulation. Although the model only

captures the production of cytokine inside the cell, we added cytokines released from
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the cell that is applicable to all cytokines. We, therefore, added reactions for cytokine

release for both TNFα and IFNγ.

The reactions associated with the reactions are

TNFα
k31→ TNFα released, (4.19)

IFNγ
k32→ IFNγ released. (4.20)

The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J31 = k31[TNFα], (4.21)

J32 = k32[IFNγ]. (4.22)

4.3.3.1 Available data

Parameter fitting was performed using experimental data by Rajagopalan et al. [23].

Each unknown kinetic rate constant varies differently and the boundaries used for the

fitting process are listed in Appendix B.10 (Table B.7). At this point, we fixed the

initial conditions and kinetic rate constants estimated in individual published sub-models.

However, we fitted parameters that were not sensitive to FCε model.

We applied initial conditions as observed by Rajagopalan et al. [23] for HLA-G and

KIR2Dl4. The initial conditions for HLA-G and KIR2Dl4 were set at 0.098 µM and

0.1052 µM, respectively. The initial conditions for PI3K was set at 0.01 µM. As shown

by the reaction equation above, we assumed that the production of IFNγ and TNFα

secretion were parallel to NFAT de-phosphorylation in the nucleus.

We estimated the initial condition for plc (non-activated plc) was 1.3 µM, consistent

with the initial condition for activated plc. The list of initial conditions adopted from

the experiment for the HLA-G activation model, NFAT cytokines model and PI3K

activation are shown in Table 4.10. In this model, we fitted 13 kinetic parameters

including 5 parameters from the FCε model.
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Table 4.10: HLA-G cytokines model initial conditions.

Parameter Value Units Source

KIR2DL4 0.098 µM [23]

PI3K 0.01 µM [117]

HLA-G 0.1052 µM [23]

plc 1.3 µM Estimation

4.3.3.2 Parameter fitting and sensitivity analysis

The fit of the model to the experimental data shown in Figure 4.38. The simulated

cytokine output showed similar behaviour for IFNγ secretion as the experiment. The

model did not fit as well to TNFα secretion as shown in the figure. With the limitation

of knowledge and data on the pathway inside the nucleus, we simplified the pathway

by assuming the cytokine secretion is proportional to the NFAT translocation into the

nucleus. In the model, the production of IFNγ and TNFα are kf4 and kf5.

The sensitivity analysis shows that IFNγ and TNFα productions are sensitive to both

parameters, meaning that the changes of any parameter will affect the secretion of both

cytokines. To elevate the secretion of TNFα at 8,000 s causes bad fit to IFNγ secretions.

In this multi-objective optimisation, the model was only able to represent the IFNγ data

accurately. When more data become available in the future, especially the knowledge

of signalling pathway inside the nucleus, we hope the fitting can be improved. The

model, however, captured the delay in cytokine production as expected. The best fit

achieved with the parameters listed in Table 4.11.

Figure 4.38: Fitted model to data from Rajagopalan et al. [23].
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Table 4.11: Fitted parameters to data from Rajagopalan et al. [23].

Parameter Description Value Source

hGactivating/kf10 KIR2DL4-HLA-G binding rate 0.0141 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

hGactivating/kr10 KIR2DL4-HLA-G dissociation rate 0.0140 s−1 Fitted value

FCepsilonRI/kf1 pLyn binding rate 6.1804 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

FCepsilonRI/kf5 Syk phosphorylation rate 0.8040 s−1 Fitted value

FCepsilonRI/kr1 pLyn dissociation rate 0.0015 s−1 Fitted value

hG_FC/kf21 FC binding rate 0.0165 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

hG_FC/kr21 FC dissociation rate 0.0517 s−1 Fitted value

PI3K/kf2 pGrb2-PI3K binding rate 8.9165 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

PI3K/kr2 pGrb2-PI3K dissociation rate 0.0061 s−1 Fitted value

PI3K/kf3 PI3K activation rate 14.6231 s−1 Fitted value

cytokine/kf4 IFNγ production rate 0.0684 s−1 Fitted value

cytokine/kf5 TNFα production rate 23.1163 s−1 Fitted value

cytokine/kf31 TNFα secretion rate 0.0291 s−1 Fitted value

cytokine/kf32 IFNγ secretion rate 9.7858e-03 s−1 Fitted value

NFAT_Cycling_equations/kf21 NFATpc binding rate 0.0516 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

NFAT_Cycling_equations/kf22 NFATNc translocation rate 0.0030 s−1 Fitted value

NFAT_Cycling_equations/kf23 NFATNn rephosphorylation rate 0.0022 s−1 Fitted value

NFAT_Cycling_equations/kf24 NFATNpn translocation rate 0.9844 s−1 Fitted value

NFAT_Cycling_equations/kr21 NFATpc dissociation rate 2.0772 s−1 Fitted value

NFAT_Cycling_equations/kr23 NFATpn dephosphorylation rate 0.3345 µM−1.s−1 Fitted value

The sensitivity analysis of the model is illustrated in Figure 4.39. The sensitivity analysis

of the model shows that the model is sensitive to parameters kf2, kf21, kf22, kf23

and kr21. The model is also sensitive to parameters kf4, kf5 and kf31 in component

cytokines. The analysis showed that parameters kf21 depicts the binding activated

calcineurin to NFATpc to form the complex NFATNc, kf21 and the nuclear import

rate, kf22 are the most sensitive parameters that gave big difference to the model

within the tested parameter space, that are between 100 and 102 and between 10−2

and 102. Parameters kf23 and kf2 sit on minimum within the the edge of regions

within the tested parameters space. Parameters kf5 and kf31 are significant to either

the production of IFNγ or TNFα.
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Figure 4.39: The sensitivity of the HLA-G cytokines model solutions around the ’best
fit’ to a selection of parameters. The model was initialised with the best fit values for
each parameter (fit value), and run multiple times over the parameter range we assumed
it to take (as shown on the x-axis). Error is shown in red.
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4.3.3.3 Discussion

This section aimed to model the regulation of activated KIR2DL4 receptor towards the

production of IFNγ and TNFα cytokines. The activation of the endocytosed KIR2DL4

receptor was stimulated by the binding of soluble HLA-G. This large pathway consists of

three sub-models that have been described earlier, the Ca2+ model, the NFAT model, and

the FCεRIγ model. The model predicts the production of IFNγ and TNFα cytokines.

The full pathway was fitted to an NK cell dataset from Rajagopalan et al. [23]. As

explained earlier, the use of the antibody KIR2DL4-specific involved small differences

from natural HLA-G. In the model, we considered a simple case, which adequately

catered for the biological understanding of the reactions. The model developed in this

study has some limitations. The model is fitted to several types of data. The model

was fitted to non-NK data. We used B cell data [18] and RBL data [19] for the FCεRIγ

model and data for the published model by Dupount and Erneux [16] and Cooling et al.

[15] were from Chinese hamster ovary cells and myocyte data, respectively.

4.4 Small connecting modules to cover the whole pbNK

cell signalling pathway

To provide a whole pbNK model some additional sub-models needed to be simulated

to fill in the gaps between pathways described thus far in this thesis. Here we focus on

the sub-models where we had no data or which consisted of small reactions between

the fitted pathways. These models aimed to fill the gap between pathways. Five small

sub-models were developed in this section.

The sub-models are: activation of ITG receptor by the ICAM ligand; activation of

CD94/NKG2C and KIR2DS1 receptors by HLA-E and HLA-C ligands; GM-CSF secretion

from the nucleus NFAT; secretion of IFNγ and GM-CSF from ERKPP; and activation of

SHP from multiple inhibition receptors and ligands. As these models are small ’connecting’

modules, we do not provide an analysis of model behaviours in this section.
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4.4.1 Activation of ITG model

The binding of ICAM ligand to the ITG receptor is adapted from the activation of pbNK.

The ICAM-ITG complex formation on the cell membrane surface leads to phosphorylation

of ZAP70 downstream. The diagram for the reaction is illustrated in Figure 4.40. The re-

action equation and flux associated with this reaction are provided in Appendix B.11.

Figure 4.40: Schematic representation of ICAM ligand binding to ITG receptor. On
the left is the diagram showing where the ITG pathway is located in pbNK signalling
(highlighted in the box). On the right is the diagram of the ITG signalling pathway.
The URL link for the CellML model is provided in Appendix B.11.
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4.4.2 Activation of CD94/NKG2C and KIR2DS1 model

Figure 4.41: Schematic representation of HLA-C and HLA-E binding to KIR2DS1 and
CD94/NKG2C receptors. On the left is the diagram showing where the CD94/NKG2C
and KIR2DS1 pathway is located in pbNK signalling (highlighted in the box). On the
right is the diagram of the CD94/NKG2C and KIR2DS1 signalling pathway. The URL
link for the CellML model is provided in Appendix B.12.

In this sub-model, the activation of activating receptors KIR2DS1 and CD94/NKG2C was

created. These receptors are activated by binding with human leukocyte antigens HLA-C

and HLA-E, respectively. Upon the formation of the ligand-receptor complex, binding

protein DAP12 is recruited to the complex. It is then phosphorylated by lymphocyte

specific protein tyrosine kinase (Lck). These reactions lead to ZAP70 or Syk recruitment.

ZAP70 and Syk are highly homologous. However, both ZAP70 and Syk are differentially

activated [306]. Phosphorylation of ZAP70 or Syk leads to the phosphorylation of LAT

and/or PLCγ. To avoid complexity, in this study we simulated the activation of ZAP70,

for which more experimental data were available. The links to the PMR repository for

these reactions are listed in Appendix B.12. The reactions, fluxes and ODEs associated

with these reactions are listed in the same appendix.
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4.4.3 NFAT-GMCSF model

Figure 4.42: Schematic representation of secretion of GM-CSF via NFAT. On the
left is the diagram showing where the GM-CSF via NFAT pathway is located in pbNK
signalling (highlighted in the box). On the right is the diagram of the GM-CSF via
NFAT signalling pathway. The URL link for the CellML model is provided in Appendix
B.13.

In the cytoplasm, the activated NFAT is translocated to the nucleus. Previous experi-

mental work indicated that cytokine secretions are proportional to the level of NFAT

activations. Therefore, we simplified the reaction process in the nucleus to one reac-

tion. We assumed that translocation has no effect on cytokine concentration. The

secretion of IFN-γ and TNF-α via NFAT was fitted earlier in the HLA-G_cytokines

model described in Section 4.3.3. The reaction list, fluxes and ODEs for GM-CSF

secretion via NFAT are listed in Appendix B.13.

Adopting the assumption of Cooling et al. [15] that the translocation of NFAT happens in

a futile cycle, we applied mass action kinetic to describe this reaction. The translocation

of NFAT into the nucleus is described as

NFATNc
kf−→ NFATNn, (4.23)

where NFATNc denotes calcineurin-NFAT complex in the cytoplasm, NFATNn denotes

calcineurin-NFAT complex in the nucleus, kf denotes forward kinetic rate.
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4.4.4 ERKPP cytokines model

Figure 4.43: Schematic representation of secretion of IFNγ and GM-CSF by ERKPP.
On the left is the diagram showing where the ERKPP cytokines pathway is located in
pbNK signalling (highlighted in the box). On the right is the diagram of the ERKPP
cytokines signalling pathway. The URL link for the CellML model is provided in
Appendix B.14.

Similar to the NFAT mechanism, the double phosphorylated ERK translocated into

the nucleus for secretion of cytokines, and the cytokine secretions, are proportional to

the ERKPP activation. For ERKPP that does not undergo a futile cycle, we assumed

that the translocation has no effect on the cytokine concentrations. The secretion

of TNF-α via ERKPP was fitted previously in the MAPK-TNFα model described in

Section 4.3.1. The reaction list, fluxes and ODEs of IFN-γ and GM-CSF secretions

via ERKPP are listed in Appendix B.14.

We assumed ERKPP translocation into the nucleus has no reverse reaction. With this

assumption, we applied mass action kinetics to describe this reaction. We assumed that

ERKPP has separate reactions to secrete the cytokines IFN-γ, TNF-α and GM-CSF.

The translocation of ERKPP into the nucleus is described as

ERKPPc
kf−→ ERKPPn, (4.24)
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where ERKPPc denotes ERKPP in the cytoplasm, ERKPPn denotes ERKPP in the

nucleus, kf denotes forward kinetic rate.

4.4.5 SHP activation model

Figure 4.44: Schematic representation of the SHP activation model. On the left is
the diagram showing where the SHP activation pathway is located in pbNK signalling
(highlighted in the box). On the right is the diagram of the SHP activation signalling
pathway. The URL link for the CellML model is provided in Appendix B.15.

Inhibition signals, on the other hand, mediate de-phosphorylation of pVav, pZAP70 and

pPLCγ, which block the activation signals. Inhibitory receptor engagement reduces Tyr

phosphorylation. In pbNK cells, the inhibition receptors complex recognizes HLA-C,

HLA-E, HLA-G, HLA-A, and HLA-B, which results in phosphorylation of ITIM regions

by SFKs. This further leads to the recruitment of phosphatase SHP to the receptor

complex (at the ITIM region). A common feature of inhibition receptors involved in these

protective functions is the presence of immunoreceptor tyrosine kinase-based inhibition

motif (ITIM) in the cytoplasmic tail. The functional consequence of SHP recruitment

by ITIM-containing receptors in NK cells is well established. Vav, ZAP70 and PLCγ

are direct targets of SHP when SHP is activated. The fluxes and ODEs of inhibition

signalling by HLA-C, HLA-G, HLA-A, and HLA-B through KIR2DL, KIR2DL4, LILRB,

KIR3DL1 and KIR3DL2 receptors are listed in Appendix B.15. Activation of SHP via

CD94/NKG2A:HLA-E was fitted in the Vav model in Section 4.2.3.
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4.5 Modularisation of sub-models toward a complete

pbNK cell model

With all required sub-models developed, and presented in Sections 4.1-4.4 we were then

able to bring together these models into a complete pbNK cell model. This section

describes how two or more sub-models are integrated. A modularisation is developed

by progressively adding together sub-modules until the whole signalling pathway is

covered. Details on the mapping between sub-models are discussed in this section.

The remaining data available to us for model parameterisation is at the level of the

whole cell. Therefore, although the modularisation combines together components of

the pathway that may have biological significance, to date they have not been analysed

experimentally. This means that in most cases there are no clear biological functions to

investigate computationally, and so in this section no model simulations are reported.

Figure 4.45 illustrates the modularisation or mapping of sub-models to compensate

a complete signalling pathways of NK cell.

Figure 4.45: Diagram of the modularisation of sub-models toward a complete pbNK
cell model. The modularisation involved level 2 sub-models (highlighted in yellow), level
3 sub-models (highlighted in red) and level 2 small connecting sub-models as described
in Section 4.4 (highlighted in blue).
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A. Mapping the CD94/NKG2C and KIR2DS1 sub-model and the

MAPK-TNFα sub-model

The modularisation comprised of the activation of the CD94/NKG2C-KIR2DS1 sub-

models and the fitted MAPK-TNFα sub-model. The modularisation is labelled as A

in Figure 4.45. These sub-models were described in Section 4.4.2 and Section 4.3.1,

respectively. To map the two sub-models, we imported fluxes JhCpd12 and JhEpd12 from

the activation of CD94/NKG2C-KIR2DS1 sub-model to MAPK-TNFα sub-model. The

binding of HLA-C and HLA-E to their respective receptors in the CD94/NKG2C-KIR2DS1

sub-models causes the phosphorylation of downstream ZAP70 in the MAPK-TNFα sub-

model. The equations associated with this mapping are listed in Appendix B.16.

B. Mapping the ITG sub-model and the MAPK-TNFα sub-model

The modularisation consisted of the ITG sub-model followed by the MAPK-TNFα sub-

model. The connection of the two models is labelled as B in Figure 4.45. These sub-models

were described in Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.3.1, respectively. We imported ICAM-ITG

complex from ITG model and mapped to ZAP70 in MAPK-TNFα model. The binding

of ICAM to the ITG receptor causes the phosphorylation of downstream ZAP70. The

MAPK-TNFα sub-model describes the activation of the MAPK pathway and the secretion

of TNFα. The reactions associated with this mapping are listed in Appendix B.17.

C. Mapping the MAPK-TNFα sub-model and the Vav sub-model

The modularisation consisted of the MAPK-TNFα sub-model followed by the Vav

sub-model. The connection of the two models is labelled as C in Figure 4.45. These

sub-models were described in Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.2.3, respectively. The activation

of Vav via ZAP70, PLC and LAT in MAPK-TNFα model causes multi activation on

Vav. The reactions associated with this mapping are listed in Appendix B.18.

These two models are linked by the activation of Vav by pPLC, pZAP70 and pLAT as

J21 = kf21 × pplc× vav − kr21 × pplcvav, (4.25)
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J23 = kf23 × plat× vav − kr21 × platvav, (4.26)

J25 = kf25 × pzap70× vav − kr25 × pzap70vav, (4.27)

where J denotes the flux, kf denotes the forward reaction, kr denotes the reverse reaction,

pplc denotes the phosphorylated PLC, plat denotes the phosphorylated LAT and pzap70

denotes the phosphorylated ZAP70.

D. Mapping the Rac-PAK sub-model and the MAPK sub-model

The modularisation consisted of the Rac-PAK model followed by the MAPK model and

labelled as D in Figure 4.45. The Rac-PAK model consists of the activation of Rac and

PAK. The MAPK model here refers to mapped MAPK-TNFα sub-model, CD94/NKG2C

and KIR2DS1 sub-model and ITG sub-model as described in A and B. The reactions

associated with this mapping are listed in Appendix B.19.

These two models are linked by the activation of MEK by PAK∗ as

J32 = kf32 × PAK∗ ×MEK

K32(1 + MEKP
K33

) +MEK
, (4.28)

J33 = kf33 × PAK∗ ×MEKP

K33(1 + MEK
K32

) +MEKP
, (4.29)

where J denotes the flux, k denotes the kcat or turn over number, and K denotes

the Michalis-Menten constant.

E. Mapping the MAPK sub-model and the ERKPP_cytokine sub-

model

The modularisation consisted of the MAPK sub-model followed by the ERKPP-

cytokine model. The MAPK model here refers to mapped MAPK-TNFα sub-model,

CD94/NKG2C and KIR2DS1 sub-model and ITG sub-model as described in A and B.

Doubly phosphorylated ERK trans-locates into the cell nucleus. We assumed that this

reaction has no reverse reaction. To simplify the reaction, we assumed that transcription

of IFNγ and GM-CSF is a one-way reaction to the ERKPP translocation into the
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nucleus. The secretion of TNFα via the MAPK pathway is fitted and described in

Section 4.3.1. The mapping between the two sub-models is illustrated in Figure 4.45. The

reactions, fluxes and ODEs associated with this mapping are listed in Appendix B.20.

The translocation of ERKPP into the nucleus is described as

d[ERKPPn]
dt = kf [ERKPPc], (4.30)

where ERKPPc denotes the cytosol ERKPP, ERKPPn denotes the nucleus ERKPP

and kf denotes the forward kinetic rates.

The transcription of IFNγ and GM-CSF reaction is as

d[IFN ]
dt = kf [ERKPPn], (4.31)

d[GMCSF ]
dt = kf [ERKPPn], (4.32)

where ERKPPn denotes the nucleus ERKPP and kf denotes the forward

kinetic rates.

F. Mapping the HLA-G cytokines sub-model and the NFAT-

GMCSF submodel

The modularisation consisted of the HLA-G cytokine model (Section 4.3.3) followed by

the NFAT-GMCSF model (Section 4.4.3). In the NFAT model adapted from Cooling,

dephosphorylated NFAT is translocated into the cell nucleus initiating the transcription

of IFNγ, TNFα and GM-CSF cytokines. To simplify the reactions, we assumed the

cytokine synthesis was in direct proportion to the NFATn. Since NFAT translocation

was described in the NFAT model by Cooling et al. [15], the NFAT-cytokine model

takes NFATn from Cooling et al.’s model and describes the cytokine synthesis reaction.

The secretion of IFNγ and TNFα via NFAT were fitted in the HLA-G cytokines

model and described in Section 4.3.3. The reactions, fluxes and ODEs for the GM-CSF

secretion are described in Appendix B.21.

The equation for GM-CSF cytokine synthesis via NFAT is
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d[GMCSF ]
dt = kf [NFATNn], (4.33)

where NFATNn denotes NFAT in the nucleus and kf is the forward reaction

kinetic rates.

G. Mapping the MAPK sub-model and the HLA-G_cytokines sub-

model

The modularisation consisted of the MAPK sub-model followed by the HLA-G_cytokine

sub-model. The MAPK model here refers to mapped MAPK-TNFα sub-model,

CD94/NKG2C and KIR2DS1 sub-model, ITG sub-model, Rac-PAK sub-model and

ERKPP-cytokine sub-model as described in A, B, D and E. In NK signalling, PLCγ is

activated by PI3K∗. In addition, PLCγ can also be activated via pLAT. This mapping is

needed to activate PLCγ in the HLA−G_cytokines sub-model via pLAT in the MAPK-

TNFα sub-model. The reaction for the mapping is provided in Appendix B.22.

The equation for PLC activation described in Dupont & Erneux [16] is

VPLC = γVplc, (4.34)

where VPLC denotes the activated PLC, γ denotes the level of external stimulation

and Vplc denotes the initial PLC. In our model, we replaced γ in Dupont’s model

with phosphorylated LAT.

H. Mapping the HLA-G_cytokine sub-model and the Vav sub-

model

The modularisation consisted of the HLA-G_cytokines sub-model (Section 4.3.3) followed

by the Vav sub-model (Section 4.2.3). HLA-G stimulation of KIR2DL4 results in the

activation of downstream PI3K. Active PI3K (PI3K∗) phosphorylates Vav in the Vav

model. The two models are linked by the phosphorylation of Vav by the PI3K∗

reaction. The connection between the two models is labelled as H in Figure 4.45. The

reactions are listed in Appendix B.23.
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These two models are linked by the phosphorylation of Vav by PI3K∗ as

J25 = kf25[lck][PI3Kvav]
K25 + [PI3Kvav] , (4.35)

where J denotes the flux, PI3Kvav denotes the complex of PI3K-Vav, k denotes the kcat
or turn over number of pVav production, p shows phosphorylation and K denotes

the Michalis-Menten constant.

I. Mapping the SHP sub-model and the MAPK sub-model

The modularisation consisted of the SHP activation sub-model followed by the MAPK

model. The MAPK model here refers to mapped MAPK-TNFα sub-model (Section

4.3.1), CD94/NKG2C and KIR2DS1 sub-model (modularisation A), ITG sub-model

(modularisation B), Rac-PAK sub-model (modularisation D) and ERKPP-cytokine sub-

model (Section 4.4.4). The third dephosphorylation of SHP in the signalling is on PLCγ,

which is activated by pZAP70. The two models are linked by the dephosphorylation

of PLCγ by SHP. The connection between the two models is labelled as I in Figure

4.45. The reaction equations are listed in Appendix B.25.

These two models are linked by the de-phosphorylation of pZAP70 by pSHP as

J81 = kf81 × pshp× pplc− kr81 × pshppplc, (4.36)

J82 = kf82 × pshppplc, (4.37)

where J denotes the flux, kf denotes the forward reaction, kr denotes the reverse

reaction, pshp denotes the phosphorylated SHP, pplc denotes the phosphorylated PLC

and pshppplc denotes the complex of pSHP:pPLC.

4.6 pbNK cell full model

After all the sub-models were mapped to one another, the full pbNK model was imple-

mented in CellML. The final step of the process was a model-fitting of the compiled
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model to available experimental data on whole cell function. To do this we identified

all model that remained unknown after optimisation of individual sub-models. To fit

the full model, we used experimental data published by Mrozek et al. [24], which is, to

the best of our knowledge, the only data that shows the secretion of GM-CSF, IFNγ

and TNFα in a single experiment for pbNK. In the experiment, a mature pbNK cell was

stimulated by IL-12 and IL-15. The cell produced all three cytokines; IFNγ, TNFα and

GM-CSF reported to be secreted by non-toxic NK cells. The experimental data are in

pg/mL. These data were then converted into molarity using Equation 3.7. The reported

values were converted into µg/L and divided by the molar mass. We assumed the molar

mass for GM-CSF is 46.4559 kDa, IFNγ is 111.02 kDa and TNFα is 8.079 kDa, where

the molecular mass in Da is approximately equal to the molar mass in g/mol, i.e., 1 Da

≈ 1 g/mol. The experimental data in molarity are reported in Table 4.12.

The cytokine secretions reported by Mrozek et al. are defined as the concentration of each

cytokine released from the cell. Considering the different compartments with different

volumes, the effective concentration of the cytokines will be different depending on the

volume of the corresponding compartment. The extra-cellular concentration for cytokines

in the model is then be calculated by a factor that takes into account the difference in cell

volume to the volume of the medium the cells are being cultured in. This requires rescaling

the extra-cellular concentration in the model by multiplying by the ratio Vm/Vcw; where

Vm is the volume of incubation medium per cell and Vcw is the cytoplasmic water volume.

There were 250,000 cells/ml in Mrozek’s experiment [24]; therefore, Vm = 4×10−6 ml.

Assuming the diameter of an NK cell to be 18 µm and a cytoplasmic water volume of

about 70% of total intracellular volume, Vm/Vcw = 1871.7. Scaled parameters are given

in Table 4.12 alongside the quantities directly measured in the original study.

Table 4.12: The secretion of IFNγ, TNFα and GM-CSF by a mature pbNK cell as
reported by Mrozek et al. [24] as well as scaled values for each parameter to account
for the number of cells present in the experiment and the volume of media surrounding
them.

Cytokine Medium concentration (pg/mL) Medium concentration (uM) Rescaled concentration (uM)

TNFα 269.3 3.3×10−5 0.0618

GM-CSF 734 1.58×10−5 0.0296

IFNγ 5650 5.09×10−5 0.092

As with the experimental data defined to parameterise other submodels, at the scale of the
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whole cell there are a number of unknown initial conditions and kinetic parameters. A list

of initial conditions that needed to be estimated in the to fit the full pbNK model is given

in Table 4.13. A complete list of unknown parameters in the full pbNK cell model, and

their descriptions (as well as their final fitted values) is given in Table 4.18. In total there

were 152 kinetic parameters that remained to be fitted at this stage of model development,

and 13 initial conditions that needed to be estimated in the experiment-specific context

of the Mrozek et al. data. To fit the full pbNK model, we first checked the sensitivity of

each unknown parameter to see which parameters changed the behaviour of the model

and what parameter values that gave the minimum errors compared to the experimental

data. We also checked the sensitivity of parameters from previously fitted sub-models

that the sub-models were not sensitive to. Based on the sensitivity analysis, we then

undertook manual fitting and used parameter values with minimum sensitivity errors for

the unknown kinetic parameters. For parameters that the model not sensitive to, we

fixed parameters based on physiologically normal values for that particular parameter,

in a similar manner to that employed reactions that were fitted earlier.

Table 4.13: Fitted initial conditions for the full pbNK model.

Parameter Value Source

HLA-E (activation) 0.516 µM Estimation

ICAM 0.516 µM Estimation

HLA-C (inhibition) 0.01052 µM Estimation

HLA-G (inhibition) 0.01052 µM Estimation

HLA-A (inhibition) 0.01052 µM Estimation

HLA-B (inhibition) 0.01052 µM Estimation

CD94/NKG2C 0.008 µM Estimation

ITG 0.008 µM Estimation

KIR2DL 1 µM Estimation

KIR2DL4 17.96 µM Estimation

LILRB 17.96 µM Estimation

KIR3DL1 17.96 µM Estimation

KIR3DL2 17.96 µM Estimation
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Table 4.14: Fitted parameters for the full pbNK model. Michaelis-Menten constants
are given in µM . First- and second-order rate constants are given in s−1 and µM−1.s−1

respectively

Parameter Description Value

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f1 KIR2DL-HLA-C binding rate 0.21× 1012 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r1 KIR2DL-HLA-C dissociation rate 0.19× 1012 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f2 pLck binding rate 47.2605 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r2 pLck dissociation rate 0.0007 µM

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f3 KIR2DL phosphorylation rate 0.0341 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f4 cd45 binding rate 0.0304 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r4 cd45 dissociation rate 0.6 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f5 KIR2DL dephosphorylation rate 1.33 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f6 SHP binding rate 110.0 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r6 SHP dissociation rate 0.6 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f7 SHP phosphorylation rate 0.0341 µM.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f11 KIR2DL4-HLA-G binding rate 0.19 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r11 KIR2DL4-HLA-G dissociation rate 1.1 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f12 pLck binding rate 47.2605 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r12 pLck dissociation rate 0.0059 µM

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f13 KIR2DL4 phosphorylation rate 0.0002 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f14 cd45 binding rate 0.0304 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r14 cd45 dissociation rate 0.0468 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f15 KIR2DL4 dephosphorylation rate 1.33 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f16 SHP binding rate 110.0 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r16 SHP dissociation rate 0.6 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f17 SHP phosphorylation rate 0.0341 µM.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f21 LILRB-HLA-G binding rate 0.0067 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r21 LILRB-HLA-G dissociation rate 0.11 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f22 pLck binding rate 47.2605 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r22 pLck dissociation rate 0.0059 µM

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f23 LILRB phosphorylation rate 0.0002 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f24 cd45 binding rate 0.0304 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r24 cd45 dissociation rate 0.0468 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f25 LILRB dephosphorylation rate 1.33 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f26 SHP binding rate 0.064 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r26 SHP dissociation rate 0.0067 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f27 SHP phosphorylation rate 0.0341 µM.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f31 KIR3DL1-HLA-A binding rate 0.19 µM−1.s−1
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Table 4.15: Fitted parameters for the full pbNK model. Michaelis-Menten constants
are given in µM . First- and second-order rate constants are given in s−1 and µM−1.s−1

respectively

Parameter Description Value

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r31 KIR3DL1-HLA-A dissociation rate 1.1 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f32 pLck binding rate 47.2605 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r32 pLck dissociation rate 0.0059 µM

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f33 KIR3DL1 phosphorylation rate 0.0002 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f34 pLck binding rate 0.0304 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r34 pLck dissociation rate 0.0468 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f35 KIR3DL1 dephosphorylation rate 1.33 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f36 SHP binding rate 110.0 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r36 SHP dissociation rate 0.6 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f37 SHP phosphorylation rate 0.0341 µM.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f41 KIR3DL2-HLA-B binding rate 0.19 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r41 KIR3DL2-HLA-B dissociation rate 1.1 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f42 pLck binding rate 0.1 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r42 pLck dissociation rate 0.0018 µM

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f43 KIR3DL2 phosphorylation rate 0.0002 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f44 pLck binding rate 0.1 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r44 pLck dissociation rate 0.0468 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f45 KIR3DL2 dephosphorylation rate 1.33 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f46 SHP binding rate 110.0 s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_r46 SHP dissociation rate 0.6 µM−1.s−1

pbNKinhibition_parameters/k_f47 SHP phosphorylation rate 0.0341 µM.s−1

geometry_NFAT/dl4cytokines_parameter/k_f1 FC-pLyn binding rate 6.1804 µM−1.s−1

geometry_NFAT/dl4cytokines_parameter/k_r1 FC-pLyn dissociation rate 0.0015 s−1

geometry_NFAT/dl4cytokines_parameter/k_f4 pFC-Syk binding rate 10.5797 µM−1.s−1

geometry_NFAT/dl4cytokines_parameter/k_r4 pFC-Syk dissociation rate 0.1349 s−1

geometry_NFAT/dl4cytokines_parameter/k_f5 Syk phosphorylation rate 0.8040 s−1

geometry_NFAT/dl4cytokines_parameter/k_f6 pSyk-Grb2 binding rate 0.4143 µM−1.s−1

geometry_NFAT/dl4cytokines_parameter/k_r6 pSyk-Grb2 dissociation rate 0.7186 s−1

geometry_NFAT/dl4cytokines_parameter/k_f7 Grb2 phosphorylation rate 11.4185 s−1

geometry_NFAT/dl4cytokines_parameter/k_r10 KIR2DL4-HLA-G dissociation rate 0.0140

geometry_NFAT/dl4cytokines_parameter/k_r23 NFATpn dephosphorylation rate 0.3345

hEhC_parameters/k_f1 KIR2DS1-HLA-C binding rate 0.0185 µM−1.s−1

hEhC_parameters/k_r1 KIR2DS1-HLA-C dissociation rate 0.1237 s−1

hEhC_parameters/k_f2 DAP12 binding rate 17.8629 µM−1.s−1

hEhC_parameters/k_r2 DAP12 dissociation rate 1.4590 s−1

hEhC_parameters/k_f3 pLck binding rate 0.002 µM−1.s−1

hEhC_parameters/k_r3 pLck dissociation rate 11.6167 s−1

hEhC_parameters/k_f4 DAP12 phosphorylation rate 0.002 s−1
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Table 4.16: Fitted parameters for the full pbNK model. Michaelis-Menten constants
are given in µM . First- and second-order rate constants are given in s−1 and µM−1.s−1

respectively

Parameter Description Value

hEhC_parameters/k_f8 NKG2C-HLA-E binding rate 0.01845 µM−1.s−1

hEhC_parameters/k_f9 DAP12 binding rate 17.8629 µM−1.s−1

hEhC_parameters/k_r9 DAP12 dissociation rate 1.4590 s−1

hEhC_parameters/k_f10 pLck binding rate 0.002 µM−1.s−1

hEhC_parameters/k_r10 pLck dissociation rate 11.6167 s−1

hEhC_parameters/k_f11 DAP12 phosphorylation rate 0.002 s−1

vav_parameters/k_r1 MICA-NKG2D dissociation rate 0.0061 s−1

vav_parameters/k_f2 DAP10 binding rate 252.742 µM−1.s−1

vav_parameters/k_r2 DAP10 dissociation rate 568.74 s−1

vav_parameters/k_f3 pLck binding rate 1.847 s−1

vav_parameters/k_r3 pLck dissociation rate 0.0189 s−1

vav_parameters/k_f11 NKG2A-HLA-E binding rate 612.38 µM−1.s−1

vav_parameters/k_f12 pLck binding rate 47.2605 µM−1.s−1

vav_parameters/k_r12 pLck dissociation rate 0.0059 µM

vav_parameters/k_f14 cd45 binding rate 0.0304 µM−1.s−1

vav_parameters/k_r14 cd45 dissociation rate 0.0468 s−1

vav_parameters/k_f15 NKG2D dephosphorylation rate 50.0013 s−1

hC_hE_mapk/k_f1 ZAP70 binding rate 7.6167 µM−1.s−1

hC_hE_mapk/k_r1 ZAP70 dissociation rate 0.0007 s−1

hC_hE_mapk/k_f2 ZAP70 phosphorylation rate 9.5e−05 µM−1.s−1

hC_hE_mapk/k_r2 ZAP70 dephosphorylation rate 0.0006 s−1

hC_hE_mapk/k_f3 pZAP70 dissociation rate 0.0007 s−1

hC_hE_mapk/k_r3 pZAP70 binding rate 7.6167 µM−1.s−1

hC_hE_mapk/k_f4 ZAP70 binding rate 7.6167 µM−1.s−1

hC_hE_mapk/k_r4 ZAP70 dissociation rate 0.0007 s−1

hC_hE_mapk/k_f5 ZAP70 phosphorylation rate 9.5e-05 s−1

hC_hE_mapk/k_r5 ZAP70 dephosphorylation rate 0.0006 s−1

hC_hE_mapk/k_f6 pZAP70 dissociation rate 0.0007 s−1

hC_hE_mapk/k_r6 pZAP70 binding rate 7.6167 µM−1.s−1
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Table 4.17: Fitted parameters for the full pbNK model. Michaelis-Menten constants
are given in µM . First- and second-order rate constants are given in s−1 and µM−1.s−1

respectively

Parameter Description Value

RacPAK_parameters/k_f31 pVav catalytic rate 41.7342 s−1

RacPAK_parameters/K_31 Michaelis-menten constant 17.2669 µM

RacPAK_parameters/k_f32 GAP catalytic rate 0.2837 s−1

RacPAK_parameters/K_32 Michaelis-menten constant 36.2813 µM

pi3k_vav/k_f62 PI3K∗-Vav binding rate 0.9742 −1

pi3k_vav/k_f61 PI3K∗-Vav dissociation rate 42.3945 µM−1.s−1

pi3k_vav/k_r61 Vav phosphorylation rate 5.5506 s−1

icam_mapk/k_f11 ZAP70 binding rate 7.6167 µM−1.s−1

icam_mapk/k_f12 ZAP70 phosphorylation rate 0.0007 s−1

icam_mapk/k_r11 ZAP70 dissociation rate 0.0007 s−1

mapk_vav/k_f21 pPlc-Vav binding rate 0.0161 µM−1.s−1

mapk_vav/k_r21 pPlc-Vav dissociation rate 5.5506 s−1

mapk_vav/k_f22 Vav phosphorylation rate 0.9742 s−1

mapk_vav/k_f23 pLat-Vav binding rate 42.3945 µM−1.s−1

mapk_vav/k_r23 pLat-Vav dissociation rate 5.5506 s−1

mapk_vav/k_f24 Vav phosphorylation rate 0.9742 s−1

mapk_vav/k_f25 pZap70-Vav binding rate 42.3945 µM−1.s−1

mapk_vav/k_r25 pZap70-Vav dissociation rate 5.5506 s−1

mapk_vav/k_f26 Vav phosphorylation rate 0.9742 s−1

PAK_MEK/k_f32 PAKa-MEK rate constant 0.47× 10−3 s−1

PAK_MEK/k_f33 PAKa-MEKP rate constant 0.47× 10−3 s−1

PAK_MEK/k_f34 PP2A-MEKP rate constant 0.058 s−1

PAK_MEK/k_f35 PP2A-MEKPP rate constant 0.058 s−1

PAK_MEK/K_32 PAKa-MEK constant 0.479× 10−3 µM

PAK_MEK/K_33 PAKa-MEKP constant 0.317 µM

PAK_MEK/K_34 PP2A-MEKP constant 2.2 µM

PAK_MEK/K_35 PP2A-MEKPP constant 0.06 µM

NFAT_gmcsf/k_f51 NFATn translocation rate 0.5 s−1

NFAT_gmcsf/k_f52 GM-CSF secretion rate 0.05 s−1
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Table 4.18: Fitted parameters for the full pbNK model. Michaelis-Menten constants
are given in µM . First- and second-order rate constants are given in s−1 and µM−1.s−1

respectively

Parameter Description Value

plc_parameters/k_f23 Plc binding rate 0.6989 µM−1.s−1

plc_parameters/k_r23 Plc dissociation rate 2.81652 s−1

plc_parameters/k_f24 Plc phosphorylation rate 0.0844 s−1

plc_parameters/k_f25 pPlc-GS binding rate 0.1530 µM−1.s−1

plc_parameters/k_r25 pPlc-GS phosphorylation rate 0.0015 s−1

lat_parameters/k_f27 Lat binding rate 0.0999 µM−1.s−1

lat_parameters/k_f28 Lat phosphorylation rate 0.3077 s−1

lat_parameters/k_f29 GS binding rate 0.8964 µM−1.s−1

lat_parameters/k_r29 GS dissociation rate 43.822 s−1

tcr_parameters/k_f21 TPA-TCR binding rate 0.0185 µM−1.s−1

tcr_parameters/k_r21 TPA-TCR dissociation rate 0.0185 s−1

shc_parameters/k_f26 Shc binding rate 0.0705 µM−1.s−1

shc_parameters/k_r26 Shc dissociation rate 0.0030 s−1

ERKPPifn/k_f41 ERKPPn translocation rate 0.0004 s−1

ERKPPifn/k_f42 IFNγ secretion rate 0.0531 s−1

ERKPPgmcsf/k_f43 ERKPPn translocation rate 6.53e-06 s−1

ERKPPgmcsf/k_f44 GM-CSF secretion rate 0.6511 s−1

TNF_parameters/k_f32 TNFα secretion rate 1.31e-05 s−1

dephospho_pplc_bySHP/k_f81 pShp-pPlc binding rate 30.8558 µM−1.s−1

dephospho_pplc_bySHP/k_r81 pShp-pPlc dissociation rate 0.0131 s−1

dephospho_pplc_bySHP/k_f82 pPlc dephosphorylation rate 0.3682 s−1

To estimate the remaining unknown initial conditions, first, we tried to use a range of

values that have been reported in similar experimental studies when we fit the model.

We then assessed the impact of these initial conditions on model predictions to provide a

fitted value in the same manner as kinetic parameters were estimated. Initial conditions

for complexes are fixed at 0 µM at t=0.

In the experiment, data were collected after 72 hours of cell culture (259,000 s). As the

model typically reached a steady-state within a shorter time-frame, we simulated the
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model until it reached a steady state (concentrations of cytokines do not change over

20,000s of simulated cell culture). With the fitted parameter values simulated cytokine

release at steady-state matched the data quite closely as listed in Table 4.19. The

secretion of cytokines in these simulations, over time, is illustrated in Figures 4.46.

Table 4.19: Model and experimental secretion of IFNγ, TNFα and GM-CSF by pbNK
cell.

Cytokine Model (µM) Experiment (µM)

TNFα 0.0687 0.0618

GM-CSF 0.0337 0.0296

IFNγ 0.0988 0.092

Figure 4.46: Simulated result for the secretion of GM-CSF, IFNγ and TNFα cytokine
over time using the fitted parameters determined across all sub-modules and a final fit
of remaining parameters to the data of Mrozek et al. [24].
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The prediction of steady-state cytokine secretion in the model behaves as expected. As

Mrozek et al. [24] did not provide time-course data, there is some uncertainty as to

whether the time-course of cytokine secretion is physiologically realistic. In the full model

results shown in Figure 4.46, we observe very low levels of cytokine secretion until 80,000s

(22h) of simulation time, followed by large increases and a steady-state at approximately

130,000s (36h) of simulation time. A comparison of time-courses is available in the

HLA-G cytokine model (labelled as HLA-G cytokine in Figure 3.2). In the sub-model,

appreciable secretion of IFNγ started after 30,000s (8h). At the end of the experiment

(at t=60,000s, 22h), the secretion of IFNγ and TNFα were observed at 0.0001 µM and

0.00008 µM (see Figure 4.38 for a time-course). The 72h data observed by Mrozek et al.

suggested much higher cytokine concentrations (0.02-0.09 µM) compared with the 22h

data used to parameterise the HLA-G cytokine model [23], and predictions of the full

model at 22h are more comparable to those lower concentrations reported in the context

of HLA-G function. Until time-course data is available for the whole-cell function, it

remains unknown whether our predicted time-courses are feasible. Therefore in Chapter

5, we aim to understand whether there are any alternate parameter combinations that

fit the end-time data reasonably, but have different time-course behaviours.

4.6.1 Discussion

We now have a full model of pbNK intracellular signalling pathways. The model has been

fitted to experimental data so that it responds in a physiologically reasonable manner

with regard to pbNK cytokine secretion as published by Mrozek et al. [24].

The optimisation and sensitivity analysis showed the parameters to be important that

were expected to be significant, increasing confidence in the model. It also rated some

molecules and parameters as important indicators, which led to further insights into

the functioning of the key drivers of the system.

4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, steps have been made toward the first quantitative model of the pbNK

cell intracellular signalling pathway was developed. The model was fitted so that it

responded in a physiologically reasonable manner with regard to the experimental data.
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The model developed in this chapter was used to assess the parametrisation of the

kinetic parameters and hypothesise the kinetic mechanisms that allow multiple receptors

to activate signalling pathways in pbNK cells.

In the following chapter, the behaviour of this model will be explored, with a par-

ticular emphasis on the identification of the key determinants of uNK cell intracel-

lular signalling pathways. The model was used to hypothesise the kinetic behaviour

mechanism that allows different receptors/components to invoke different behaviours

in the same downstream pathways.



Chapter 5

Peripheral Blood and Uterine

Natural Killer Cell Model

Behaviour

In Chapter 4, a quantitative peripheral blood natural killer (pbNK) model was developed

and fit to experimental data, where that data was available. This model is based on

existing knowledge of relevant pathways and constitutes a large-scale model of the system

that can be adapted and adjusted as new experimental data and new knowledge of

signaling becomes available. In this Chapter we assess the general behaviours of the

system (for example, is the set of fitted parameters in Chapter 4 the only feasible solution

that matches existing experimental data), and make steps toward adjusting the model to

reflect our target cell population, uterine natural killer cells (uNK). First, we consider

an assessment of whether there alternate solutions to that fitted in Chapter 4, that

nevertheless capture the behaviour of a pbNK cell. In Section 5.1 we conduct a parameter

sweep covering the 152 unknown parameters determined as a ’best fit’ in Chapter 4. We

then discuss differences in a uNK signalling pathway model compared with the pbNK

cell model. We aim to assess differences in the simulation outputs between the two types

of NK cells. We aimed to alter the pbNK model to be more reflective of a uNK model

by deleting the non-related ligands and receptors for uNK cells. We then simulated the

model with different levels of expression of ligands and receptors. We then analysed the

changes that occurred in cytokine secretion as a result of those alterations.

151
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Section 5.1 describes a parameter sweep covering the unknown parameters to search

for alternate solutions. Section 5.2 describes the re-simulation of the MAPK-TNFα

and HLA-G cytokine pathway portion of the full uNK model. Section 5.3 describes

the alteration of the pbNK model to produce a uNK model and the relevant cytokine

secretion. The aim was to simulate uNK intracellular pathways in interaction with

trophoblast. Section 5.4 describes the simulation of the uNK model with a different

level of receptor and ligand expression to observe the response of uNK cells to different

concentrations of ligands and receptors. Section 5.5 describes the model simulation for

one ligand concentration and various concentrations of the two respective receptors, to

understand how activation and inhibition can be balanced by the same ligand.

5.1 Are there other physiologically feasible parameter

combinations that can replicate pbNK cell func-

tion?

When the parameter fitting for the pbNK model was conducted in Chapter 4, we were

seeking a ’best fit’ solution. That is, the set of parameters which provides the minimum

error when model predictions are compared against the available experimental data.

As noted previously, this best fit, may not be the only feasible model parameterisation

that provides a close similarity to the experimental data, and there may be alternate

sets of parameters that provide solutions close to that data, but fundamentally different

solutions (for example, the time-course of model predictions may differ substantially

from the best fit). Thus, while the optimiser gives the ’best’ fit for the model, it does

not necessarily give the most feasible fit in a physiological sense.

To determine whether there are any ’worse’ fits that still meet sensible criteria, we

reconsider the experimental data published by Mrozek et al. [24]. The mean and standard

deviation for the experimental data are reported in Table 5.1. Using the means and

standard deviations reported by Mrozek et al. we search for solutions within the parameter

space that predicts concentrations of IFNγ, TNFα and GM-CSF that lie within one

standard deviation of the mean but may not be the ’best fit’ returned by an optimiser.
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Table 5.1: The mean and standard deviation of IFNγ, TNFα and GM-CSF secretions
by a mature pbNK cell.

Cytokine Mean (uM) Standard deviation (uM)

TNFα 0.0618 0.0047

GM-CSF 0.0296 0.0083

IFNγ 0.092 0.0109

To search for these further feasible solutions, we implemented a custom python script

(https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/5bf) to sample the parameter

space formed by the 152 unknown model parameters. To simply vary each parameter

within its likely physiological range and to conduct a local sensitivity analysis would

require a prohibitively large number of simulations (the local sensitivity analyses

conducted in Chapter 4 simply consider one parameter at a time and re-simulate models

at small increments of that parameter over the whole parameter range). Thus, we aim to

sample parameter space with an aim to cover the range of feasible parameter combinations

without the requirement for an unfeasibly large number of model runs. We achieve this

by using the inbuilt Saltelli sampling function in the python SALib library.

The Saltelli sampling function generates N × (2D+ 2) samples, where N is a user-defined

number, and D is the number of unknown parameters (the dimension of the parameter

space which we aim to sample [259]). By selecting parameters in this way we are able to

conduct a global analysis of model behavior, in that we vary all parameters simultaneously

over the whole parameter space. In a formal global (e.g. Sobol) sensitivity analysis

[307] the value of N must be sufficiently high to allow for statistical interpretation

of the variability in model outputs. Saltelli sampling is an extension of the Sobol

sequence, which is a quasi-random sequence that aims to provide a relatively uniform

coverage of sampling space [260, 308].

The algorithm implemented here to cover parameter space does the following:

• Defines the list of unknown model parameters and their bounds,

• Generates lists of sampled parameter values using the Saltelli sampler

• Simulates the model for each sampled parameter combination

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/5bf
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• Determines whether the model predictions are within one standard deviation of

the mean for each cytokine of interest and retains parameter combinations and

solutions that fit these criteria

Here, we were able to run one instance of the model in approximately 30 minutes, and

thus a Saltelli sampled parameter space of approximately 2000 samples resulted in an

analysis that required approximately two weeks of computation time on a standard

OpenCOR implementation of the model. Therefore in this instance N is 6 and D is 152

resulted in 1836 simulations. Ideally, to adequately cover the parameter space, based on

the parameter swipe of the sub-models, the level of N should be big, i.e. 100. This could

be done with a faster computer or parallel code that can shorten the simulation time.

While this number of simulations allows for a coverage of sampling space within a rea-

sonable computational resource, it does not guarantee complete coverage of parameter

space, nor does it ensure that all physiologically relevant portions of sampling space

are covered. It does, however, provide an indication of whether alternate physiological

solutions are likely to exist. In the future, with the help of high-performance com-

puting, and parallelisation of OpenCOR processes, it may be possible to conduct a

formal parameter sensitivity analysis that will cover the large range of uncertainty in

each parameter, reliably and quickly.

Our custom script will export solution/s into a file if it is within one standard deviation

of the mean for each cytokine of interest. After we ran the script until the end of 1836

simulations, there is no alternate solution outputted. This means that over the range

of parameter space assessed, the ’best fit’ solution obtained from parameter fitting was

the only solution that provided physiological concentrations of cytokines. This does not

mean that it is a unique solution, as higher values of N would be required to statistically

determine the likelihood of this solution being unique. However, it gives some confidence

that the parameters fit in Chapter 4 provides a satisfactory solution to the problem.

As mentioned above, our parameter space sampling could, however, provide an alternate

physiological solutions are likely to exist with a big sampling number. There may be

equally valid solutions exist based on the input data (large range of parameter bound)

that could give different predictions of the model behaviour. Taken into account the

uncertainty of the model parameters prediction helps us to understand more of the model

behaviour. The alternate solution could be better than the ’best fit’ models although
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it is not ’optimal’. The alternate solution might help in finding systematic misfits to

the data and constrain the range for each parameter value. It can be equally good

predictions, which might be more robustly estimated.

5.2 Does the full pbNK model connectivity allow for fit-

ted submodel behaviours when their effect is assessed

in insolation?

As the pbNK model is a combination of several submodels, which were fitted to ex-

perimental data, an assessment was conducted to determine whether these submodels

function as expected in the context of the full pbNK model, and whether there is an

influence of relative ligand-receptor concentrations on model predictions. In this sec-

tion, we analyse the sensitivity of the model, and in particular the ratio of ligand to

receptor concentrations defined as initial conditions on 1) the HLA-G cytokine pathway

sub-model (Section 4.3.3) and 2) the MAPK-TNFα pathway sub-model (Section 4.3.1).

The initial conditions of ligand and receptor were varied over feasible ranges and we

observed the changes in cytokine secretion in each case.

5.2.1 HLA-G cytokine pathway

The first assessment was conducted on the HLA-G to cytokine pathway that was

described in Section 4.3.3. To assess whether the HLA-G pathway functions in the

same way in the full model, as in its submodel simulated in isolation, we isolated the

pathway in the full NK cell model by switching off other pathways. To do so, all other

molecules’ initial conditions were set to 0 µM except for molecules in the HLA-G to

cytokine pathway. Simulation of only the HLA-G pathway gave the same output as

the sub-model, as shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Model simulation of IFNγ (left) and TNFα (right) intracellular cytokine.
The red solid line shows the output of the HLA-G cytokine sub-model described in
Section 4.3.3 and the blue solid line shows the output of the HLA-G cytokine pathway
in the full NK cell model.

Next, we simulated the extracellular secretion of IFNγ and TNFα cytokines from the

HLA-G pathway in the full model. To do this we zeroed the concentration of receptors

that do not interact with HLA-G but allowed fitted initial conditions for intra-cellular

substrates to be non-zero. Predictions from these simulations are shown in in Figure 5.2.

It is clear that the HLA-G model contributes to the overall pbNK predictions of cytokine

secretion presented in Chapter 4, as concentrations of IFNγ and TNFα increase over

time. However, the full pbNK model, with all receptors active has reached a steady state

by approximately 130,000s of simulation time as shown in Figure 4.46, so it provides

reassurance in the model that the fitted sub-model does not dominate simulations.

Figure 5.2: Model simulation of IFNγ (left) and TNFα (right) extracellular secretion
for 150000 s.

The simulation time in Figure 5.2 was 150,000 s, which is longer than simulation time in

Figure 5.1 (60,000 s). The Y-axis in Figure 5.1 graphs are so small this implies they have lit-

tle influence on IFNγ concentrations, especially when compared to Figure 5.2 graphs.

Finally, we assessed whether the fitted receptor and HLA-G initial concentrations

produced a dose response. In this case we were looking to see if increasing concentrations
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of HLA-G or its receptor altered the behaviour of the pbNK cell model. The fitted initial

conditions for KIR2DL4 and HLA-G were 0.098 µM and 0.1052 µM, respectively. In this

analysis, the initial conditions for KIR2DL4 was varied between 0.0001 µM and 0.1 µM

and HLA-G was varied between 0.0001 µM and 0.11 µM. We observed the changes in IFNγ

and TNFα cytokine secretions for this ligand-receptor concentration range. The impact of

this is shown in Figure 5.3. The initial conditions are presented in log scale for clarity.

Figure 5.3: Secretion of (A) IFNγ and (B) TNFα predicted for a range of HLA-
G:KIR2DL4 initial conditions in log scale.

Both IFNγ and TNFα secretion is sensitive to KIR2DL4 and HLA-G concentrations for

low values of concentration for these parameters (0.0001 µM to 0.01 µM). IFNγ secretions

increased from 0.0002 µM to 0.02 µM, while TNFα secretions increased from 1×10−6 µM

to 0.0001 µM. At high values of KIR2DL4 and HLA-G concentration there was limited
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model sensitivity to these parameters. We found that HLA-G:KIR2DL4 activation

influenced TNFα more than IFNγ within the tested range. Together, these simulations

suggest that the pbNK cell would be sensitive to the presence and absence of HLA-G

but may not be sensitive to variability in HLA-G concentration over a large range.

5.2.2 MAPK-TNFα pathway

The next submodel that was re-simulated was the MAPK-TNFα pathway described in

Section 4.3.1. Again, to completely isolate the pathway in the full NK cell model, we

switched off molecules in other pathways by zeroing their initial conditions, leaving only

those in the MAPK-TNFα pathway. The simulation of only the MAPK-TNFα pathway

in the full model predicted similar cytokine production as the sub-model described in

Section 4.3.1, as shown in Figure 5.4. There was a difference in TNFα concentrations

which was difference that we seen was caused by the absence of DAP12 binding in the

MAPK-TNFα sub-model when we fitted withthe TPA:TCR (ligand:receptor) model

was incorporated to determine full pbNK cell function.

Figure 5.4: Model simulation of TNFα intracellular cytokine. The blue solid line
shows the output of the MAPK-TNFα sub-model and the red solid line shows the output
of the MAPK-TNFα pathway in the full NK cell model.

When the extracellular secretion of TNFα cytokine from the MAPK-TNFα pathway was

simulated in the context of the full model (again setting all ligand-receptor concentrations

to zero, but allowing for non-zero intra-cellular concentrations of substrates) we again

predict a different time-course of TNFα secretion as shown in Figure 5.5. Again, while the

full pbNK model reaches a steady state within 150,000s, when MAPK-TNFα is isolated

from the system, a steady state is not reached. Suggesting that the full pbNK model

provides a meaningful balance of activation and inhibition over a number of receptors.
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Figure 5.5: Model simulation of TNFα extracellular secretions at t=150000 s.

An analysis was conducted on the sensitivity of the model to initial conditions of HLA-C

(which interacts with the MAPK pathway) and its associated receptor KIR2DS1. The

estimated initial conditions for KIR2DS1 and HLA-C were 0.008 µM and 0.00016 µM,

respectively. The initial condition of KIR2DS1 was varied between 0.0001 µM and 0.1

µM, while the initial condition of HLA-C was varied between 0.001 µM and 1.0 µM. We

observed the changes in TNFα secretion within these ranges of HLA-C and KIR2DS1.

Within the tested range, the secretion of TNFα varied by only 1×10−4 µM. This

change is very low compared to the changes in the HLA-G to cytokine pathway. It

appears therefore, that over the range assessed the model is not sensitive to ligand and

receptor concentrations in this pathway. This could be caused by the large number

of intracellular reactions along this pathway, from receptor stimulation to cytokine

secretion. At the beginning of the pathway, phosphorylated ZAP70 activates three

different downstream molecules; Shc, PLCγ and LAT, which interact with other intra-

cellular signaling pathways. It may be, therefore, that the system is only sensitive to

HLA-C and KIR2DS1 interactions only when intracellular concentrations (e.g. of free

ZAP70) are within ranges that allow changes in the ligand receptor pair to increase

ZAP70 activation of molecules downstream.

5.2.3 Discussion

In this section, we simulated the MAPK-TNFα pathway (Section 4.3.1) and HLA-G

to cytokine pathway (Section 4.3.3) in the complete NK cell model. This was first to

ensure that we had created the complete model correctly, and that submodel function was

retained. These pathways in the complete model behaved similarly to the sub-models. We

then observed the sensitivity of the the HLA-G to cytokine pathway and the MAPK-TNFα
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pathway to different levels of receptor and ligand expression to assess whether the receptor-

ligand pairs were significant influencers of pbNK cell function. It was clear from timecourse

simulations that both pathways play a significant role in total cytokine secretion, but

that neither dominates the function of the whole model. It was also predicted that the

full pbNK model is relatively more sensitive to changes in the concentration extra-cellular

HLA-G than to HLA-C, within the parameter ranges investigated.

5.3 Steps towards simulating uNK cell function

Our ultimate goal is to simulate uNK function. While there are still several unknowns

regarding the pbNK model, and potential opportunities to improve its parameterization

as more data become available, we now have a complete pbNK model that can be

perturbed. To perturb the pbNK model into a uNK model, we adjusted the relative

abundance of receptor-ligand pairs. The known differences in receptor-ligand interactions

between pbNK and uNK cells are illustrated in Figure 5.6. We assume that intracellular

signaling in uNK cells remains unchanged compared to pbNK cells, and is as illustrated

in Figure 2.7. As described in Chapter 2, the important ligands expressed on trophoblasts

are HLA-C, -E and -G. These are the ligands that therefore are assumed determine the

response of uNK cells to trophoblasts. As reported in the literature, we hypothesised

that the level of cytokine secretion is increased in uNK cells compared to pbNK cells.

To simulate the uNK pathways, in the absence of further data, we switched off the

receptor-ligand interactions that have been reported to be absent in uNK cells. Those

interactions are MICA:NKG2D, ICAM:ITG, HLA-A:KIR3DL1 and HLA-B:KIR3DL2.

We did not change any further parameters to simulate uNK function, although it may

be that there are further differences in function, and in particular relative expression

of receptors that are present in this cell type.
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Figure 5.6: Activating and inhibitory receptors expressed on (A) pbNK and (B) uNK
cell surfaces, and ligands that bind to them.

We observed the secretion of cytokines in uNK cells and compared this with pbNK cell

secretions. The cytokine secretion in the uNK model simulation is described in Figure 5.7

and Table 5.2. The time courses of cytokine secretion in this reduced model were quite

different to those predicted by the full pbNK model, both in the shape of the timecourse

data and the concentrations of cytokines after 150,000 s of simulation time. The cytokine

secretions in the uNK cell model were very low compared to pbNK cell cytokine secretions,

and were in fact several orders of magnitude lower than the pbNK cell predictions. The

predicted GM-CSF secretion showed the biggest difference between pbNK and uNK cells,

compared to IFNγ and TNFα. The difference in GM-CSF cytokines between the two

NK cell types was 1× 10−7 µM. The secretion of IFNγ and TNFα was lower by 1× 10−5

µM in uNK cells. As well the reduction of cytokine secretion in uNK cell model, we

also observed there was no delay in cytokine secretion as observed in pbNK cell model.

This likely happens because the increment of cytokine secretion from t=0 to t=150,000

are much lower than the surge at t=80,000 s in the pbNK model.
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Figure 5.7: Simulated (A) GM-CSF, (B) TNFα and (C) IFNγ secretions in uNK cell
model.

In the literature, secretion of GM-CSF, IFNγ and TNFα have all been reported to

increase in uNK cells compared to pbNK cells [42, 150, 178]. Lash et al. reported that

the secretion of IFNγ was 4-fold higher in uNK cell compared to pbNK cell. While

GM-CSF was 3-fold higher. However, the study found that changes in for TNFα is not

significant [42]. In a different experiment, van der Meer et al. reported that the secretion

of IFNγ is 2.5-fold higher in uNK cell compared to pbNK cell [178].
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Table 5.2: Comparison of IFNγ, TNFα and GM-CSF secretion by pbNK cells and
uNK cells.

Cytokine pbNK (µM) uNK (µM)

GM-CSF 0.0337 1.18× 10−9

IFNγ 0.0988 2.52× 10−7

TNFα 0.0687 8.57× 10−7

To understand differences in the pbNK cell model and the resimulation with absent

pathways for uNK cells we returned to the model assessed how each of the pathways that

we ’deleted’ from the pbNK cell model influences overall model function. We found that

the differences in cytokine secretion between the two types of NK cell models are most

likely caused by the lack of activation of the NKG2D receptor by the MICA pathway in

the uNK cell mode. The activation of NKG2D by MICA induces Vav phosphorylation.

This pathway was fitted to experimental data as described in Section 4.2.3. The MICA

to cytokine pathway is short compared to the pathways for other receptor-to-cytokine

pathways, and thus MICA has a substantial impact on cytokine secretion in the full

pbNK cell model. If this influence of MICA is correctly parameterized in the full pbNK

cell model, this suggests that understanding the differences between pbNK and uNK

function is not as simple as assuming that the uNK is simply a pbNK with a number of

receptors ’turned off’ and there are likely important differences in both the concentration

of receptors that do exist in uNK cells and potentially in kinetic parameters within

the uNK signaling pathway that exist compared to a pbNK cell. Unfortunately, data

directly observed in uNKs is currently sparse, and particularly timecourse data that

could be used to reparameterise aspects of the pbNK cell to the model. However, it

is likely that this data will emerge in the future enabling a more thorough analysis of

differences between the two cell types. The remainder of this chapter therefore focuses on

determining whether the model fitted for the pbNK cell in Chapter 4 can be perturbed to

a state more reflective of a uNK cell, by altering receptor-ligand concentrations only.

An important corollary of the finding that MICA influences our pbNK model significantly

via Vav is that this highlights the importance of Vav as a regulator of activation and

inhibition pathways in NK cells, as has been suggested previously [107, 121]. In our

model, Vav, an important molecule in the MICA pathway, is activated by four upstream

reactions. Activation of Vav via MICA was fitted in the Vav sub-model as discussed in
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Section 4.2.3. It is possible, that as the experimental data that investigated MICA-Vav

interactions was conducted in intact cells that there were influences on that data on other

upstream portions of the model. In fact, several ligand receptor pairs have the potential

to influence activation of Vav. In the model fitting process, several parameters associated

with Vav activation were fitted along with the MICA pathway, and activation of Vav via

LAT, PLCγ and ZAP70 was fitted after the full model was built, with those parameters

associated with Vav fixed from the MICA submodel fitting. A parameterisation of all Vav

activation reactions simultaneously may equally distribute the influence of the upstream

reactions towards the downstream reaction and significantly change the behaviour of the

full model. Experimental analysis of the relative influence of upstream receptors on Vav

activation might therefore provide useful parameterization data in the future.

5.3.1 Discussion

In this section, steps were made to understand the differences between pbNK and uNK

signaling. The conversion of the pbNK cell model to a uNK model was done in a

naive sense, in that receptors were simply removed from the pbNK cell model and

no differences in relative receptor-ligand concentrations, nor intra-cellular substrates

or kinetic parameters was assumed. This was due to the lack of experimental data

on uNK cell pathway and cytokine secretion. We therefore converted the pbNK cell

model into a uNK cell model by switching off the ligand:receptor pairs that are not

reported in uNK cells; ICAM, MICA, HLA-A and HLA-B ligands and their respective

receptors ITG, NKG2D, KIR2DL1 and KIR2DL3. Little is known about uNK cell

signalling, how it differs from pbNK cells, and uNK cells’ responses to trophoblasts. Here,

our model provides a tool to help identify key differences in the signalling pathways

between the two types of NK cell.

While we aimed to simulate the model with existing experimental data [151, 309, 310],

the data not always consider the whole array of cytokines and not always quantitative, so

can’t always be compared to exact numbers in the model. With the lack of experimental

data on the concentration of molecules and the kinetic parameters in the model, it

is difficult to estimate the real differences in cytokine secretions between pbNK and

uNK cells. However, our model suggests that the model predictions can be significantly

influenced by ’switching off’ receptors. This is a good indication that this model responds
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well to different ligand-receptor interactions on the cell surface. However, this simple

approach was not sufficient to describe the physiology of a uNK cell well. Despite

this, the assessment of model behaviour within the context of the uNK cell highlighted

the importance of Vav activation on NK cell signalling, and suggests that our model

parameterisation would be significantly improved if key receptor function could be related

more quantitatively with this Vav activation experimentally. Therefore, the model,

despite being simple, does help to elucidate the effect of ligand-receptor interactions on

NK cell function, which will ultimately dictate cytokine secretions.

5.4 Sensitivity to uNK ligand-receptor transduction

As our initial model of uNK function adapted a model of the pbNK cell simply by

removing receptor-ligand pairs known to be not significantly expressed in the uNK

cell, the next logical assessment of possible uNK function is to determine whether the

remaining receptor-ligand pairs in the model can be parameterised to better reflect the

uNK cell, with no changes to intra-cellular signalling kinetic parameters in comparison

to our pbNK cell model. In this section, we analysed the sensitivity of the uNK model,

in particular cytokine secretions, to a range of ligand-receptor initial conditions. The

initial conditions for the uNK ligands and receptors were varied over feasible ranges

and we observed the changes in cytokine secretion in each case. For each simulation,

we switched off ligands and receptors by zeroing the initial conditions except for the

ligand:receptor pair we wanted to observe.

The first two simulations that were conducted here are the HLA-G:KIR2DL4 and HLA-

C:KIR2DS1 influence on the uNK cell model which is the same as in the earlier section,

as we zeroed all the other receptors and nothing changes in the uNK cell context. The

HLA-G and KIR2DL4 influence on the pbNK cell model was assessed in Section 5.2.1, and

the presence/absence of HLA-G:KIR2DL4 was predicted to influence cytokine secretion.

HLA-C and KIR2DS1 activate the MAPK pathway, and their influence was assessed on

the full pbNK model in Section 5.2.2. Two new simulations that we are going to discuss

here are the HLA-E:NKG2C and inhibition receptors influence the uNK cell model. The

outputs for each simulation are discussed in the following subsections.
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5.4.1 HLA-E:NKG2C activation

The estimated initial conditions for NKG2C and HLA-E were 0.008 µM and 0.516 µM,

respectively. The initial conditions for NKG2C and HLA-E were varied between 0.001 µM

and 10.0 µM. The changes in cytokine secretions within these ranges were observed.

Figure 5.8: uNK signalling pathway with only HLA-E ligand and NKG2C receptor.

The HLA-E:NKG2C initial condition influence on IFNγ, TNFα and GM-CSF secre-

tion was small, and unlikely to have biological significance. HLA-E stimulated the

highest secretion of cytokines within the range of 0.001 µM to 6 µM, while NKG2C

produced the highest cytokine secretion in the range from 1 µM to 5 µM. The se-

cretion of cytokine started to decrease with an HLA-E initial condition = 6 µM and

an NKG2C initial condition = 7 µM.

5.4.2 Inhibition receptors

As all inhibition pathways ultimately interact with SHP and then act to inhibit Vav, their

influence on cytokine secretion is similar. There is little biological information available

in the KEGG database or in the experimental literature regarding differences in their

function or differential influence on cytokine expression. The detail of these inhibition

pathways in both pbNK and uNK cells would be an important focus for research in

the future. As the model is parameterised, these inhibition pathways influence the

total amout of cytokine release but the model is relatively insensitive to concentrations
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of ligand-receptor pairs unless the concentration is very low. These results suggest a

downstream influence of the inhibition receptors which is playing a larger role in model

behaviour than the receptors themselves. It is likely that this influence is the initial

concentration of SHP within the cell (free SHP), which is generally unknown. The model

behaviours and relative insensitivity to inhibition receptors highlights that these portions

of the pathways are understudied in comparison to activation receptors (indeed there was

very limited experimental data available to parameterise these pathways). We also note

that some cytokines (e.g. HLA-G) act on both activation and inhibition receptors, but

are often considered in isolation or with just activation behaviour considered. Including

more indepth study in both an experimental and computational context should be

considered as a priority in the future.

5.4.3 Discussion

In this section, we observed how the receptors that play a role in uNK cell result in

cytokine secretion in response to different level of ligands Sharkey et al. [150] reported a

transient in HLA-C related KIR receptors during pregnancy, and so relative expression

of receptors may play a vital role in pregnancy health. The increase in KIR receptors

was observed only in the first trimester of pregnancy. After 12 weeks of gestation, no

significant difference in the KIR expression level was detected between uNK and pbNK

cells. The upregulation of KIR receptors could be the reason for the increase in uNK cells

binding to HLA-C expressed on trophoblast surfaces. However, the transient increase

in KIR does not depend on the existence of trophoblast [150].

For comparison, we also measured the cytokine secretion of HLA-E and HLA-G ligands.

We assume other ligands and receptors can be expressed at different levels during

pregnancy and that low expression of HLA-C, -E and -G ligands and their respective

receptors, can cause pregnancy abnormalities. Even though there were data available for

the initial conditions for ligand:receptor pairs expressed on NK cell surface [150, 178]Our

model responds primarily to changes in HLA-G and its associated activation receptor.

This may be biologically significant as HLA-G is certainly one of the primary ligands

associated with pregnancy health. However, we also acknowledge that this may be

related to the parameterisation of the model directly to data relating to this receptor,

whereas direct experimental data were not available for any other ligand-receptor pair of
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importance in uNK, and so these pathways had to be fitted to pbNK cell data at the

whole cell level. Not all experimental data data is directly usable or it may look at cells

that have been treated in a way that we could not replicate in our model.

5.5 Sensitivity of activating and inhibitory receptors by

the same ligand

As mentioned in the previous section, some ligands act on both activation and inhibition

receptors, and this has not been considered in detail to this point. This section describes

the simulation of the model for one ligand concentration and varied concentrations of the

two respective receptors. We switched off all receptors except the ones that are activated

by a particular ligand and repeated the simulation to understand how activation and

inhibition can be balanced by the same ligand.

5.5.1 HLA-C stimulations with activating KIR2DS1 and inhibitory

KIR2DL receptors

We simulated the model with the initial concentration of HLA-C fixed at 0.00016 µM

(HLA-C initial condition used in the pbNK model) and varied the initial conditions

of the activating receptor (KIR2DS1) and inhibitory receptor (KIR2DL). Here, the

initial condition of KIR2DS1 was varied between 0.0001 µM and 1.0 µM and the initial

condition of KIR2DL was varied between 0.1 µM and 20 µM.
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Figure 5.9: uNK signalling pathway with HLA-C stimulations with activating
KIR2DS1 and inhibitory KIR2DL receptors.

The secretion of cytokines increased when the activating receptor was low and the

inhibitory receptor was high. This observation was consistent for all three cytokines.

The secretion of GM-CSF, IFNγ and TNFα peaked when the KIR2DS1 initial condition

was 0.03 µM and the KIR2DL initial condition was 4.5 µM.

5.5.2 HLA-E simulations with activating NKG2C and inhibitory

NKG2A receptors

We simulated the model with the initial concentration of HLA-E fixed at 0.516 µM

(HLA-E initial condition used in the pbNK model) and varied the initial conditions of

the activating receptor (NKG2C) and inhibitory receptor (NKG2A). Here, the initial

condition of NKG2C was varied between 0.001 µM and 10.0 µM and the initial condition

of NKG2A was varied between 0.1 µM and 20 µM.
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Figure 5.10: uNK signalling pathway with HLA-E stimulations with activating
NKG2C and inhibitory NKG2A receptors.

Although we did not observe significant changes throughout varying NKG2A initial

conditions, the results showed the secretion of GM-CSF, IFNγ and TNFα increased

when the inhibitory receptor NKG2C increased. This observation was consistent for

the secretion of all three cytokine secretions.

5.5.3 HLA-G simulations with activating and inhibitory KIR2DL4

receptors

We simulated the model with the initial concentration of HLA-G fixed at 0.1052 µM

(HLA-C initial condition used in the pbNK model) and varied the initial conditions of the

activating and inhibitory receptor for HLA-G, KIR2DL4. Here, the initial condition of

activating KIR2DL4 was varied between 0.0001 µM and 0.1 µM and the initial condition

of inhibitory KIR2DL4 was varied between 0.1 µM and 20.0 µM.
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Figure 5.11: uNK signalling pathway with HLA-G stimulations with activating and
inhibitory KIR2DL4 receptors.

The outputs for varying activation and inhibition by KIR2DL4 were quite interesting. The

pattern of cytokine secretion was contradictory between HLA-C and HLA-E. The results

showed the secretion of GM-CSF, IFNγ and TNFα increased when the activating receptor

KIR2DL4 increased and inhibitory KIR2DL4 decreased. This observation was consistent

throughout all three cytokine secretions although the level of influence was different.

5.5.4 Discussion

In this section, the concentration of respective activating and inhibitory receptors for

HLA-C, HLA-E and HLA-G were varied. During the simulation, all receptors were

switched off except the ones that were activated by a particular ligand, in order to

understand how activation and inhibition can be balanced by the same ligand. The

simulations that we conducted for HLA-C and HLA-E showed that the secretion of

cytokine increased when the inhibitory receptor levels were higher. The simulation for

HLA-G stimulation, however, predicted differently; the secretion of cytokines increased

when the activating KIR2DL4 increased and the inhibitory KIR2DL4 decreased.

Studies have shown the balance between activation and inhibition receptors determine

the cytokine output by NK cell. Here, we provide evidence that the interaction between

ligands and their respective receptors is critical to the proper regulation of cytokine

secretion. We have now shown that the secretion of cytokine increased when the inhibitory
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receptors for HLA-C and HLA-E are increased. In contrast, the secretion of cytokine

decreased when the inhibitory receptor for HLA-G is increased.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter the quantitative model of pbNK cell signalling developed in Chapter 4 was

assessed in the context of parameter sensitivity and by turning on and off receptors, with

a focus on pathways relevant to the uNK. The model is capable of capturing important

components and kinetic parameters for the pathways. The primary purpose of this

chapter was to use the model to make the first steps toward simulating the signalling

pathways in uNK cells and compare the differences between pbNK cell and uNK cell

signalling. We demonstrated that the "naive" approach to simulating uNK cell function

(by simply switching off receptors not present in uNK cells) was not sufficient to produce

a physiological response. This suggests either a significant difference in expression of

relevant receptors in uNK cells, or a difference in kinetic parameters in the uNK cell

phenotype. We were able to investigate the first of these options in this chapter.

We investigated physiological cases of NK cell receptor expression and the associated

ligands using the HLA-G to cytokine pathway and the MAPK-TNFα pathway in the full

model. During this simulation, we varied the ligand and receptor initial conditions for

each pathway. These were activating HLA-C:KIR2DS1 and activating HLA-G:KIR2DL4.

We observed the cytokine outputs in this condition. During the simulation, all other

pathways were off. Although the cytokine secretion are changed, there are no signif-

icant differences in cytokine secretion for different level of the initial concentration

of ligands and receptors in the model.

When we used the model in an attempt to capture the behaviour of uNK cell signalling

pathways. Our findings were in contrast with observations to other findings experimen-

tally. Cytokine secretion was decreased in our uNK cell model. There were important

findings that could be derived from this mismatch however, first, our model is able to

produce significant differences in cytokine secretion when receptors are switched on or off,

which is a good indication that this model responds in an appropriate manner different

ligand:receptor interactions on the cell surface. Although this approach does not describe

the physiology well, primarily due to a lack of data to determine differences between
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cell types, it was able to provide some insights into what drives key behaviours of the

NK cell signalling pathways available on public databases.

Our model provides a tool and can be used to incrementally increase our understanding

of uNK cell intracellular signalling pathways. The model simulation for pbNK and uNK

shed light on the differences between signalling pathways between the two types of NK

cell. Moreover, model simulation with different level of receptors and cytokine expression

on the cell surface could help us to understand the physiology of NK cell signalling during

pregnancy. We have demonstrated that the different levels of receptor:ligand expression

result in different levels of cytokine secretion. The model also suggested that each of the

three key receptors HLA-C, -E and -G receptors on trophoblasts have different influence

on different cytokine, which result in different response of cytokine secretion.





Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis addressed the objectives discussed in Section 1.3. Along with the separate con-

clusions in Chapters 4 and 5, this chapter outlines the achievements of the thesis, explains

the main conclusion from the study, and outlines the potential for future work.

6.1 Thesis summary

The aim of this work was to increase understanding of the intracellular processes of the

uterine natural killer cell pathway during pregnancy, using a quantitative mathematical

model. In this study, the first mathematical model of the uNK cell was developed. A

summary of how each objective of the thesis was addressed is given below.

Objective 1. To construct a model of pbNK function that contains the necessary detail to

match the data in the literature. This objective focused on the development of a complete

model of the pbNK cell signalling pathway. The mathematical model was built based on

the qualitative signalling pathway described in the KEGG database. Using simulations

with fitted parameters, the model outputs increased our current understanding of pbNK

intracellular signalling defining how it reacts to target cells through the activation of

receptors. The developed model enabled us to identify key parameters and molecules

that influence GM-CSF, IFNγ and TNFα cytokine secretions. The mathematical model

of the intracellular signalling pathway shed light on processes occurring in the cell that

cannot be observed directly through experimental measurements. The model provided

a tool to test NK cell reactions to target cells under different conditions.
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The model was built sub-model by sub-model and was fitted against available experimental

data. After we were satisfied with the parameter optimisation, we then checked the

sensitivity of each parameter in the sub-models. Sensitivity analysis gave us ideas on

which parameters affected the model and which parameters could be modified against

new data sets. All steps in the development of the sub-models related to Objective 1 are

described in Chapter 4. Once we were satisfied that no other data were available to use, we

created a first pbNK intracellular model by modularising the sub-models. The full pbNK

model was then fitted to pbNK cell cytokine secretion experimental data published by

Mrozek et al. [24]. We then used this model to see whether changes in receptor expression

between pbNK and uNK cells produced differences in the secretion of cytokines.

Objective 2. To investigate whether the relative expression of data for receptors in

peripheral blood and uterine NK cells is sufficient to change cell behaviour as expected in

pregnancy. This objective focused on the perturbing the pbNK cell model into the uNK

cell model. Chapter 5 describes how we applied our model to simulate uNK cell signalling

following interaction with trophoblasts. To do this, we simulated NK cell signalling acti-

vated by only HLA-C, -E and -G. We turned off the activation by MICA, ICAM, HLA-A

and -B by zeroing the initial conditions of these ligands and their respective receptors.

We then simulated the uNK model under different ligand and receptor initial conditions.

We simulated the model with one ligand-receptor pair at a time and observed the

differences in cytokine output. We first did this for the HLA-G to cytokine pathway and

the MAPK-TNFα pathway in the full pbNK cell model to derive a significant difference

in the secreted cytokine output. The ligand:receptor interactions that we varied were

HLA-C:KIR2DS1 and HLA-G:KIR2DL4. We then did the sensitivity on all seven

ligand-receptor pairs that are activation HLA-C:KIR2DS1, activation HLA-E:NKG2D,

activation HLA-G:KIR2DL4, inhibition HLA-C:KIR2DL, inhibition HLA-E:NKG2A,

inhibition HLA-G:KIR2DL4 and inhibition HLA-G:LILRB. Although the data in the

model does not yet represent the real NK cell regulation, simulations using the model at

least give an idea of what happens to cytokine production with different levels of HLA

expressed on trophoblasts and the respective receptors expressed on uNK cells. The

developed model can be fitted to new uNK cell data sets to improve the results.
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6.2 Limitation

While the model was fitted to available published data, there are still gaps in the known

experimental data. One of the biggest challenges is to get experimental data from uNK

cells. The experimental data used in this study were collected from a different type of cell

because of the limited data available for uNK cells. There are limitations in acquiring

uNK cells, especially at an early stage of gestation. However, several investigators have

been able to measure, for example, relative receptor expression in human uNKs and

uNKs from animal sources [24, 170, 311]. In order to increase the reliability of the model,

we tried to use data from NK cells; primarily uNK and pbNK. This was followed by the

use of data from other immune cell types such as T-cells and B-cells. Only after we were

satisfied that no immune cell data were available did we move to other cell types. In this

study, the mathematical equations were based on understanding about the underlying

biology of NK cell signalling pathway, and the parameters are derived from published

experimental data sometimes under different conditions or even from different organisms.

The use of data from cell-types other than NK cell do have implications on the model.

Even the same pathway exists in various cell types, the regulation of the pathway could

be different. This could be caused by the physiology of the cell, the function of the cell

or where the cell located. However, we have used published data as much as possible

and fitted previously unknown data to increase the reliability of the model.

While we aim to fit the model to uNK cells, as far as we know, no data are available on cy-

tokine secretions by uNK cells co-cultured with trophoblasts. The available data on uNK

cells therefore only examine a segment from a bigger picture. For example, the experimen-

tal studies by Rozner et al. [312] and Meer at al. [178], only look at the effect of HLA-G

on cytokine secretion. This means that that we do not have the overall effect of cytokine

secretion by uNK cells when stimulated by all important HLAs expressed by trophoblasts.

For that reason, we do not used any further data, specifically in uNK cell to parameterise

the model. It is also important to note that, in nature, the secretion of cytokines by

NK cells is also stimulated by cytokines/chemokines. However, the signalling pathways

stimulated by chemokines/cytokines in NK cell are not addressed in this study.

In order to capture the whole pathway in NK cells, and for simplicity, we had to

neglect some details in the pathway. For example, in the MAPK pathway modelled

by Hatakeyama et al. [117], the authors considered Grb and Sos as one GS molecule
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for simplicity. We used the same approach for the same reason. By neglecting these

details, we were not able to observe the changes that specific molecules make to the

model. In this model, a different variant of HLA-C related KIR was neglected. For

example, the binding of KIR2DL1, KIR2DL2, and KIR2DL3 is defined as involving

one KIR receptor. We also neglected the need for SHP to bind with receptor-ligand

complex in order to reach its optimum activation state. While simplifying the model

does not describe the physiology perfectly, it does help us to capture the whole signalling

pathway as described in the KEGG database.

Ideally, we should be able to run each of the sub-models in both the pbNK and uNK mod-

els as independent sub-models and re-use them. However, due to some limitations in the

model modularisation, we needed to modify the sub-models in order to simulate the full

pbNK and uNK models. Consequently, we have stored each sub-model in a separate direc-

tory on its own in the repository and the pbNK and uNK models in a separate directory.

This enables users to still re-use sub-models on their own and test their function.

In this thesis, the estimated parameters within each sub-model are fixed, once fitted, so

in the full model precisely specified values. Parameters to which the model is sensitive are

then fixed and those to which the model is insensitive are allowed to vary in subsequent

parameterisation, starting from relatively small pathway described in Level 1 and 2

sub-models to relatively large pathway described in Level 4 sub-models till the full pbNK

model. Parameter estimation for models based on experimental data has become a large

subfield within computational system biology. One of the biggest challenges in estimating

parameters of signalling pathways with a large number of parameters is the parameter

identifiability issue. As the full NK cell model has a large number of parameters, not all

the unknown parameters can be estimated at once. The different experimental design

was conducted for each sub-model (e.g. different experiment condition and time). Fitting

the whole model against different experiment conditions could lead to new physiologically

relevant solutions but increase parameter uncertainty. Importantly, to fit the whole

model, not only required robustness of parameter estimates method but also will need

the help of high-performance computing and parallelisation processes.

A problem that arises often from the optimisation of a mathematical model, in that these

complex models are often challenging and introduce parameter uncertainty. The question

becomes what confidence can be placed on these estimates. For example, the ’best fit’
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model that appears to work in pbNK, but there may be alternate parameterisations that

we have not yet found. Parameter estimates are not exact, and even possibly biased by

the method that we used. How to obtain a ’best fit’ of model function to data is always,

in a sense, contributed by the choice. One way to reduce the uncertainty is by searching

for alternate feasible solutions. Seeking for alternate solution/s is a control method

that proposed modifications of the existing parameters to markedly reduce parameter

uncertainty. We have made steps toward this in Chapter 5, but in the future more work

in this area would likely improve certainty in model results.

6.3 Conclusions

In Chapter 4, a comprehensive pbNK intracellular signalling model was developed and

implemented in CellML. The model was fitted to experimental data to provide the first

quantitative model of NK cells in blood. This model was able to predict important

components and kinetic parameters in the pathway. A quantitative model of pbNK

intracellular signalling pathways was developed that can capture the pathways after

stimulation by HLA-A, -B, -C, -E and -G. The model was developed in CellML, which

allows for modulation of the model. The model was developed in sub-models. The sub-

models were developed so that they can be re-used in a new model, partially or as a whole.

Each sub-models was fitted to available experimental data. An important contribution to

the state of knowledge is the free availability of the code base, which makes it possible to

independently simulate and to modify or extend the model for different applications.

In Chapter 5, the pbNK model developed in Chapter 4 was perturbed into a uNK

model. The fitted model was used to investigate signalling pathways in uNK cells and

pathways under several physiological conditions. A quantitative model of uNK signalling

pathway was derived to enable a better understanding of NK signalling pathways in early

pregnancy. To simulate the uNK cell model, we zeroed the concentration of HLA-A and

-B receptors that were reported to have significant functions in uNK cell. We observed

the differences in IFNγ, TNFα and GM-CSF cytokine secretion between the two types

of NK cell. We also used the model to demonstrate how different levels of ligands and

receptors expression contribute to altered cytokine secretion in uNKs.
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In summary, we demonstrated that a quantitative model of NK cell signalling pathway

can be formulated and applied to determine the dynamic behaviour of the cell in response

to external changes (different level of ligands expression) and internal changes (different

level of receptors expression). Thus, our functional analysis of the signalling pathway by

mathematical modelling leads from a qualitative description of signalling pathways to a

quantitative understanding. So far, the analysis of signalling pathways by mathematical

models has been performed in the framework of simulations. For example, in the case of

the perturbation of pbNK to uNK model, we observed the changes in cytokines secretion.

In particular, the deletion of receptors that reported missing in uNK cell and the level of

expressions of these receptors on both NK cell types. A comparison between the two

models suggested that these model exhibit different properties, thus emphasizing the

necessity for experimental data to enable a decision between the two models. Second, our

study suggests that different level of expression between receptor and respective ligand

allows observation to the changes in extracellular cytokines secretion.

Overall, our sensitivity analysis results suggests that the HLA-G-cytokine pathway

does show significant output in cytokine secretion and potentially contributes more to

overall cytokine secretion than MAPK-TNFα. Furthermore, the model highlighted the

importance of Vav as a key regulator of activation and inhibition signalling pathway

in NK cell as suggested by Mesecke et al [121]. The interaction of key uNK receptors

and Vav should be investigated as a priority. The deletion of NKG2D activation by

MICA that influences the phosphorylation of Vav had a large influence on the cytokine

secretion. This may mean that this relatively well studied pathway is an important

difference between uNK and pNK.

6.4 Future work

In Chapter 4, we developed a full pbNK intracellular signalling pathway model after

stimulation of the receptors. The pathway was built sub-model by sub-model, as described

in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. The intention is that users can re-use either the whole model

or the sub-models as needed. However, because of the need for modularisation/mapping

the sub-models to create the full model, we needed to make changes to the sub-models

to import and export variables and components in the CellML code. Some changes that

were made mean that the sub-models are not useful on their own without constructing
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modules around the sub-models to run them. This drives the need for the development

of new methods so that the sub-models can be modularised without changes.

To capture the whole pathway in a manageable model, we need to simplify some of

the pathways, to avoid unnecessary complexity. The model may be sufficient to help

us with preliminary ideas on how uNK cells behave towards trophoblasts. However,

some of the simplifications may lead to the omission of some important reactions in

the cell. As our model captures the whole pathway, it might be useful to work on

the details in future to improve model predictions. It could also be worthwhile to

incorporate pathway/s stimulated by cytokines in the model as this will increase the

accuracy of the model prediction.

In Chapter 3, we fitted the sub-model to available experimental data from other types

of cells such as B-cells and cardiac cells. Although we realised that this would affect

the model output, we needed to make use of available data when data originating from

NK cells was not available. The model also lacks initial conditions data for most of the

molecules, such as HLA initial conditions expressed on the trophoblasts and receptors’

initial conditions expressed on the NK cell surface. The model and/or sub-models can

be fitted to new NK cell data when it becomes available in the future.

Although we were able to conduct preliminary analyses of model sensitivity to parameters,

a formal sensitivity analysis was not conducted. In addition to the analysis that has

been done, another analysis that can be done using the model is the sensitivity of the

model to the important intermediate substrates in the pathways. Ideally, a sensitivity

analysis would include many thousands of model runs, and parallelisation of the program

we used to sample and run model solutions may allow for this formal process to be

conducted. Two important intermediate substrate in the pathway could be the Vav and

SHP molecule, as their concentration was identified as a major regulator of function in

our analysis. The other thing that we can look at is crosstalk between pathways, for

example how signals from MAPK pathway modulate the activity of HLA-G pathway,

and how pathways using a common intermediate substrate can pass different signals to

different pathways, i.e. ZAP70 to MAPK pathway and Vav pathway. We could also

investigate how the crosstalk in the pathways influence NK cell reaction. For example,

whether PI3K up-regulates or down-regulates the Vav pathway. Since we have only tested

the sensitivity of cytokines secretion towards one pair of receptor-ligand interaction,
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it could be interesting to investigate the sensitivity if cytokines secretion towards the

changes of two or more combination of receptors and their respective ligand.

6.5 Final words

In this study, we developed a quantitative mathematical model to simulate uNK cell

intracellular signalling pathways. We built the model based on qualitative signalling

pathways provided in the KEGG model database (https://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/

show_pathway?hsa04650). We re-used curated published models where possible. Our

models were fitted to existing experimental data to define the approximate form of the

mathematical model. Models that we built and tested in OpenCOR are available in

standard formats in publicly accessible repositories. This is the first model to incorporate

a comprehensive description of the uNK cell receptors’ interactions, intracellular signalling

and the secretion of IFNγ, TNFα and GM-CSF cytokines.

https://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?hsa04650
https://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?hsa04650


Appendix A

Reaction Kinetic Laws

This study uses ODE mathematical models of NK cells that operate by multiple im-

mune responses after stimulation by various levels of stimuli. The models describe

the concentration changes of each input and output species over time. The signalling

pathways study are formulated using various types of reaction kinetics and the com-

monly used kinetic methods are: the Law of Mass Action kinetics, Michaelis-Menten

approximations and Hill equation.

A.1 The Law of mass action

The law of mass action is used to describe biochemical kinetics.

L+R
kf



kr

LR (A.1)

where L is ligand, R is receptor, LR is ligand-receptor complex, kf is rate of forward

reaction and kr is rate of backward reaction.

The law of mass action defines the rate of reactions with:

d[L]
dt

= kr[LR]− kf [L][R] (A.2)

d[R]
dt

= kr[LR]− kf [L][R] (A.3)
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d[LR]
dt

= kf [L][R]− kr[LR] (A.4)

where [X] denotes the concentration of the ligand, receptor or complex X, and t is time.

A.2 Michaelis Menten approximations

If an enzyme is required to catalyse the reaction, Michaelis-Menten kinetics are often

used to approximate reaction kinetics [313]. It is assumed that enzyme catalyses the

biochemical reaction without being consumed, and that free enzyme binding to a substrate

will form an enzyme-substrate complex before undergoes transformation to produce free

enzyme and product. The free enzyme is consumed in another reaction.

S + E
kf1


kr1

C
kf2−−→ E + P (A.5)

where S is substrate, E is free enzyme, C is substrate-enzyme complex, and P is

product. If the law of mass action is applied to this reaction system, and a quasi-

steady state is assumed.

Michaelis-Menten kinetics describe the rate of product formation (Figure 3.2) as:

v = VmaxS

Km + S
(A.6)

where v is velocity of product formation, Vmax is the maximum velocity, and Km is

the Michaelis constant which equal to the concentration of S at which formation has

the value Vmax/2. Km can also be calculated using

Km = kr1 + kf2
kf1

(A.7)
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Figure A.1: A plot of the reaction velocity as a function of the substrate concentra-
tion as described by the Michaelis-Menten kinetics. (http://www.slideshare.net/

nithinaneesh/enzyme-kinetics-10903597) (edited)

We also dealing with equations for two enzymic reations that share the same enzyme.

Therefore the kinetic for this type of reaction was taken from Hatakeyama [117]. As

example, an enzyme E catalyses the reactions below:

S1 + E
kf1


kr1

C
kf2−−→ E + P1 (A.8)

S2 + E
kf3


kr3

C
kf4−−→ E + P2 (A.9)

A quasi steady state approximation assumed that d[S1E]
dt = 0 and d[S2E]

dt = 0. So,

we end up with following equations:

[S1E] = kf1[S1][E]
kr1 + kf2

(A.10)

[S2E] = kf3[S2][E]
kr3 + kf4

(A.11)

Using the conversion law [E0] = [E] + [S1E] + [S2E], [E] can be eliminated. Therefore,

the reaction rate are expressed as follows:

d[P1]
dt

= V1[S1]
K1(1 + [S1]/K1 + [S2]K2) (A.12)

http://www.slideshare.net/nithinaneesh/enzyme-kinetics-10903597
http://www.slideshare.net/nithinaneesh/enzyme-kinetics-10903597
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d[P2]
dt

= V2[S2]
K2(1 + [S1]/K1 + [S2]K2) (A.13)

where V1 = kf2[E0] , K1 = (kr1 + kf2)/kf1, V2 = kf4[E0] , K2 = (kr3 + kf4)/kf3.

A.3 Hill equation

The Hill equation is used to describe a sigmoid character found in reaction of a molecule

with more than one binding site, and it is derived in a similar manner to the Michaelis-

Menten equation. The Hill equation usually is used to study the kinetics of cooperative

enzymes. The binding of a molecule at one site alters the affinity of the enzyme for

its substrate. In other words, a ligand binding to an enzyme with n binding sites

will reduce the enzyme affinity to n-1.

nS + E
kf1


kr1

C
kf2−−→ E + P (A.14)

The Hill equation describes the rate of reaction as:

v = Vmax[S]n

Kd + [S]n (A.15)

where n is the Hill coefficient, Vmax is the maximum velocity and Kd is dissociation

constant. n>1 occurs when an enzyme has more than one binding site, and cooperativity

could be recognized by a sigmoidal graph (Figure 3.3). A non-cooperative enzyme

displays Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
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Figure A.2: A plot of the reaction velocity as a function of the substrate concentration
as described by the Hill equation.

A.4 Describing a system of reactions with a system

of ODEs

In this thesis, ODE is used to describe the signalling pathways. The ODE approach

describes the concentration changes of a compound at a time. For example, a

concentration of component A, [A] evolved over time. An ODE calculated the sum

of association reaction rates consuming A and the sum of dissociation reaction rates

forming A as the following equation:

d[A]
dt

=
∑

[A]association−
∑

[A]dissociation (A.16)

For a reaction defined using the law of mass action kinetic, the change of concentration

over time of ligand, receptor and ligand-receptor complex can be defined by the following

ODE:

d[L]
dt

= kr[LR]− kf [L][R]

d[R]
dt

= kr[LR]− kf [L][R]

d[LR]
dt

= kf [L][R]− kr[LR]

(A.17)

For a reaction that catalysed by an enzyme and defined using Michaelis-Menten kinetics,

the reaction rate can be defined using the following ODE:
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v = VmaxS

Km + S
(A.18)

For dimeric and tetrameric receptor that defined by Hill equation, the reaction rate can

be defined using the following ODE:

v = Vmax[S]n

Kd + [S]n (A.19)

We perform quantitative computational modelling of the intracellular signalling in NK

cells upon interaction with target cells. Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are

used to describe the effects of activation signalling and responses to inhibition signalling

(via SHP-1). A J flux for each reaction is defined to simplify the equation. J flux

comprises the concentration of species, and rate constants kf (forward reaction) and

kr (reverse reaction). The model is encoded in CellML.



Appendix B

Molecular mechanism of NK

signalling

B.1 MAPK signalling in Hatakeyama et al., 2003

User can directly load the CellML code for this model into OpenCOR and view the

simulated output with the SED-ML file. This model can be accessed via https://models.

physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/

hatakeyama_MAPK.

The SED-ML file for Figure 4.3 can be accessed via https://models.physiomeproject.

org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_

hatakeyama.

B.2 Ca2+ oscillations in Dupont and Erneux, 1997

User can directly load the CellML code for this model into OpenCOR and view the

simulated output with the SED-ML file. This model can be accessed via https://models.

physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/

dupont_Ca.
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https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/hatakeyama_MAPK
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/hatakeyama_MAPK
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/hatakeyama_MAPK
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_hatakeyama
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_hatakeyama
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_hatakeyama
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/dupont_Ca
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/dupont_Ca
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/dupont_Ca
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The SED-ML file for Figure 4.5 can be accessed via https://models.physiomeproject.

org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_

dupont.

B.3 NFAT cycling in Cooling et al., 2009

User can directly load the CellML code for this model into OpenCOR and view the

simulated output with the SED-ML file. This model can be accessed via https://models.

physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/

mike_NFAT.

B.4 FCεRI model

The reactions associated with this model are

FCε+ pLyn
k1


k−1

pFCεLyn
k2→ pFCε+ Lyn,

Lyn+ Pi
k3→ pLyn,

pFCε+ Syk
k4


k−4

pFCεSyk
k5→FCε+ pSyk,

pSyk +Grb2
k6


k−6

pSykGrb2 k7→Syk + pGrb2.

The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J1 = k1[FCε][pLyn]− k−1[pFCεLyn],

J2 = k2[pFCεLyn],

J3 = k3[Pi][Lyn],

J4 = k4[pFCε][Syk]− k−4[pFCεSyk],

J5 = k5[pFCεSyk],

J6 = k6[pSyk][Grb2]− k−6[pSykGrb2],

J7 = k7[pSykGrb2].

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_dupont
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_dupont
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/test_dupont
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/mike_NFAT
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/mike_NFAT
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/4f9/file/a779f6ed1fef6592a6646dfd539413b47e56ac04/mike_NFAT
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The ODEs associated with these reactions are

FC

dt
= −J1 + J5,

pLyn

dt
= −J1 + J3,

pFCLyn

dt
= J1− J2,

pFC

dt
= J2− J4,

Lyn

dt
= J2− J3,

Syk

dt
= −J4 + J7,

pFCSyk

dt
= J4− J5,

pSyk

dt
= J5− J6,

Grb2
dt

= −J6,

pSykGrb2
dt

= J6− J7,

pGrb2
dt

= J7.

B.4.1 Model parameters and initial conditions for fitting to Tsang

et al.

The model requires input of the kinetic rate constants associated with each of the

reactions and also initial concentrations of each of the reactants. We estimate parameters

for B cell experimental data from Tsang at el. For the model, we adapted the recruitment

of additional Lyn to the phosphorylated ITAMs. The boundaries condition used in this

fitting is between 10−3 and 102 for lower bound and upper bound. The number of sample

used for the fitting is 500 which generate 12000 samples.

The initial conditions adapted from the experiment are shown in Table B.1. We estimated

the concentration of Grb2 and pLyn at 6.47 µM and 6.5 µM. The phosphorylated (except

Lyn) and complex reactants are assumed to be 0 at time 0 s.
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Table B.1: Initial conditions for the FCεRIγ signalling sub-model

Parameter Value Units Source

FCε 1 µM [18]

Syk 0.005 µM [18]

Grb2 6.47 µM Estimation

pLyn 6.5 µM Estimation

The parameters that we are going to fit are

FCepsilonRI/k_f1

FCepsilonRI/k_f2

FCepsilonRI/k_f3

FCepsilonRI/k_f4

FCepsilonRI/k_f5

FCepsilonRI/k_f6

FCepsilonRI/k_f7

FCepsilonRI/k_r1

FCepsilonRI/k_r4

FCepsilonRI/k_r6

FCepsilonRI/Pi

The python script that runs fitting to Tsang data for this sub-model can

be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/parameter_

sweep_fcepsilonri_tsangdata.py.

The model it runs is https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_

Tsangdata.cellml.

The SED-ML for the fitted sub-model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.

org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_

module/FCepsilonRI_Tsangdata.sedml.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/parameter_sweep_fcepsilonri_tsangdata.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/parameter_sweep_fcepsilonri_tsangdata.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/parameter_sweep_fcepsilonri_tsangdata.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Tsangdata.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Tsangdata.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Tsangdata.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Tsangdata.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Tsangdata.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Tsangdata.sedml
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The sensitivity analysis code for the fitted parameter can be found at https://models.

physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/

FCepsilonRI_module/sweep_sensitivity_analysis_fcepsilonri_fittedtsang.

py.

B.4.2 Model parameters and initial conditions for fitting to Faeder

et al.

In order to achieve the fit, several estimated initial conditions had to be changed from

those estimated in Faeders’s model. These changes are listed in Table B.2.

Table B.2: Initial conditions for the FCεRIγ signalling sub-model

Parameter Estimation 1 Source Estimation 2 Units

FCε 0.474 [19] 0.0474 µM

pLyn 0.0332 [19] 0.0474 µM

Syk 0.432 [19] 0.025 µM

Grb2 nil nil 0.01 µM

Parameters and their values that we fixed from the first fit are listed in Table B.3.

Table B.3: Fixed kinetic parameters in this subsequence fitting.

Parameter Value Units

kf2 0.00817889 s−1

kf4 10.5797 µM−1.s−1

kf6 0.414288 µM−1.s−1

kf7 11.4185 s−1

The parameter that we are going to fit and the boundaries are listed in Table B.4.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/sweep_sensitivity_analysis_fcepsilonri_fittedtsang.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/sweep_sensitivity_analysis_fcepsilonri_fittedtsang.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/sweep_sensitivity_analysis_fcepsilonri_fittedtsang.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/sweep_sensitivity_analysis_fcepsilonri_fittedtsang.py
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Table B.4: Kinetic parameters to fit to data in Faeder et al. [19] and the boundaries
condition.

Parameter Lower bound Upper bound

kf1 10−1.5 102

kf3 10−3 102

kf5 101 102

kr1 10−3 101

kr4 10−3 100.5

kr6 10−3 100

Pi 10−3 102

The python script that runs fitting to Faeder data for this sub-model can

be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/parameter_

sweep_fcepsilonri_faederdata.py.

The model it runs is https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_

Faederdata.cellml.

The SED-ML for the fitted sub-model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.

org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_

module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.sedml

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/parameter_sweep_fcepsilonri_faederdata.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/parameter_sweep_fcepsilonri_faederdata.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/parameter_sweep_fcepsilonri_faederdata.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ee26a7df740670259ed8604d2a79b1010662ddea/FCepsilonRI_module/FCepsilonRI_Faederdata.sedml
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B.5 ZAP70 activation model

The reactions associated with this model are

ITAM + pLck
kf1


kr1

pITAM + Lck,

pITAM + zap70
kf2


kr2

pITAMzap70,

pITAMzap70 + pLck
kf3


kr3

pITAMpzap70 + Lck,

pITAMpzap70
kf4


kr4

pITAM + pzap70,

pITAMpzap70
kf5→ pITAMp2zap70.

The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J1 = k1[ITAM ][pLck]− k−1[pITAM ][Lck],

J2 = k2[pITAM ][zap70]− k−2[pITAMzap70],

J3 = k3[pITAMzap70][pLck]− k−3[pITAMpzap70][Lck],

J4 = k4[pITAMpzap70]− k−4[pITAM ][pzap70],

J5 = k5[pITAMpzap70].

The ODEs associated with these reactions are

ITAM

dt
= −J1,

pITAM

dt
= J1− J2 + J4,

pITAMzap70
dt

= J2− J3,

pITAMpzap70
dt

= J3− J4− J5,
pzap70
dt

= J4,

pITAMp2zap70
dt

= J5.
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Parameter value for the rate constants are as published

kf1 : 0.00195µM−1s−1

kr1 : 11.6167µM−1s−1

kf2 : 7.6167µM−1s−1

kr2 : 0.0007µM−1s−1

kf3 : 9.5e−5µM−1s−1

kr3 : 0.0006s−1

kf4 : 0.002µM−1s−1

kr4 : 0.0006µM−1s−1

kf5 : 0.0007s−1

The python script that runs fitting for this sub-model can be found at https://models.

physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ec7204db7fa8d1231da918a45f341d26385faab8/

ZAP70_module/parameter_sweep_zap70.py.

The model it runs is https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

ec7204db7fa8d1231da918a45f341d26385faab8/ZAP70_module/zap70.cellml.

The SED-ML for the fitted sub-model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.

org/workspace/519/file/54d93c120679f0576c48d107c56f33f59e4fdedb/ZAP70_

module/zap70.sedml

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ec7204db7fa8d1231da918a45f341d26385faab8/ZAP70_module/parameter_sweep_zap70.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ec7204db7fa8d1231da918a45f341d26385faab8/ZAP70_module/parameter_sweep_zap70.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ec7204db7fa8d1231da918a45f341d26385faab8/ZAP70_module/parameter_sweep_zap70.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ec7204db7fa8d1231da918a45f341d26385faab8/ZAP70_module/zap70.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/ec7204db7fa8d1231da918a45f341d26385faab8/ZAP70_module/zap70.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/54d93c120679f0576c48d107c56f33f59e4fdedb/ZAP70_module/zap70.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/54d93c120679f0576c48d107c56f33f59e4fdedb/ZAP70_module/zap70.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/54d93c120679f0576c48d107c56f33f59e4fdedb/ZAP70_module/zap70.sedml
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B.6 Vav phosphorylation model

B.6.1 Vav activation pathway

The reactions that associated with activation pathways are

mica+ nkg2d
kf1


kr1

mica2d,

mica2d+D10
kf2


kr2

mica2dD10,

mica2dD10 + pLck
kf3


kr3

mica2dD10pLck
kf4→mica2dpD10 + Lck,

mica2dpD10 + cd45
kf5


kr5

mica2dpD10cd45
kf6→mica2dD10 + cd45,

mica2dpD10 + vav
kf7


kr7

mica2dpD10vav
kf8→mica2dD10 + pvav.

The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J1 = kf1[mica][nkg2d]− kr1[mica2d],

J2 = kf2[mica2d][D10]− kr2[mica2dD10],

J3 = kf3[mica2dD10][plck]− kr3[mica2dD10pLck],

J4 = kf4[mica2dD10pLck],

J5 = kf5[mica2dpD10][cd45]− kr5[mica2dpD10cd45],

J6 = kf6[mica2dpD10cd45],

J7 = kf5[mica2dpD10][vav]− kr7[mica2dpD10vav],

J8 = kf8[mica2dpD10vav].
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The ODEs associated with these reactions are

d[mica]
dt

= −J1,

d[nkg2d]
dt

= −J1,

d[mica2d]
dt

= J1− J2,

d[D10]
dt

= −J2,

d[plck]
dt

= −J3− J12,

d[lck]
dt

= J3 + J13,

d[mica2dD10]
dt

= J2− J3 + J6 + J8,

d[mica2dD10pLck]
dt

= J3− J4,

d[mica2dpD10]
dt

= J4− J5− J7,

d[mica2dpD10cd45]
dt

= J5− J6,

d[mica2dpD10vav]
dt

= J7− J8,

d[vav]
dt

= −J7 + J19,

d[pvav]
dt

= J7− J19.

B.6.2 Vav inhibition pathway

The reactions that associated with inhibition pathways are

hlaE + nkg2a
kf11


kr11

hE2a,

hE2a+ pLck
kf12


kr12

hE2apLck
kf13−−−→ hEp2a+ Lck,

hEp2a+ cd45
kf14


kr14

hEp2acd45
kf15−−−→ hE2a+ cd45,

hEp2a+ shp
kf16


kr16

hEp2ashp
kf17−−−→ hE2a+ pshp,

pvav + pshp
kf18


kr18

pvavpshp
kf19−−−→ vav + pshp+ Pi.

The fluxes associated with these reactions are
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J11 = kf11[hE][nkg2a]− kr11[hE2a],

J12 = kf12[hE2a][pLck]− kr12[hE2apLck],

J13 = kf13[hE2apLck],

J14 = kf14[hEp2a][cd45]− kr14[hEp2acd45],

J15 = kf15[hEp2acd45],

J16 = kf16[hEp2a][shp]− kr16[hEp2ashp],

J17 = kf17[hEp2ashp],

J19 = kf19[pshp][pvav]
K19 + [pvav] .

The ODEs associated with these reactions are

d[hE]
dt

= −J11,

d[nkg2a]
dt

= −J11,

d[hE2a]
dt

= J11− J12 + J15 + J17,

d[hEp2a]
dt

= J13− J14− J16,

d[hEp2apLck]
dt

= J12− J13,

d[hEp2acd45]
dt

= J14− J15,

d[shp]
dt

= −J16,

d[hEp2ashp]
dt

= J16− J17,

d[pshp]
dt

= J17− J19.

The python script that runs fitting for this sub-model and the model it runs

can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module.

The CellML model it runs and the SED-ML for the fitted sub-model can

be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/b807d6fcdc4899ecfb7969724bdfba05a2a4ddfe/Vav_module
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B.7 Rac-PAK model

The reactions that associated with this model are

pV av +RacGDP
kf



kr

pV av −RacGDP
kf31−−−→ pV av +RacGTP,

RacGTP +GAP
kf



kr

RacGTP −GAP
kf32−−−→ RacGDP +GAP,

RacGTP + Pak
kf



kr

RacGTP − Pak
kf33−−−→ RacGTP + Pak∗,

Pak∗ kf34−−−→ .

Equations expressing the production rates for the system. This model uses mass action

kinetic and the Michaelis-Menten approximation for the enzymatic reaction. The ordinary

differential equations and fluxes that used in this simulation are listed below.

The fluxes that associated with these reactions are

J31 = kf31[RacGDP ][pV av]
K31 + [RacGDP ] ,

J32 = kf32[RacGTP ][GAP ]
K32 + [RacGTP ] ,

J33 = kf33[Pak][RacGTP ]
K33 + [Pak] ,

J34 = kf34[Pak∗].

The ODEs that associated with these reactions are

d[RacGDP ]
dt

= −J1 + J2,

d[RacGTP ]
dt

= J1− J2,

d[Pak]
dt

= −J3,

d[Pak∗]
dt

= J3− J4.

The initial conditions and parameters for the sub-model is listed in Table B.5 and B.6.
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Table B.5: Initial conditions for the Rac-PAK signalling model

Components Initial conditions(uM) References

RacGDP unknown Estimation

GAP unknown Estimation

PAK 1 [18]

Table B.6: Kinetic parameters for the Rac-PAK signalling model

Kinetic parameters Value Reference
kf1 unknown Estimation
K1 unknown Estimation
kf2 unknown Estimation
K2 unknown Estimation
kf3 unknown Estimation
K3 unknown Estimation

The python script that runs fitting for this sub-model can be found at https://models.

physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/6af8ee89d1d32072ec45d30b4e947a72107f0990/

RacPAK_module/parameter_sweep_racpak.py.

The model it runs is https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/

file/6af8ee89d1d32072ec45d30b4e947a72107f0990/RacPAK_module/Rac_PAK.

cellml.

The SED-ML for the fitted sub-model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.

org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/RacPAK_

module/Rac_PAK.sedml.

B.8 MAPK-TNFα model

In this model, we implemented a MAPK pathway modelled by Hatakeyama et al.

and ZAP70 model that has been optimised earlier. The experimental data is from

Hoffmeyer(1999) that shows the regulation of TNFα by MAPK. The reaction is induced

by the binding of TPA/ionomycin to TCRcomplex.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/6af8ee89d1d32072ec45d30b4e947a72107f0990/RacPAK_module/parameter_sweep_racpak.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/6af8ee89d1d32072ec45d30b4e947a72107f0990/RacPAK_module/parameter_sweep_racpak.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/6af8ee89d1d32072ec45d30b4e947a72107f0990/RacPAK_module/parameter_sweep_racpak.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/6af8ee89d1d32072ec45d30b4e947a72107f0990/RacPAK_module/Rac_PAK.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/6af8ee89d1d32072ec45d30b4e947a72107f0990/RacPAK_module/Rac_PAK.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/6af8ee89d1d32072ec45d30b4e947a72107f0990/RacPAK_module/Rac_PAK.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/RacPAK_module/Rac_PAK.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/RacPAK_module/Rac_PAK.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/RacPAK_module/Rac_PAK.sedml
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The reactions that associated with the binding of TPA-TCR complex are

tpa+ tcr
kf21


kr21

tpatcr,

tpatcr + zap70
kf22


kr22

tpatcrzap70.

The fluxes that associate with these reactions are

J21 = kf21[tpa][tcr]− kr21[tpatcr],

J22 = kf22[tpatcr][zap70]− kr22[tpatcrzap70].

Activation of ZAP70 leads to activation of PLCγ which then activates the GS complex.

The reactions that associated with the pathway are

ppzap70 + plc
kf23


kr23

ppzap70plc
kf24−−−→ pzap70 + pplc,

pplc+ gs
kf25


kr25

pplcgs.

The fluxes that associate with these reactions are

J23 = k23[ppzap70][plc]− kr23[ppzap70plc],

J24 = kf24[ppzap70plc],

J25 = kf25[pplc][gs]− kr5[pplcgs].

Another pathway downstream to ZAP70 activation is activation of Shc. The reaction

that associated with the pathway is

ppzap70 + shc
kf26


kr26

ppzap70shc.

The flux that associate with these reactions are

J26 = kf26[ppzap70][shc]− kr26[ppzap70shc].
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The third pathway is activation of MAPK through LAT. The reactions that associ-

ated with the pathway are

ppzap70 + lat
kf27


kr27

ppzap70lat
kf28−−−→ pzap70 + plat,

plat+ gs
kf29


kr29

platgs.

The flux that associate with these reactions are

J27 = kf27[ppzap70][lat]− kr27[ppzap70lat],

J28 = kf28[ppzap70lat],

J29 = kf29[plat][gs]− kr29[platgs].

MAPK pathway leads to the secretion of TNFα. To simplify reactions in the nucleus, we

assumed that the production of TNFα cytokine is corresponding to ERKPP regulation.

The reaction that associated with the pathways are

ERKPP
kf30−−−→ ERKPPn,

ERKPPn
kf31−−−→ TNFα.

The fluxes that associate with these reactions are

J30 = k30[ERKPP ],

J31 = k31[ERKPPn].

We also include the use of TNFα at the end of the cycle. The reaction that asso-

ciated with the pathway is

TNFα
kf32−−−→ .

The flux that associate with these reactions is

J32 = k32[TNFα].
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The python script that runs fitting for this sub-model can be found at https://models.

physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/

MAPKtnf_module/parameter_sweep_mapktnf.py.

The model it runs is https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/

file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.

cellml.

The SED-ML for the fitted sub-model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.

org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_

module/MAPKtnf.sedml.

B.9 ZAP70 dephosphorylation by activated SHP model

The reactions that associated with the activation pathways are

pdl1 + pd1
kf1


kr1

dl1d1,

dl1d1 + pLck
kf2


kr2

dl1d1pLck
kf3−−→ pdl1d1 + Lck,

pdl1d1 + pLck
kf4


kr4

pdl1d1pLck
kf5−−→ ppdl1d1 + Lck,

ppdl1d1 + shp
kf6


kr6

ppdl1d1shp
kf7−−→ pdl1d1 + pshp,

pshp+ ppzap70
kf8


kr8

pshpppzap70
kf9−−→ pshppzap70 + Pi.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/parameter_sweep_mapktnf.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/parameter_sweep_mapktnf.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/parameter_sweep_mapktnf.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/eb82adee2ea736aa3d72af008019ac42d61e04c5/MAPKtnf_module/MAPKtnf.sedml
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The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J1 = kf1[pdl1][pd1]− kr1[dl1d1],

J2 = kf2[dl1d1][pLck]− kr2[dl1d1pLck],

J3 = kf3[dl1d1pLck],

J4 = kf4[pdl1d1][pLck]− kr4[pdl1d1pLck],

J5 = kf5[pdl1d1pLck],

J6 = kf6[ppdl1d1][shp]− kr6[ppdl1d1shp],

J7 = kf7[ppdl1d1shp],

J8 = kf8[pshp][ppzap70]− kr8[pshpppzap70],

J9 = kf9[pshpppzap70].
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The ODEs that associated with these reactions are

d[pdl1]
dt

= −J1,

d[pd1]
dt

= −J1,

d[dl1d1]
dt

= J1− J2,

d[pLck]
dt

= −J2− J4,

d[dl1d1pLck]
dt

= J2− J3,

d[pdl1d1]
dt

= J3− J4 + J7,

d[Lck]
dt

= J3 + J5,

d[pdl1d1pLck]
dt

= J4− J5,

d[ppdl1d1]
dt

= J5− J6,

d[shp]
dt

= −J6,

d[ppdl1d1shp]
dt

= J6− J7,

d[pshp]
dt

= J7− J8,

d[ppzap70]
dt

= −J8,

d[pshpppzap70]
dt

= J8− J9,

d[pshppzap70]
dt

= J9.

The python script that runs fitting for this sub-model can be found at https://models.

physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/fc89b7c107807a249185f35617c6f444aa2515b9/

Shp_module/parameter_sweep_shp.py.

The model it runs is https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/

fc89b7c107807a249185f35617c6f444aa2515b9/Shp_module/shp.cellml.

The SED-ML for the fitted sub-model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.

org/workspace/519/file/4689ea133d05dac8631f1e500871fe6fe6c73d94/Shp_

module/shp.sedml.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/fc89b7c107807a249185f35617c6f444aa2515b9/Shp_module/parameter_sweep_shp.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/fc89b7c107807a249185f35617c6f444aa2515b9/Shp_module/parameter_sweep_shp.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/fc89b7c107807a249185f35617c6f444aa2515b9/Shp_module/parameter_sweep_shp.py
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/fc89b7c107807a249185f35617c6f444aa2515b9/Shp_module/shp.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/fc89b7c107807a249185f35617c6f444aa2515b9/Shp_module/shp.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/4689ea133d05dac8631f1e500871fe6fe6c73d94/Shp_module/shp.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/4689ea133d05dac8631f1e500871fe6fe6c73d94/Shp_module/shp.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/4689ea133d05dac8631f1e500871fe6fe6c73d94/Shp_module/shp.sedml
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B.10 HLA-G cytokines model

The parameter that we are going to fit and the boundaries are listed in Table B.7.

Table B.7: Parameters to fit to the data in Rajagopalan et al. [23] and the boundaries
condition.

Parameter Lower bound Upper bound

FCepsilonRIkf1 10−3 102

FCepsilonRIkf5 101 102

FCepsilonRIkr1 10−3 101

FCepsilonRIkr4 10−3 100

FCepsilonRIkr6 10−3 100

cytokines/v_4 10−5 103

cytokines/v_5 10−5 103

cytokines/K_4 10−5 103

cytokines/K_5 10−5 103

PI3K/kf2 10−3 102

PI3K/kr2 10−3 102

PI3K/kf3 10−3 102

hG_FC/kf1 10−3 102

hG_FC/kr1 10−3 102

hG_FC/kf1 10−3 102

NFAT_Cycling/dl4cytokines_parameter/kf1 100 102

NFAT_Cycling/dl4cytokines_parameter/kf5 101 102

NFAT_Cycling/dl4cytokines_parameter/kr1 10−3 100

NFAT_Cycling/dl4cytokines_parameter/kr4 10−3 100

NFAT_Cycling/dl4cytokines_parameter/kr6 10−3 100

NFAT_Cycling/dl4cytokines_parameter/kf10 10−3 102

NFAT_Cycling/dl4cytokines_parameter/kr10 10−3 102

The models for this pathway can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/

workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_

module

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_module
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_module
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_module
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The model that generate theHLA−G_cytokines pathway is ’dl4cytokines.cellml’ (https:

//models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/

hGcytokine_module/dl4cytokines.cellml). All the models need to be in the same

order as repository because of the mapping.

The model that generate the outputs is dl4cytokines.cellml. This main model called

hG_activation.cellml

FCepsilonRI.cellml

dupont_erneux_1997_noIP4.cellml

NFATMyocyte_TomidaProtocol_Submodel.cellml

NFAT_NFATCytokine.cellml

dupont_erneux_1997_noIP4.cellml sub-model and NFATMyocyte_TomidaProtocol_Submodel.cellml

sub-model are reconstructed model from published model. These sub-models are mapped

to the original models that saved in dupont_Ca and mike_NFAT folders.

The SED-ML for the fitted sub-model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.

org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_

module/dl4cytokines.sedml

B.11 Activation of ITG model

The reaction that associated with this model is

icam+ itg
kf1


kr1

icamitg.

Mathematical equations for the pathway is derived using the Law of Mass Ac-

tion kinetics.

The flux that associated with these reactions is

J1 = kf1[icam][itg] + kr1[icamitg].

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_module/dl4cytokines.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_module/dl4cytokines.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_module/dl4cytokines.cellml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_module/dl4cytokines.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_module/dl4cytokines.sedml
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/hGcytokine_module/dl4cytokines.sedml
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The ODEs that associated with these reactions are

d[icam]
dt

= −J1,

d[itg]
dt

= −J1,

d[icamitg]
dt

= J1.

The model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/

file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model

B.12 Activation of CD94/NKG2C and KIR2DS1 model

B.12.1 KIR2DS1 model

The following reactions compose the reactions of HLA-C activation

hC + kir2ds1
kf1


kr1

hCds1,

hCds1 +D12
kf2


kr2

hCD12,

hCD12 + plck
kf3


k3r

hCD12plck
kf4−−→ hCpD12 + lck.

The fluxes that associated with these reactions are

J1 = kf1[hC][kir2ds1]− kr1[hCds1],

J2 = kf2[hCds1][D12]− kr2[hCD12],

J3 = kf3[plck][hCd12]− kr3[hCd12plck],

J4 = kf4[hCd12plck].

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model
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The ODEs that associated with these reactions are

d[hC]
dt

= −J1,

d[kir2ds1]
dt

= −J1,

d[hCds1]
dt

= J1− J2,

d[D12]
dt

= −J2− J9,

d[hCD12]
dt

= J2− J3 + J4,

d[hCpD12]
dt

= J4.

The model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/

file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model

B.12.2 CD94/NKG2C model

The reactions that associated with this model are

hE + nkg2c
kf8


kr8

hEnkg2c,

hEnkg2c+D12
kf9


kr9

hED12,

hED12 + lck
kf10


kr10

hED12lck
kf11−−−→ hEpD12 + lck.

The fluxes that associated with these reactions are

J8 = kf8[hE][nkg2c]− kr8[hEnkg2c],

J9 = kf9[hEnkg2c][D12]− kr9[hED12],

J10 = kf10[plck][hEd12]− kr10[hEd12plck],

J11 = kf11[hEd12plck].

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model
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The ODEs that associated with these reactions are

d[hE]
dt

= −J8,

d[nkg2c]
dt

= −J8,

d[hEnkg2c]
dt

= J8− J9,

d[D12]
dt

= −J9,

d[hED12]
dt

= J9− J10 + J11,

d[hEd12plck]
dt

= J10− J11,

d[hEpd12]
dt

= J11.

The model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/

file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model

B.13 NFAT-GMCSF model

The reactions that associated with this model are

NFATn
kf51−−−→ GM − CSF,

GM − CSF
kf52−−−→ .

The fluxes that associated with these reactions are

J51 = kf51[NFATn],

J52 = kf52[NFATn].

The ODEs that associated with these reactions are

d[NFATn]
dt

= −J51,

d[NFAT −GMCSF ]
dt

= J51− J52.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model
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The model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/

file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model

B.14 ERKPP cytokines model

IFNγ synthesis from ERKPP

The reactions that associated with this model are

ERKPPn
kf1−−→ IFN,

IFN
kf2−−→ .

GM-CSF synthesis from ERKPP

The reactions that associated with these reactions are

ERKPPn
kf3−−→ GM − CSF,

GM − CSF
kf4−−→ .

The fluxes that associated with these reactions are

J1 = kf1[ERKPPn],

J2 = kf2[ERKPP − IFN ],

J3 = kf3[ERKPPn],

J4 = kf4[ERKPP −GMCSF ].

The ODEs that associated with these reactions are

d[ERKPPn]
dt

= −J1− J3,

d[ERKPP − IFN ]
dt

= J1− J2,

d[ERKPP −GMCSF ]
dt

= J3− J4.

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model
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The model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/

file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model

B.15 SHP activation model

The model can be found at https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/

file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model

B.15.0.1 KIR2DL inhibition sub-model

The reactions that associated with the model are

hC + kir2dl
kf1


kr1

hCkirdl,

hCkir2dl + plck
kf2


kr2

hCkir2dllck
kf3−−→ hCpkir2dl + lck,

hCpkir2dl + cd45
kf4


kr4

hCpkir2dlcd45
kf5−−→ hCkir2dl + cd45,

hCpkir2dl + shp
kf6


kr6

hCpkir2dlshp
kf7−−→ hCkir2dl + pshp.

The fluxes that associated with these reactions are

J1 = kf1[hC][kir2dl]− kr1[hCkir2dl],

J2 = kf2[plck][hCkir2dl]− kr2[hCkir2dllck],

J3 = kf3[hCkir2dllck],

J4 = kf4[hCpkir2dl][cd45]− kr4[hCpkir2dlcd45],

J5 = kf5[hCpkir2dlcd45],

J6 = kf6[hCpkir2dl][shp]− kr6[hCpkir2dlshp],

J7 = kf7[hCpkir2dlshp].

https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model
https://models.physiomeproject.org/workspace/519/file/146cd1c35081f1afe5bf29be9698153c5d2204cc/pbNK_model
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The ODEs that associated with these reactions are

d[hC]
dt

= −J1,

d[kir2dl]
dt

= −J1,

d[hCkir2dl]
dt

= J1− J2 + J5 + J7,

d[hCkir2dllck]
dt

= J2− J3,

d[hCpkir2dl]
dt

= J3− J4− J6,

d[hCpkir2dlcd45]
dt

= J4− J5,

d[shp]
dt

= −J6,

d[hCpkir2dlshp]
dt

= J6− J7,

d[pshp]
dt

= J7.

B.15.0.2 KIR2DL4 inhibition sub-model

The reactions that associated with this model are

hG+ kir2dl4
kf11


kr11

hGkir2dl4,

hGkir2dl4 + plck
kf12


kr12

hGkir2dl4lck
kf13−−−→ hGpkir2dl4 + lck,

hGpkir2dl4 + cd45
kf14


kr14

hGpkir2dl4cd45
kf15−−−→ hGkir2dl4 + cd45,

hGpkir2dl4 + shp
kf16


kr16

hGpkir2dl4shp
kf17−−−→ hGkir2dl4 + pshp.
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The fluxes that associated with these reactions are

J11 = kf11[hG][kir2dl4]− kr11[hGkir2dl4],

J12 = kf12[plck][hGkir2dl4]− kr12[hGkir2dl4lck],

J13 = kf13[hGkir2dl4lck],

J14 = kf14[hGpkir2dl4][cd45]− kr14[hGpkir2dl4cd45],

J15 = kf15[hGpkir2dl4cd45],

J16 = kf16[hGpkir2dl4][shp]− kr16[hGpkir2dl4shp],

J17 = kf17[hGpkir2dl4shp].

The ODEs that associated with these reactions are

d[hG]
dt

= −J11,

d[kir2dl4]
dt

= −J11,

d[hGkir2dl4]
dt

= J11− J12 + J15 + J17,

d[hGkir2dl4lck]
dt

= J12− J13,

d[hGpkir2dl4]
dt

= J13− J14− J16,

d[hGpkir2dl4cd45]
dt

= J14− J15,

d[shp]
dt

= −J16,

d[hGpkir2dl4shp]
dt

= J16− J17,

d[pshp]
dt

= J17.
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B.15.0.3 LILRB inhibition sub-model

The reactions that associated with the model are

hlaG+ lil
kf21


kr21

hGlil,

hGlil + pLck
kf22


kr22

hGlilpLck
kf23−−−→ hGplil + Lck,

hGplil + cd45
kf24


kr24

hGplilcd45
kf25−−−→ hGlil + cd45,

hGplil + shp
kf26


kr26

hGplilshp
kf27−−−→ hGlil + pshp.

The fluxes associated with these equations are

J21 = kf21[hlaG][lil]− kr21[hGlil],

J22 = kf22[hGlil][pLck]− kr22[hGlilpLck],

J23 = kf23[hGlilpLck],

J24 = kf24[hGplil][cd45]− kr24[hGplilcd45],

J25 = kf25[hGplilcd45],

J26 = kf26[hGplil][shp]− kr26[hGplilshp],

J27 = kf27[hGplilshp].
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The ODEs that associated with these reactions are

d[hlaG]
dt

= −J21,

d[lil]
dt

= −J21,

d[hGlil]
dt

= J21− J22 + J25 + J27,

d[hGlilpLck]
dt

= J22− J23,

d[hGplil]
dt

= J23− J24− J26,

d[hGplilcd45]
dt

= J24− J25,

d[shp]
dt

= −J26,

d[hGplilshp]
dt

= J26− J27,

d[pshp]
dt

= J27.

B.15.0.4 KIR3DL1 inhibition sub-model

The reactions that associated with the model are

hA+ kir3dl1
kf31


kr31

hAkir3dl1,

hAkir3dl1 + plck
kf32


kr32

hAkir3dl1lck
kf33−−−→ hApkir3dl1 + lck,

hApkir3dl1 + cd45
kf34


kr34

hApkir3dl1cd45
kf35−−−→ hAkir3dl1 + cd45,

hApkir3dl1 + shp
kf36


kr36

hApkir3dl1shp
kf37−−−→ hAkir3dl1 + pshp.
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The fluxes that associated with these reactions are

J31 = kf31[hA][kir3dl1]− kr31[hAkir3dl1],

J32 = kf32[plck][hAkir3dl1]− kr32[hAkir3dl1lck],

J33 = kf33[hAkir3dl1lck],

J34 = kf34[hApkir3dl1][cd45]− kr34[hApkir3dl1cd45],

J35 = kf35[hApkir3dl1cd45],

J36 = kf36[hApkir3dl1][shp]− kr36[hApkir3dl1shp],

J37 = kf37[hApkir3dl1shp].

The ODEs that associated with these reactions are

d[hA]
dt

= −J31,

d[kir3dl1]
dt

= −J31,

d[hAkir3dl1]
dt

= J31− J32 + J35 + J37,

d[hAkir3dl1lck]
dt

= J32− J33,

d[hApkir3dl1]
dt

= J33− J34− J36,

d[hApkir3dl1cd45]
dt

= J34− J35,

d[shp]
dt

= −J36,

d[hApkir3dl1shp]
dt

= J36− J37,

d[pshp]
dt

= J37.
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B.15.0.5 KIR3DL2 inhibition sub-model

The reactions that associated with the model are

hB + kir
kf41


kr41

hBkir,

hBkir + plck
kf42


kr42

hBkirlck
kf43−−−→ hBpkir + lck,

hBpkir + cd45
kf44


kr44

hBpkircd45
kf45−−−→ hBkir + cd45,

hBpkir + shp
kf46


kr46

hBpkirshp
kf47−−−→ hBkir + pshp.

The fluxes that associated with these reactions are

J41 = kf41[hB][kir]− kr41[hBkir],

J42 = kf42[plck][hBkir]− kr42[hBkirlck],

J43 = kf43[hBkirlck],

J44 = kf44[hBpkir][cd45]− kr44[hBpkircd45],

J45 = kf45[hBpkircd45],

J46 = kf46[hBpkir][shp]− kr46[hBpkirshp],

J47 = kf47[hBpkirshp].
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The ODEs that associated with these reactions are

d[hB]
dt

= −J41,

d[kir]
dt

= −J41,

d[hBkir]
dt

= J41− J42 + J45 + J47,

d[hBkirlck]
dt

= J42− J43,

d[hBpkir]
dt

= J43− J44− J46,

d[hBpkircd45]
dt

= J44− J45,

d[shp]
dt

= −J46,

d[hBpkirshp]
dt

= J46− J47,

d[pshp]
dt

= J47.

B.16 Mapping the CD94/NKG2C and KIR2DS1 sub-

model and the MAPK-TNFα sub-model

The reactions associated with these mapping are

JhCpd12 + zap70
k1


k−1

hCpd12zap70,

hCpd12zap70 + pLck
k2


k−2

hCpd12pzap70 + Lck,

hCpd12pzap70
k3


k−3

hCpd12 + pzap70C,

JhEpd12 + zap70
kf4


kr4

hEpd12zap70,

hEpd12zap70 + pLck
kf5


kr5

hEpd12pzap70 + Lck,

hEpd12pzap70
kf6


kr6

hEpd12 + pzap70E.
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The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J1 = k1[JhCpd12][zap70]− k−1[hCpd12zap70],

J2 = k2[hCpd12zap70][pLck]− k−2[hCpd12pzap70][Lck],

J3 = k3[hCpd12pzap70]− k−3[hCpd12][pzap70C],

J4 = kf4[JhCpd12][zap70]− kr4[hCpd12zap70],

J5 = kf5[hCpd12zap70][pLck]− kr5[hCpd12pzap70][Lck],

J6 = kf6[hCpd12pzap70]− kr6[hCpd12][pzap70C].

The ODEs associated with this model are

hCpd12
dt

= −JhCpd12 + J3,

hCpd12zap70
dt

= J1− J2,

hCpd12pzap70
dt

= J2− J3,

pzap70C
dt

= J3,

hEpd12
dt

= −JhEpd12 + J6,

hEpd12zap70
dt

= J4− J5,

hEpd12pzap70
dt

= J5− J6,

pzap70E
dt

= J6.

B.17 Mapping the ITG sub-model and the MAPK-TNFα

sub-model

We imported flux J1 from ITG sub-model that leads to phosphorylation of ZAP70

in MAPK-TNFα sub-model.

The reaction that associated with this pathway is

icamitg + zap70
kf11


kr11

icamitgzap70
kf12→ icamitg + pzap70.
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The fluxes associated with this reaction are

J11 = kf11[icamitg][zap70]− kr11[icamitgzap70],

J12 = kr12[icamitgzap70].

The ODEs associated with this reaction are

icamitg

dt
= J1− J11,

pzap70
dt

= J12.

B.18 Mapping the MAPK-TNFα sub-model and the Vav

sub-model

The reactions associated with these mapping are

pplc+ vav
kf21


kr21

pplcvav
kf22→ plc+ pvav,

plat+ vav
kf23


kr23

platvav
kf24→ lat+ pvav,

pzap70 + vav
kf25


kr25

pzap70vav
kf26→ zap70 + pvav.

The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J21 = kf21[pplc][vav]− kr21[pplcvav],

J22 = kr22[pplcvav],

J23 = kf23[plat][vav]− kr23[platvav],

J24 = kr24[platvav],

J25 = kf25[pzap70][vav]− kr25[pzap70vav],

J26 = kr26[pzap70vav].
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The ODEs associated with these reactions are

pplc

dt
= Jpplc − J21− J81,

pplcvav

dt
= J21− J22,

plc

dt
= Jplc + J22 + J82,

lat

dt
= −J27 + J24,

plat

dt
= Jplat − J23,

platvav

dt
= J23− J24,

vav

dt
= Jvav − J21− J23− J25− J61,

pvav

dt
= Jpvav + J22 + J24 + J26− J31 + J62,

pzap70vav
dt

= J25− J26.

B.19 Mapping the Rac-PAK sub-model and the MAPK-

TNFα sub-model

The MEKPP is exported to the MAPKtnf sub-model as JMEKPP .

The reactions associated with these mapping are

PAK∗ +MEK
kf



kr

PAK∗MEK
kf32→ PAK∗ +MEKP,

PAK∗ +MEKP
kf



kr

PAK∗MEKP
kf33→ PAK∗ +MEKPP,

MEKPP + PP2A
kf



kr

MEKPPPP2A
kf34→ MEKP + PP2A,

MEKP + PP2A
kf



kr

MEKPPP2A
kf35→ MEK + PP2A.
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The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J32 = kf32[PAK∗][MEK]
K32(1 + MEKP

K33
) + [MEK]

,

J33 = kf33[PAK∗][MEKP ]
K33(1 + MEK

K32
) + [MEKP ]

,

J34 = kf34[PP2A][MEKP ]
K34(1 + MEKPP

K35
) + [MEKP ]

,

J35 = kf35[PPA][MEKPP ]
K35(1 + MEKP

K34
) + [MEKPP ]

,

JMEKPP = J33− J35.

The ODEs associated with these reactions are

MEK

dt
= JMEK − J32 + J34,

MEKP

dt
= J32− J33− J34 + J35,

MEKPP

dt
= J33− J35.

B.20 Mapping the MAPK-TNFα sub-model and the

ERKPP_cytokine sub-model

The reactions associated with the mapping are

ERKPP
kf41→ TNF,

TNF
kf42→ ,

ERKPP
kf43→ GM − CSF,

GM − CSF
kf44→ ,
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The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J41 = kf41[ERKPP ]− kr41[TNF ],

J42 = kr42[TNF ],

J43 = kf43[ERKPP ]− kr43[GM − CSF ],

J44 = kr44[GM − CSF ].

The ODEs associated with these reactions are

ERKPPn
dt

= JERKPPn − J41− J43,

TNF

dt
= J41− J42,

GM − CSF
dt

= J43− J44.

B.21 Mapping the HLA-G cytokines sub-model and the

NFAT-GMCSF sub-model

The reactions that associated with this mapping are

NFATNn
kf51→ GM − CSF,

GM − CSF
kf52→ .

The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J51 = kf51[NFATNn],

J52 = kf52[GM − CSF ].

The ODEs associated with these reactions are

ERKPPn
dt

= JERKPPn − J41− J43,

TNF

dt
= J41− J42,

GM − CSF
dt

= J43− J44.
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B.22 Mapping the MAPK sub-model and the HLA-

G_cytokines sub-model

The reaction that associated with this mapping is

VPLC = pLat ∗ gamma ∗ Vplc ∗ 1.

B.23 Mapping the HLA-G_cytokines sub-model and the

Vav sub-model

The reaction that associated with this mapping is

PI3K∗ + V av
kf61


kr61

PI3K∗V av
kf62→ PI3K∗ + pV av.

The fluxes associated with this reaction are

J61 = kf61[PI3K∗][V av]− kr61[PI3K∗V av],

J62 = kf62[PI3K∗V av].

The ODEs associated with this reaction are

PI3K∗V av

dt
= J61− J62,

P I3K∗

dt
= −J61,

V av

dt
= −J61,

pV av

dt
= J62.
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B.24 Mapping the SHP sub-model and the ZAP70

sub-model

The reaction that associated with this mapping is

pSHP + pZAP70
kf71


kr71

pSHPpZAP70
kf72→ pSHP + ZAP70.

The fluxes associated with this reaction are

J71 = kf71[pSHP ][pZAP70]− kr71[pSHPpZAP70],

J72 = kr72[pSHPpZAP70].

The ODEs associated with these reaction are

pSHP

dt
= −J71 + J72,

pZAP70
dt

= −J71,

pSHPpZAP70
dt

= J71− J72,
zap70
dt

= J72.

B.25 Mapping the SHP sub-model and the MAPK-TNFα

sub-model

The reaction that associated with this mapping is

pSHP + pPLCγ
kf81


kr81

pSHPpPLCγ
kf82→ pSHP + PLCγ.

The fluxes associated with these reactions are

J81 = kf81[pSHP ][pPLCγ]− kr81[pSHPpPLCγ],

J82 = kr82[pSHPpPLCγ].
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The ODEs associated with these reactions are

pSHP

dt
= −J81 + J82,

pPLC

dt
= −J81,

pSHPpPLC

dt
= J81− J82,

PLC

dt
= J82.
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